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ABSTRACT

The neurohypophysial hormones (NHH 's ) produce increased

Na" transport and water movement across many epithelial mem

branes including amphibian skin and bladder and mammalian

distal tubules. Evidence exists to show that this group of

hormones acts to activate adenyl cyclase (AC), increase pro

duction of cyclic AMP which , through undefined steps, produces

the physiological response. The prostaglandins, derived from

fatty acids and found in most tissues, have been proposed as

modulaters of the NHH-AC activation. In this study, the develop

ing tadpole was used as a model for study of NHH-mediated Na"

transport based on the prediction that some components of the

hormone—response sequence would develop at different stages , al

lowing study of these components, their relationship to one

another, and their relative functional importance.

For study of the development of hormone-mediated events

in the tadpole skin, several relevant properties of the Rana

pipiens adult and developing tadpole skin were characterized.

(l) The light and electron microscopic morphology of

adult and tadpole skin was examined. The adult frog skin is

composed of ~ six layers of epithelial cells above a primarily

collagenous dermal layer containing deposits of calcium. In

the tadpole skin, the epithelial layer is only one cell thick

in early premetamorphic (stage XVI-XVII) skins, but the number
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of cell layers increases to six by stage XXI+. Concomitant

ly, the character of the apical outer membrane, the postulated

primary permeability barrier in adult skins, undergoes several

changes, including transient appearance of vacuoles and in

clusion granules (stages XVIII-XIX) and a microvillous border.

By stage XVIII, the apical border resembles that of adult skin

and by stage XVIV, the mitochondrial-rich clear cells seen in

adult skin have appeared. No calcium deposits were found in

tadpole skins.

(2) The transport of Na' by adult skin in the presence

and absence of the NHH 's oxytocin (OXY) and arginine vasotocin

(AVT) cyclic AMP, theophylline, and prostaglandin E1 (PGE1) was
defined. All of these agents produce in the intact skin mounted

in an Ussing chamber an increase in Na’ transport (as measured

by the short-circuit current [SCC]), and dose-response studies

revealed optimal responses at the following molar concentra

tions: OXY, AWT, and PGE1, 10-7M; theophylline and cyclic AMP,

10-2M.

(3) The enzyme AC was characterized in fully metamor

phosed (stage XXV) tadpole skin (measurements in adult skin

were technically difficult). AC was sensitive to NaF (10 mM)

resulting in 2–3x stimulation of activity, and was minimally

stimulated (~10%) by OXY (10-7M), but consistently stimulated

(-4.0%) by AVT (107M).
Finally, developmental studies of the intact tissue and

AC were carried out. The development of basal Na" transport

in tadpole skin appeared at stage XVIII-XIX and increased
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progressively to adult levels by stage XXIII. Nat transport

responses to OXY., AWT, PGE1, cyclic AMP, and theophylline all

developed at approximately stage XVIII-XIX, and the magnitude

of response correlated with basal Na" transport (r2 = 0.9,

except PGE, where r = 0. 6 || ).

Basal and NaF-stimulated AC activity was present in all

stages examined (XVIV-XXV) and were higher at stages XX and

XXV. The NaF/Basal activity ratio increased progressively

after stage XX. Significant stimulation (p<0.01) stimulation

of AC by PGE1 appeared by stage XX and by AWT by stage XXI + ,

although stimulation by both agonists was occasionally present

at earlier stages (XVIII-XIX).

It was concluded from these studies that: (1) Basal Na"

transport appears just prior to metamorphic climax (stage

XVIII), increases with development, and this increase roughly

parallels the proportional increase of NaF-stimulated AC

activity, as well as the number of epithelial cell layers in

the skin; (2) the lack of clear relationship between agonist

stimulated AC activity and development and the correlation

between basal Na" transport and hormone response suggest AC

is not a rate-limiting factor in expression of the physiologi—

cal response; (3) the similarity of actions of PGE, and AVT
further supports its postulated role as potential modulator

of responses to NHH 's and the earlier appearance of a PGE2 –l

sensitive enzyme may suggest a separate site of action from

AVT.
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CHAPTER T :

I. INTRODUCTION

This thesis is directed toward understanding the events

occuring from the time NHH 's interact with receptors asso

ciated with transporting epithelia to the physiological ex

pression of that interaction in terms of increased movement

Of Na" and/or H20 across that barrier. The method of approach

to this problem has been to use a developmental system which

would allow temporal separation of some events. The intro

ductory and historical comments to be presented will be di

vided into several categories including (l) transport of

electrolytes and water across epithelial membranes, (2) neuro

hypophysial hormones in general and especially relating to

their actions on transporting epithelia, and (3) developmental

aspects of Na" transport and its change in response to this

group of hormones. Because of the broad scope of this work,

these subjects will be briefly reviewed and then described in

relation to the postulated mechanism of action of the hormones

in epithelial tissue with special reference to the questions

of interest in this study.

II. MOVEMENT OF WATER AND ELECTROLYTES ACROSS EPITHELIAL

MEMBRANES.

A. EVOLUTIONARY AND PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF TRANS

PORTING EPITHELIA.

In the process of evolution, a number of physiological
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mechanisms have developed which have allowed (a) maintenance

of differences in composition of aqueous media across a mem—

brane barrier, as in the basic cell unit, and its surrounding

extracellular and/or extraorganismal fluid, and (b) mainten

ance of a stable composition of the "milieu interieur" in an

organism with respect to its own environment. This maintenance

has, in a very general sense, been attributable largely to the

alterable selective permeability of cell membranes to water,

electrolytes, and small molecular weight solutes, and to active

transport of the latter two components across membranes or

whole layers of cells separating differing media. Pinocytosis,

which may also play some role in this regard , is acknowledged

but will not be considered further. In higher organisms, a

number of specialized organ systems have evolved which are of

major importance in relation to this role. These organs, such

as the kidney (more specifically the renal tubular system),

intestine, gall bladder, and gills, skin, and bladder of lower

vertebrates, have frequently been used as models for study of

biological transport phenomena. These epithelia possess the

characteristic of having a single or multiple layer of cells

of epithelial (ectodermal) origin in which there is polarity

with respect to transport functions in that one surface ("apical

surface" or "outside") faces one medium, which is often exter

nal to the organism (as skin or gills) or in an excretory route

(as bladder or intestine) and the other surface ("serosal" or

"inside") which is usually intimately connected to the internal

milieu of the organism via the circulatory system and/or the
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intracellular fluid space of the organism. By virtue of their

properties of selective membrane permeability and capacity for

active transport of ions, these cells maintain significant

gradients of water and solutes across these surfaces.

B. TRANSPORT OF Na" ACROSS EPITHELIA.

l. Historical Aspects. Prior to l855, when the toad

bladder was introduced as a more simple model for study of

transport;7°, +7° the frog skin was the prototype for such

experimental work. Work on this preparation was usually direct

ed toward study of the basis for electrical properties of the

skin or toward water movement across the skin.

Du Bois Reymond in 18, 8.8% was probably the first to note

that an isolated frog skin is capable of maintaining a potential

difference between the outside and inside. The understanding

of the ionic basis of this finding, which was firmly established

in 1951,474 actually began in the early lS00's when Galeotti

noted that this potential could only be maintained by Na’ or Li",
and proposed a selective permeability mechanism to explain the

phenomenon. As noted by Ussing” in his review of studies in

frog skin, Galeotti's notions were not accepted at the time be

cause they appeared to violate the second law of thermodynamics.

It was established by Krogh in 1937 that salt, as measured by

Cl ions, passes through the skin even when the outside solution
5, l05, l06

3.
is as dilute as lo' 'M and in 1940 that radioactive Na"

157passes faster inward than outward in this preparation. In a

further series of studies, Ussing and his associates established
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that (l) transfer of Na" was an active process, since it took

place against a concentration and electrical gradient; (2) that

the movement of Na" was the source of PD; rather than Cl" as

originally postulated; (3) that transport of Na" was energy

dependent, since it was eliminated by metabolic inhibitors;

(H) it was directly proportional to the SCC measured across

frog skin by earlier workers 107,183,255 who had not related

*** Since these classitheir observations to ion movements.

cal studies, which formed the basis for many of the studies

of transport being carried out at present, the transport char

acteristics pertaining to the PD of frog skin have been studied

extensively, and a number of reviews of the subject have ap

peared. 28, 81, 199, 268, 269
2. Current Concepts of Nat Transport in Amphibian Epithelia.

The frog skin is composed of two layers, the outer ectodermal

epithelium and the inner mesodermal chorion.* The former consists

of several layers of cells, among which on the basis of recent

studies using membrane separated from the chorion, are the

cells supporting the greater portion of active transport. 56 , 222,
231. The structure of the frog skin in relation to function is

discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2.

The PD across the skin can only be maintained by Nat or Li",

but not k+,79a although K" ions are required in the inside medium

for maintenance of transport. 142 The active transport of Na"

increases with increasing Na" concentration in the outside med

ium up to a limiting factor, approximately l?0mM, which is probab

ly related to the passive permeability of the outside membrane

to Na". ***** Calcium, at concentrations of 8–10mM inside or out

side, is capable of blocking transport of Na" across the skin, 155
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perhaps by lowering the permeability constant for Na", as sug

70gested by Curran, Herrera, and Flanigan. Although addition

of EDTA, a chelator of Ca” and Mg” causes a fall in potential”
associated with increased conductivity, the specific mechan

ism for this effect is not known. The fate of Na’ in its

journey from outside to inside has also been studied. Attempts

to calculate the pool of Na" actively participating in transport
59 , 60, l 39by several investigators have definitely indicated that

this is only a small proportion of the overall cellular Na"

pool. Although the careful studies of Ussing and his collabora

tors indicated that Cl" movement was passive, a number of studies

have suggested that under certain conditions, such as in vivo,
10 li 188

in vitro in choline Ringer or with low Na Outside , Orº ln.

certain species,” active energy dependent Cl" transport could

definitely be demonstrated. It has also been found that the frog

skin develops after two hours in vitro a pH gradient with the
92outside at ~ 6.0 and the inside at ~ 8.0; the mechanism for this

has not been explained, although it is of interest that it is

inhibited by acetazolamide, a carbonic anhydrase inhibitor.

The active transport of Na" by frog skin is an energy de

pendent process, as evidenced by inhibition of the PD or SCC by
268

various metabolic inhibitors. Further, the Q02 of the tissue
- - +

was found in part to be proportional to the amount of Na

transported in that Q02 was reduced when little Na" could be

transported, as when skin was placed in distilled H.o.º.”
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There is evidence to support the idea that the "pump"
- - + .

actively transporting Na is NaK– ATPase, a membrane bound
- - - - - - +

enzyme which is believed to play the role of maintaining Na

81 Cardiac glycosidesgradients in the majority of cells.

such as ouabain, are specific inhibitors of this enzyme and

reduce SCC in frog skin. ** The presence of this enzyme has

58 and histologically”also been demonstrated biochemically"
in epithelial cells of the skin. Considerable insight into

the precise function and regulation of this enzyme in simpler

systems such as the erythrocyte has been accrued in recent

years, and many of the principles, such as the enzyme's separate

parts relating to Na" vs K", appear to apply to most tissues.”

C. PERMEABILITY CHANGES OF EPITHELIA TO H20.
The movement of water across frog skin has also been under

study for almost a century. In 1892, Reid found a small net

transfer of H, 0 across frog skin in the absence of either an2

osmotic or hydrostatic gradient. This was confirmed by other

workers” who found the movement to be about l- 5 ug/emº/hr.
Since this movement was found to be directly related to Na"

transport, Ussing suggested that it was due to a "drag" by the

net movement of Na" or Cl". The movement of H20 in the presence

of an osmotic or hydrostatic gradient, however, is not dependent

upon Na" transport*** and it is markedly increased by NHH 's, as

first described by Brunn in 1921 who noted this effect in intact

frogs as a weight gain ("water balance" effect). ** Considerable

controversy exists as to the mechanism by which this phenomenon
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occurs. Koefoed—Johnson and Ussing” have proposed that water

enters by "bulk flow" through pores and that increases in water

movement occur by virtue of pore enlargement, while other in

127, 215 argue that diffusional processes alone willvestigators

account for the movement. Controversy also exists as to whether

the increased movement of water and small solutes seen is in any

way energy dependent.”
D. COMPARISON OF FROG SKIN AND TOAD BLADDER AS EPITHELIAL

MODELS.

The toad bladder preparation has also been used as a model

for study of epithelial transport, since it behaves in a physio

logically similar fashion to frog skin in regard to Na" and H20
movement in the presence or absence of hormones. Although in

most cases experimental findings in one tissue will also be seen

in the other, there are several significant limitations to this

extrapolation. These are demonstrated notably by the changes in

Na" transport secondary to the response to aldosterone in the

frog skin (moulting and biphasic SCC changes occur in the latter),

152, 170 or the sensitivity of the toad bladder, but not the frog

218 Nonetheless, with thisskin, to ca” in the presence of AVP.

reservation in mind, the data from either tissue can be con

tributory towards understanding mechanisms of epithelial trans

port, and in interpreting data derived from the "other" tissue.

Accordingly, data from studies in toad bladder will be used fre

quently in various discussions in this thesis, which appears to

be justified, since NHH's elicit roughly analogous ion transport

and H,0 movement effects.
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Both tissues in vitro respond to a number of hormones,

drugs and other agents by exhibiting changes in ion and H20
movement. A summary of these effects is presented in Table

l-I, which will serve as a basis for discussion later in the

text.

III. NEUROHYPOPHYSIAL HORMONES

The neurohypophysial hormones promote the movement of

salt, certain small molecular weight solutes such as urea,

and H2O across certain epithelial membranes. Since inter

pretation of any study of a developing system requires some

insight into the broader biological function of a hormone, a

brief review of this subject will be presented, with particular

regard to the mechanisms of action of the hormones. Several

comprehensive reviews of NHH 's have appeared in recent years.
28, 33, 81, 107

A. OCCURRENCE

One or more of the octapeptide NHH 's (see Figure l—l) is

present in all classes of vertebrates from the Agnathian fishes

through the mammals. Arginine vasotocin (AWT) is found in

fishes, amphibians, reptiles, and birds, and various other hor

mones of the same class are also present, while mammals secrete

AVP or LVP and oxy.” These hormones have their origin in

neural cells located in the hypothalamus and are stored in ex

tensions of these cells in the neurohypophysis. In mammals

they are released into the blood in response to stimuli of neural
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TABLE
1—I

EFFECTOFWARIOUSAGENTSON
TRANSPORTINGEPITHELIA:MODIFICATION
OFNa"TRANSPORT ANDWATERMOVEMENT

INTHEPRESENCEANDABSENCEOF

NEUROHYPOPHYSIALHORMONES CategoryAgentConcentrationTissueSideEffectEffect
+
NHHRefer

M×
107°Na"Hydro-Na"Hydro-
eInCe

tranS-
osmotictrans–osmotic portport

I.Ionsgs.17.5FSMk180 A.
Cations
Csll5.0FSBN.82

substitu-
K.:17.
5FSMk180 tedforNH,115FSBk82 Na+

-

Li+17.
5FSMNEl80

ll5FSBNE82

Rb+17.5FSMk180 ++115FSBk82
Ca115FSBN.82 Mg++115FSBN.82

B.
CationsH*(pH8.H-6.5)TBSNE4AVP,OXYl7,ll8, withade-

+
229 quateNat+(pH8.

I;to55)TBMNE+AVP175

Š.for
N.TBSJ.
AVPl8 K+FSSJ.

AVP270 Ag.0.lFS,TSS+268 Ca8–10TBMNENE:AVP218

8–10TBSNEJ.:
AVP218 10TBSNEJ.:

AVP
7 10TBSNENE:AVT,

OXY,LVP
7to

++ll.
3FSMkNE133

Cu0.lFSB+

0.lFSM+Add
:

ADH103 0.lFSS+NE:ADH
l03
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Tablel-I
(continued) CategoryAgentConcentrationTissueSideEffectEffect

+
NHHRefer

M×
107°Na"Hydro-Na"Hydro-
eInCe

tranS-
osmotictrans–osmotic portport

Mg”l–3TBSN.:
AVP18

8TBSNE*:AVP,

LVP,OXY
7

C.
AnionsBrT20FSMN.
180 chlorideBrT -120FSM+82

replacedCH3C00120FSM+82

(CH3C00),120FSM+82

Citrate120FSM+82
F-120FSM+82 HPO,120FSM+82 I20FSM+180 Ios"120FSM+82 Nos."120FSM+82 Nos."20FSM+180 SCNT120FSM+82

D.AnionBrT
-l.0FS,TSS+268 additionMnO,-0.l–03FSS+268

II.MetabolicArsenite0.1FSSN.N.lL}3

InhibitorsCNT0.03FSSN.N.ll.3

l.0TBSk67E

Diethyl
l.0FSSkN.ll!3

malonate
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Tablel-I.(continued) CategoryAgentConcentrationTissueSideEffectEffect
+
NHHRefer

Mx107°Na"Hydro-Na"Hydro-eInCe

trans-osmotictrans–osmotic portport

2,14 Dinitro phenol0.02FSSN.N.ll!3

0.05FSBN.268

Fluoro acetate
l.0FSSN.N.NE
:

AVP195 Fluoride
l.0FSS+NEll!3

l0.0FSSN.N.N.lH.3

Iodoace tatel.0FSS$.N.ll!3

0.lTBSN.
195

Sodium ozidel.0FSSkN.ll!3 Sodium salicy latel.0TBSNENE:AVP208

III.Pro-Actino teinmycin
D
0.002
||TBSNENE:AVP98,l73 #.,Puromycin

0.lTBS$.67 IV.Chela-
H tingAgentsEDTAl.0FSSkklu3"

BAL0.3FSS+268
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Tablel-I.(continued) CategoryAgentConcentrationTissueSideEffectEffect
+
NHHRefer

M×107°Na"Hydro-Na"Hydro-
eInCe

trans-osmotictrans–osmotic portport

W.SHReac tiveAgentsCysteine
20TBSN.NE122

l.0TBSNENEJ.:
ADH
J.
ADHl22 l.0TBMNENE

Etnacrynic acid0.01–0.
lTBSN.J.:
AVP,OXY+AVP,OXY26,65

0.01–0.
1TBSNE26

Etnacrynic acidana logue0.3TBSkJ.:
AVP19.5 Glutath ione (oxid.

)
2.0TBSJ.:
OXY212,129 Glutath ione (red)2.0TBJ.:

OXY212 Mersalyl0.01FSSN.kl!!3

0.001FSS++ll!3

Thiogly collate
10TBSNENEJ.:

ADH
$
ADHl22

10TBMNENENE:ADHNE
:

ADHl22§
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Tablel-I.(continued) CategoryAgentConcentrationTissueSideEffectEffect
+NHHRefer

M×107°Na"Hydro-Na"Hydro-****

tranS-
osmotictrans–osmotic portport

VI.Cardiac glycosidesg-stro

phanthidin0.001FSSk268
oubain
0.lFSBk35

0.1TBSk67 0.lTBSkJ.
AVP
J.
AVPl014

VII.Hormonesaldo

SterOne0.0001TBS+NE+AVP22,26

A.
Steroids0.0001TSSN++NE170

deoxy cortico SternOne0.0001TBS+NE77 hydro corti SOIne0.005FSS+18.5 fluro hydro corti SOrle0.005FSS+18.5

B.
PeptideHuman andothergrowth hormoneshormone(100mW/ml

)FSS+129.
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Tablel-I.(continued
)

CategoryAgentConcentrationTissueSideEffectEffect
+
NHHRefer

M×107°Na"Hydro-Na"Hydro-eInCe

trans
—

osmotictrans–osmotic portport

Prolactin0.01TBS+80

0.OlFSSNE80
.

Thyroxine
0.0.33FS,TBSNENE262

VIII.Adre-0.l— nergicagentsDopamine0.0001TBSN.:
AVP30

A.
AgonistsEpine

phrine0.003TBSNEN.:
AVP257

0.lTBSN.:
AVP30

Isopro terenol3.2TBSNENE:AVP257

0.01TBSNE:AVP30 0.lTBSN-AVP30 0.0008FSS+280

L-Norepine phrine
l.2TBSNENAVP257

0.lTBSNAVP30 0.0001FSS+202

Tyramine
5.0TBS+NE
:

AVP257

B.Block-Dichloro ingagentsisopro
terenolTBSNENAVP257, dibenamine2.0TBSN.:

AVP119+
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Tablel-I.(continued
)

CategoryAgentConcentrationTissueSideEffectEffect
+
NHHRefer

Mx
10–3Na"Hydro-Na"Hydro-
eInCe

tranS-
osmotictrans–osmotic portport

Proethalol0.17FSSNENE280
Propanolol0.00lTBNE30

Phenoxy benzamine0.02
||FSSNE280

0.0
L8FSS+280

IX.Choliner gicAgents A.
Agonists

Acetylcho line5.5FSM+13

B.
Blocking Agents

Atropine0.03–0.
9FSM$.268 Curare0.01-0.

lFSM+268 Eserine
6.0FSSk268

>10FSMN.
268

X.Auto-Brady-
-
coidskinin0.002TB,TSSNENEJ.
AVP
J.
AVP109

Serotonin0.048FSS+2H7–

FSMNE2117on

l.0TBSNENE:AVP257
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Tablel-I.(continued
)

CategoryAgentConcentrationTissueSideEffectEffect
+
NHHRefer

Mx107°Na"HydroNa"Hydro
eI■ lCe

trans-osmotictrans–osmotic portport

Prosta glandin El0.0001FSS+227,l01

0.001FSM+227 0.025TBS+NEJ.
AVPl8l,213

XI.Miscel laneous agentsAcetazola
mide0.OlFSSkN.ll■3

Amiloride0.002FS,TBkNE22,26,35,

67

Amphoteri
cinB0.03TBM+NE26,76,178

Antihista mines0.001-0.
lFBSNE
N
AWP229 Brilliant greendye0.lFSSN.l2 CO2(5%)FS268 Chlorpro pamide

l.0TBN.NENE+AVPll.5,1914 Colchicine0.002-0.
02TBNENE+AVP261 H

Deltaamino
CD

leuulinicacidl.0FSSN.+89
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Tablel-I.(continued
)

CategoryAgentConcentrationTissueSideEffectEffect
+
NHHRefer

Mx107°Na"HydroNa"Hydro-***

tranS-
osmotictrans–osmotic portport

Lumicol chicine0.02TBSNENENE26l
Furosemide
0.0.76TBSNEJ.
AVPNE

0.76TBS+

Phenacetin
2TBSNE
N
AWP208 Probenecid

l.H.FB,FSSN.NEN
AWT*AVT,AVP,

OXY79

Sulfanila mide2.0FSSN.268 Theophyl line0.01FSS++ll!3

2.0FSB+l6||

Mechlore thamine
2.0TBSN.+N
AWP
J.
AVPll9

Valinomycin0.007TBSkNEJ.
AVP
J.
AVP25

TBMN.NEJ.
AVP
J.
AVP25

Winblastine0.0002-0.
02TBSNENE+AVP261

KEY:Agentsareclassified
asI.Ions;II.MetabolicInhibitors;III.ProteinSynthesis

Inhibitors;
IV.ChelatingAgents;
W.
SH-reactiveAgents,WI.CardiacGlycosides;VII.Hormones;VIII.AdrenergicAgents;IX.

CholinergicAgents;
X.
Autocoids; XI.

MiscellaneousAgents.

§
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Table1–I. KEY:

(continued) (continued) II. III. IV.

Tissue:FS,frogskin;TS,toadskin;FB,frogbladder;TB,toadbladder. Sideoftissue:Serosal(inside,
or
nutrientside),S.;
Mucosal(outside),
M;

Bothsides,B.
Responses:Increase
(t),or
decrease
($),ornoeffect(NE). Effectinthepresence

ofNHH's:Samenotation
asaboveexceptspecificNHH indicated

by
abbreviationspreviouslyestablished(see
Abbreviations).
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FIGURE l-l.

AMINO ACID SEQUENCE OF NEUROHYPOPHYSIAL HORMONES

I. VASO PRESSOR-ANTIDIURETIC PEPTIDES

A. Arginine vasopressin (AVP)
Cys-Tyr-Phe-Gln-Asn-C■ s-Pro-Arg-Gly-NH

l 2 3 l; 5 6 7 8 9
2

Lysine vasopressin (LVP)
u II

Cys-Tyr-Phe-Gln-Asn-Cys-Pro-Lys-Gly-NH2

Arginine vasotocin (AVT)
T —I

Cys-Tyr-Ile-Gln-Asn-Cys-Pro-Arg-Gly-NH2

II. NEUTRAL OXYTOCIN – LIKE PEPTIDES

A.

*Underlining indicates those amino acids differi

Oxytocin (OXY)
Cys-Tyr-TTe-GTFASTECys-Pro-Leu-Gly-NH 2

Mesotocin
r— —I

Cys-Tyr-Ile-Gln-Asn-Cys-Pro-Ile-Gly-NH2

those in analagous peptides. (From Sawyer, l0682 #, ºn
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origin, such as stress or plasma extracellular fluid volume

changes, and are transported attached to carrier proteins, to

the target cells.” They may, in transport or after release

from the receptor, be metabolized by a specific degradative

enzyme or series of enzymes whose plasma levels appear to fluc

tuate in mammals during pregnancy. These NHH-metabolizing

enzymes have been identified in hormone target organs,161,278
but their presence and function are even more obscure in lower

animals, though there are reports of their existence in toad

bladder.”

Except in the primitive fishes, there is usually more than

one NHH peptide secreted, and in many cases these two hormones
33have widely differing effects within a given system. In some

cases, the hormones are even antagonists of one another in the
153whole organism, as for AVT and OXY in toad kidney or in

isolated tissue. ** Since this is frequently a matter of the

difference between one or two amino acids (see Figure l—l),

it suggests a very delicate and specific control system.

B. PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS

The effects of these hormones in lower fishes are not well

understood, but in higher animals the variety of potential bio

logical effects is large, and appear to differ widely in regard

to two significant factors: (1) which of the two or more hor

mones produces the effect, and their relative potencies in this

regard, and (2) the relative biological significance of the

effect. Table l-II gives a brief summary of effects of the

NHH 's, their presence, and their postulated physiological signi

ficance in mammals and amphibia.
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TABLE1-II GENERALPHYSIOLOGICALEFFECTSOF
NEUROHYPOPHYSIALHORMONES EffectTargetRelativeBiologicalSignificance

OrganMammalsAmphibian

Non-VascularSmooth MuscleContractionuterus
+++-

oviduct
+* GItract

*º

bronchiolar
O2

mammaryductal
++2

VascularSmoothMuscle
contractionselectedarterioles,

veins
+++

relaxation
1117+2 CardiacMuscleDepressantheart

+º

Metabolic decreasebodytemperaturewholebody
+2

hyperglycemiasiteunknown
+-+++

decreaseplasmafree fattyacidssiteunknown
+-++º

ReleaseAnteriorPituitary hormonePituitary
+7+ OsmoregulationKidney,skin

++++

InternalSodiumRegulation
1111+++

SummaryofgeneraleffectsoftheNHH'sin
mammalsandamphibianswithindications
of relativesignificance

or
presence
insystemsunderstudy,takenfromrevieweditedbyB. Berde33.

Considerablevariability
asto
hormonecausingeffectandspeciesresponding
is noted.Key:+=+++,fromsignificant

toprimaryimportance;?-effectnotreported.
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In the isolated frog skin used as the model in this thesis,

NHH's increase the movement of Na", small solutes such as urea,

and H20, but these effects are dissociable, as will be discussed

in a subsequent section. Accordingly, on addition of AVP, OXY,

or AVT to the inside of an in vitro frog skin preparation, there

is a rapid increase in PD, SCC (reflecting increased Na’ trans

port), a fall in R, and usually, an increased permeability to

H20. The change in permeability to H2O is reported to be absent2

during certain seasons. *****
2

The time course of the hydroo smo

tic and natriuretic responses lasts from three to six hours, in

contrast to the qualitatively similar effects seen in the toad

bladder preparation, where effects last only an hour. The rela

tive potency of the various hormones for frog skin are AWT-0XY >AVP.

The magnitude of response to these hormones are often variable,

and some factors contributing to this variability have been

studied in this work. Various agents which either mimic, in

hibit, or otherwise affect the responses to these hormones are

listed in Table l-I.

The diversity of apparent functions of this group of pep

tides serves to emphasize the complexity of the interactions

within a total biological system. Even in regard to the mechan

ism of action in the single organ, i.e., transporting epithelium,

the problem is complicated by the presence of two physiological

effects, and there is evidence to suggest that these hormones may

have more than one basic mechanism of action. 86 - 167 - 236
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C. MECHANISMS OF ACTION

Studies directed toward elucidating the mechanism of

action of these hormones on epithelial membranes have been

relatively recent. Of three popular hypotheses, two relating

to the production of hyaluronidase and to the direct altera

tion of apical membrane SH groups by the hormone have been

d. 201 The third, which proposes that thegenerally discounte

hormones act by activation of the enzyme AC, was proposed by

Handler and Orloff 499 who compared the effects of AVP, cyclic

AMP, and theophylline on water permeability of toad bladder

and found a similar increase in response to all three. The

general similarity of effects of AVP and cyclic AMP were also

studied thoroughly by Edelman, Peterson, and Gulyassay” but

differences in tachyphylaxis to the two agents were noted.

The case for a predominant role of cyclic AMP in the ex

pression of NHH effect can be summarized by the criteria for

cyclic AMP-mediated hormone effect proposed by Robison, Butcher,

and Sutherland. ***

l. Stimulation of AC in broken cell preparations by

the hormone. AC stimulation by NHH 's has recently been shown

in toad bladder by Hynie and Sharp, *" and Bar et al., 19 and

in mammalian kidney preparations by several authors, 5 - 16 63, 191

the latter authors localizing the enzyme to the medullary area

of the kidney. Stimulation of AC by NHH 's in frog skin has

not previously been reported.
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2. Increase of intracellular cyclic AMP in the presence

of physiological concentrations of hormone. The increase of

cyclic AMP levels by AVP was initially described by Handler et

al. 123 in toad bladder, and this has been reconfirmed in this

tissue.” and frog skin.” After pretreatment with aldosterone

or dexamethasone, the levels of cyclic AMP produced by AVP stimu

lation are reported to be lC-50 times greater than in controls.”
Another finding of interest is that OXY, a potent uterine muscle

stimulator, does not appear to increase the level of cyclic AMP

in uterus.

3. Potentiation of the effect of the hormone by phospho

diesterase inhibitors. Theophylline, a methylxanthine compound ,

is an inhibitor of PDE, the enzyme believed responsible for the

primary metabolism of cyclic AMP. In intact toad bladder in

vitro, this compound alone will produce natriuretic and hydro
lg 7, 209osmotic responses, and will potentiate the physiological

effects of NHH 's in regard to both physiological effects and

cyclic AMP levels. *** When the smooth muscle and connective

tissue is removed from toad bladder epithelium, theophylline

aline produces hydroo smotic effects, but has no effects or in

hibits responses when added with OXY.

In the frog skin, theophylline increases SCC and cyclic
71, 72, 230

AMP levels,” and lowers the PD since it also increases

Cl" permeability and Na’ outflux. **
H. Comparison of the physiological effects of NHH 's and

cyclic AMP. The similarity of effects of AVP and exogenous
209 3 ||cyclic AMP have been demonstrated in toad bladder, frog skin,
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ll L1 236isolated renal tubule and rabbit intestinal mucosa. Few

studies have been carried out in regard to other NHH 's , but it

is probable that their effects are also mediated at least in

part by cyclic AMP. 236

Other evidence which tends to further implicate cyclic AMP

in the action of NHH 's is the finding of a very active cyclic

AMP-dependent protein kinase in both soluble and particulate
1 || 7fractions of frog bladder. Both major effects , i.e. , in

+creased Na" transport and increased water movement, of these

hormones on transporting epithelia, are mimicked by addition

cyclic AMP. 9, 15, 44, 120, 202, 209

D. SEPARATION OF Nat TRANSPORT AND HYDROOSMOTIC EFFECTS.

Considerable evidence has accrued to suggest that these two

effects are physiologically separable as first reported by Bent

*** showed this dissociation in toadley. 17 Peters on and Edelman

bladder by showing blockage of hydroosmotic but not Na" trans

port effects of AVP when the serosal Ca” concentration was

raised. The absence of hydroos motic responses, and the presence

of the Na" transport response in aquatic urodeles, 32 and the

difference in relative potencies of OXY and AVT on the two

** is further evidence of this dissociation which haseffects

been reviewed in detail by Morel and Jard. 291. These authors

conclude that the dissociation may involve not only intermediate

or final effects, but also different receptors, with different af

finities for the two hormones. The fact that both theophylline

and cyclic AMP can produce hydroosmotic effects in the presence
++ 218of high Ca also implicates early divergence in the two path

WayS.
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A summary of the current data relating to separation of the

effects on Na" and H.0 transport is presented in Table l-III.2

These data suggest that the two effects may be related to separ

** and the finding of Na" transport butate pools of cyclic AMP

not hydroosmotic responses in aquatic urodeles* suggests that

these pools may be localized in two different cell types.

E. RELATIONSHIP OF PROSTAGLANDINS TO NHH EFFECTS

Recent investigation relating to the problem of mechanisms

of NHH-mediated transport has been directed at the prostaglan

dins, an ubiquitous group of physiologically active fatty acid

derivatives which have been the subject of several recent reviews.
l38, 221, 226, 227

The various prostaglandins, whose chemical structures (Figure

l-2) vary only slightly from one another, have an extremely wide

range of biological effects. Quite frequently, but not always,

the effects on a given system of two different prostaglandins are

opposite. Accordingly, generalizations, except to implicate a

potential role of the compounds, are not often useful in discus

sion of them. These substances are synthesized primarily from

homo-Y-linoleic and arachidonic acids probably as needed in situ.

l69, 21; 11, 259 Of particular interest is findings of prostaglandin

synthetase in rabbit kidney medulla but not cortex by histo
ll. 6 176chemical techniques and biochemical as say. In mammals the

prostaglandins are metabolized to inactive compounds by a lS=

hydroxy-dehydrogenase enzyme located in lungs, kidney, medulla,

liver, and to a lesser extent in other tissues.”
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TABLEl-III NEUROHYPOPHYSIALHORMONEEFFECTSIN
AMPHIBIANEPITHELIA: NATRIURETICAND

HYDROOSMOTICEFFECTS
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-
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=
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PGE, mimics the action of AWP by increasing Na’ trans
port in frog skin, 103, 227 but inhibits the AVP-induced water

movement in toad bladder 19% - 181 - 41% and in isolated rabbit kid

ney collecting tubule. 115 Although PGE1 had no effect of itsl

own in the latter tissue, it enhanced the theophylline induced

hydroosmotic response. 118 In to ad bladder , PGE, also antagonized
the theophylline effect. 13% 181 consistent with the findings in

rat kidney, Marumo and Edelman.191 found that PGE1 inhibits that

component of hamster kidney AC which is stimulated by AVP. PGE1
had no effect on AC activity in 600xg fractions of toad blad—

der. 10 Although the prostaglandins have not yet been found in

176 and in frog skin,toad bladder, they do occur in rat kidney

where they are produced in increased amounts when the skin is

perfused with isoproterenol, **" and activator of AC.

The prostaglandins are synthesized and released in tissues

exposed to various hormones, lº , 227, 244 and they possess the

ability to mimic or inhibit the effects of many hormones, 447
probably by virtue of their direct action on AC. 53, 191, 236

Some evidence for a mediatory and/or modulatory role in cyclic

AMP-mediated hormone response has been presented. 167

IV. DEVELOPMENT OF NA" TRANSPORT AND HORMONAL RESPONSE.

In this thesis the primary emphasis of research was directed

towards understanding a mechanism of hormone action by utilizing

a developmental system as a model for study in somewhat of an

analagous way to the bacterial geneticists use of mutant systems.
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A. RATIONALE FOR USE OF A DEVELOPMENTAL MODEL.

In bacterial systems, sequential events in a series of

reactions can often be defined by finding appropriate mutants

possessing deletions in a sequence. This approach is logis

tically almost impossible in studies of most eukaryotic cells,

owing to such factors as increased genetic and biochemical com—

plexity, increased generation time, and the lack of isolated

biochemical defects in identified mutants. The developmental

model, in theory, presupposes that certain biochemical or cellu

lar components of a system may develop before others, and by

observing the order of assembly of the completed biochemical

or structural system, some conclusions may be drawn regarding

the relationship between components as well as their relative

importance. Further, some insight may be gained regarding the

genetic control and origin of components if they develop separate

ly or simultaneously. If they develop simultaneously, it is

possible that the genes determining their production are closely

associated. Therefore a simple developmental system, especially

one which is well-defined physiologically and biochemically, may

be a useful model.

Developmental processes, however, may include some processes

or structures which may either be functional only during the trans

ition process or represent transient evolutionary vestigiae of

obsolete processes. An example of this might be the prolifera

tion of cathespin and collagenase in the tadpole tail during its
96, 156resorption. These enzymes, with a relatively wide range
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of proteolylic and esterolylic activity, are present only tran

siently during this particular developmental process, and dis

appear afterwards. These transiently present enzymes could

alter interpretation of studies of development of certain sys

tems, such as tadpole skin enzymes. Another example is the

ll 6a, that rat liver AC duringfinding of Greengard

development is transiently sensitive to glucagon and later be

comes insensitive to these hormones. Although such occurrences

are of considerable interest with regard to the understanding

of developmental processes, they tend to complicate developmental

models used for study of the completed system. Accordingly, con

siderable care must be exercised in extrapolating from developing

systems to that of the adult.

B. DEVELOPMENT OF FROG TADPOLES AND THEIR CAPACITY FOR

Na" TRANSPORT AND H20 MOVEMENT.

The development of amphibians, partly because of their

spectacular metamorphic transformations, has been methodically

studied since the mid-nineteenth century. The influence of

96 andthyroid hormone on this process was first noted in 1912,

current studies suggest developmental processes are probably

dependent upon the influence of thyroxin, prolactin and possibly

83 The developing amphibian has thusother pituitary hormones.

become a fertile subject for understanding of both developmental

biology and the mechanism of action of thyroid hormone. The

various aspects of development of the tadpole of Rana pipiens,

the model used in this study, have probably been studied in the
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greatest detail, so that this model animal is well-characterized.

A summary of various studies of its morphological and biochemi

cal development is presented in Figure l- 3 which will serve as

a general frame of reference for referral to developmental stages

in subsequent sections.

Although many morphological and histological aspects of

tadpole skin development have been studied, interest in func

tional correlations with these changes is relatively recent. 19%

One of the significant studies of a functional change in the

skin was carried out by Taylor and Barker, 263 who described the

absence of Na" transporting ability in premetamorphic tadpole

skin. This was followed by their studies describing decreased

amounts of Na-K-ATPase in the tadpole skin as compared with

adults. 198 Recently Alvarado and Moody" confirmed the earlier

finding of development of transporting ability using more sophis

ticated techniques, and established that in the bullfrog tadpole

(R. catesbeiana), the ability of the skin to transport Na"

appears shortly after metamorphic climax at Taylor Kollros

stage XXII (see Figure l—l).

A study of the development of sodium transport responses

to hormones was made in intact animalsº and several studies of

development of hydroosmotic responses to NHH 's have been carried

out in the frog 3, 113 and toad tadpole. 1"9 Although the total

body studies are of physiological interest, the potential role

of several H20 permeable and Na" transporting areas (e.g. ,

skin, gills, gut and kidney tubules) which could be hormone res—

ponsive do not give information about skin alone. Only Bentley

and Greenwald” have examined the isolated frog tadpole skin and
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Figure l–3

Pattern of metamorphic changes in Rana pipiens tad
95ples after Etkin. Changes are expressed as total length

and hind limb length on top abcissa from study by Etkin. 9°

The abscissa below describes eleven gross morphological

changes as follows: (1) anal canal piece (ACP) reduction

begun; (2) ACP reduced and forearm skin window clearing.

(3) skin window definitely clear; (4) emergence of fore

limbs, loss of beaks; (5) mouth between nostril and eye;

(6) mouth to anterior eye; (7) mouth slightly past mid-eye;

(8) tympanum beginning; (9) opercular membrane resorbed ;

(10) tympanum definitely recognizable ; (ll) black stub of

tail completely gone. Some of these changes are diagrammed

in the lower part of diagram. The third aboissa expresses

stages as described by Taylor and Kollros.” Plotted lines

from data of Etkin” describe development in terms of ratios

of hind limb length and tail length to body length. Lower

abcissa relates these changes to days before and after fore

limb emergence (E).
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they found hydroosmotic responses to AVT developed in an early

limb stage (TK stages XII on ). Biochemical correlates of these

findings have not been described previously.

Although all of these earlier studies were carried out in

the bullfrog R. catesbeiana, it is presumed that they are simi
lar in other members of the anurans with similar life and eco

logical habitats such as the smaller R. Pipiens.

W. POSTULATED MECHANISMS OF NHH-MEDIATED Na" TRANSPORT.

The data regarding the proposed mechanism of action of the

NHH 's on transport epithelia, as reviewed in the previous sec

tions suggests the following sequence of events: (l) attachment

of the hormone to the receptor or to various receptors; (2)

activation of a series of changes, as perhaps membrane conforma

tional changes which culminates in activation of the AC in close

proximity to the receptor; (3) production of increased levels

of cyclic AMP; (4) increased activity of the PDE and other

metabolizing enzymes; (5) attachment of the cyclic nucleotide

to one or more protein kinase receptors; (6) activation or

inhibition of one or more enzymes effected by the kinase, one

of which probably relates to increased energy utilization in

SOI■ le cells; 23% (7) one or probably several steps which link these

events with the final (a) increased apical membrane permeability

to salt and water, and (b) increased activity of the Na" pump

resulting in increased transepithelial Na" transport. An

attempt to illustrate the complexity of this system as it may

exist in its dynamic state is presented in Figure l-H. Although
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FIGURE l— Li .

A presentation of a schematic diagram of events thought

to be occurring in a hormone-sensitive transporting epithelial

cell. There is no evidence for or against these events occur

ring all in the same cell, or some of the events occurring in

One cell, such as H.0 movement, and others, as Nat transport,

in other cells. Events shown ( described more fully in the

text) include: l–2 hormone-receptor interaction; 3 mediation

by unknown events, possibly involving prostaglandins; it acti

vation of membrane AC. Site 3 and/or u are sensitive to ions

23 Li cat 4,191 Na+,227 and Mg++,234 the latter prosuch as FT,

bably in relation to 5, ATP. The localization and distribu

tion of ATP within the cell are not known. Cyclic AMP, 6.,

has two known direct routes; (a) to phosphodiesterase, 8,

existing in soluble and particulate forms??" to be metabolized

to 5' AMP, 7, and (b) to the binding protein related to a pro

tein kinase, l 2, which in turn initiates a series of events.

It is likely there are other routes for cyclic AMP, including

alternate metabolic pathways 117 and effects on the prostaglan

din synthetase system, ll. The role of the protein kinase, l 3,

is unknown in transporting tissues, but it is probable that it

initiates a series of events which directly change the outer

membrane permeability to Na", ls, and H20, 16. The fate of
the bound nucleotide, lit, is not known. It is probably that

this permeability change involves displacement of Catt, 17,

from the membrane. **7
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FIGURE l—ll (continued ).

The diagram emphasizes the complexity of the system and

the lack of information regarding I. The fate and intrinsic

biological activity of many participating components (e.g. ,

5' AMP is known to affect certain enzymes itself); II. Critical

concentration and presence or absence of cellular localization

of components; III. Interaction and feedback of components in

the system.
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the molecular mechanisms of events # (l), (5), (6), and (7)

were not studied in this thesis, a brief review of material

relating to them will be made for background purposes.

A. ATTACHMENT OF THE HORMONE TO THE RECEPTOR.

A recent study of binding of H3–0xY to frog skin"0, “l has

demonstrated the presence of both high and low affinity binding

sites, with K values estimated approximately at 2–5 x 10-9M

and 10-8 -10-7M, Hl respectively. The binding capacity of the

high affinity sites was estimated to be in the range of 0.52

pmoles /g, which was calculated to give about lo 00 sites/cell if

all surfaces had receptors, or 30 sites/u? if only serosal sites

were accessible. The binding at these high affinity sites cor

responds quantitatively but slightly precedes, temporally, the

biological effect, as measured by changes in PD. No function

has yet been ascribed to the lower affinity sites , although it

was noted by the authors that these dual binding sites are

analagous to dual binding sites for other peptide substances

such as adrenocorticotrophin and angiotensin. It is of interest

in this study that arginine-8-OXY (AVT), the native hormone

of the frog, when present in equimolar quantities, was able

to inhibit binding of OXY by 50%, suggesting comparable binding

affinities. More specific localization of the receptor sites

in regard to orientation on the cell and actual cell type has

not yet been reported.

B. ATTACHMENT OF CYCLIC AMP TO ITS PROTEIN KINASE RECEPTOR.

ll.0 , lllGill, Garren and their associates, isolated a receptor

molecule from the cytoplasm of adrenal cells which was degraded
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by proteolytic enzymes, heat labile, and had a > 100x greater

affinity for cyclic AMP than other cyclic nucleotides. 119a This

molecule was found to be associated with a protein kinase and

when it bound cyclic AMP, the receptor became physically separ

ate from the 7S receptor-kinase complex to allow activation of

the HS protein kinase.

C. ACTIVATION OR INHIBITION OF ONE OR MORE ENZYMES BY THE

KINASE.

Although a cyclic AMP-responsive phosphorylase has been

described in toad bladder** and a very active cyclic-AMP-depen

dent kinase has been found in particulate and soluble fractions

of a preparation of frog bladder epithelial cells, 147 the link

age of these components with specific hormone-related events re

mains to be established.

D. VARIOUS STEPS LEADING TO INCREASED NA* AND H20 MOVEMENT.

Although little is known regarding these events, studies
l21, 136utilizing various metabolic substrates, metabolic inhi

bitorslº 3, 268 or other drugs (see Table l-I), have offered some

items of interest. When adequate glycogen stores in frog skin

are present, the type of essentially added substrate present

appears to have no effect, but in the absence of these stores,

pyruvate and 8-hydroxybutyrate, and not glucose or tricarboxylic

acid (TCA) cycle intermediates, best support responses to the

hormone. 121 Similarly Maffly and Edelman 189a found pyruvate

and glucose, but not TCA intermediates to be supportive of NHH ef

fects. These findings may simply relate to permeability changes

or to actually specific metabolic pathways involved in hormone

response.
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In a very recent study utilizing colchicine, it was found

that one of the intermediate events involved in mediation of

thy hydroosmotic response to NHHs relates to changes in colchi

26 l Pretreatmentcine and vinblastine-sensitive microtubules.

of toad bladders with these specific inhibitors of microtubular

function prevents the hydroosmotic, but not the Na" transport

response, in toad bladders. The authors feel that this sug

gests the tubules open or change so as to promote cytoplasmic

streaming and thus the more rapid movement of water through the

cell.

A third area of study regarding the final events in the

effect relate to studies of changes at the apical membrane,

where the permeability to both H20 and Na’ is believed to
change. 173° 491 As summarized in Table l–I, certain substances

applied to the outside of the frog skin or the mucosal side of

the toad bladder are able to inhibit the hormone mediated

effects, probably by direct effects on the outside of the mem—

brane since they are ineffective on the serosal or inside of

the membrane. The information relating to this area suggests

involvement of shifts of Ca" or other ions out of the membrane

193a and/or changes in local membrane SH groups, to mention a

few , but further detailed consideration of this interesting

area is beyond the scope of this thesis.

VI. SUMMARY OF THE STUDY AND EXPLANATORY COMMENTS

The studies presented in this thesis primarily relate to

the events occuring between interaction of the hormone with its
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receptor and interaction of the postulated mediator, cyclic

AMP with its effector site. Studies and reviews of the overall

developmental and physiological events were included to pro

vide a frame of reference as well as offer another parameter

by which an event could be studied. The histological and

electron microscopic material in Chapter 2 done in collabora

tion with Dr. Judy Strum are presented for both orientation

and heuristic purposes rather than as investigative studies,

since several similar studies have been reported. 56,177.272,273
The physiological studies presented in Chapter 3 assess the

development of the entire hormone response, from receptor to

physiological expression, as well as segments thereof by use

of cyclic AMP, theophylline , and PGE. Chapter H presents

the author's attempt to examine some of the molecular mechanisms

related to development of a NHH response, primarily relative

to AC enzyme activity.

Since the thesis represents a multi-faceted approach,

Chapter 5 attempts to combine some of the information pre

sented in the previous chapters in an attempt to outline an

approximation of (l) the developmental events occurring in

the skin relative to Na" transport and its modification by

NHH 's and (2) some of the events occurring in expression of

response of frog skin to NHH 's.

Chapter 5 also presents conclusions made on the basis of

the current study and suggestions for the direction of related

further work.





CHAPTER 2

MICROSTRUCTURE OF FROG SKIN AND TADPOLE SKIN DURING

DEVELOPMENT

I. INTRODUCTION

The histology of frog and tadpole skin defined by light

and electron microscopy has been a subject of scientific in
H 7, 62, l 28, 141, 177, 214, 25l. , 273terest for over a century. Until

recently, however, in only a few cases have there been attempts

to correlate structure with function.99; 100,141, 26*, 272 Recent

studies have been directed toward morphological changes of

epithelial membranes during responses to hormones and cyclic

AMP. 56, 85, 115, 149, 192,216

In this thesis, a brief study of the histology and ultra

structure of skin was undertaken with the general objectives of

(l) gaining a general structural orientation to aid in under

standing the submicroscopic or physiological events being studied,

and (2) trying to correlate some observed events with structural

changes seen in development. One specialized study was also

initiated, dealing with the investigation of development of the

dermal ca” layer and its relationship to functional change.

II. MATERIALS

Adult male and female Rana Pipiens frogs were obtained

from R. Schettle, Stillwater, Minn. and were kept in shallow

tap water (changed daily) without feeding at 22+2°C. Tadpoles
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were obtained from The Amphibian Center, University of Michigan,

Ann Arbor, Michigan. They were shipped at approximately late

pre-or early prometamorphic stages (Figure l–3) and maintained

in distilled water with rabbit pellets provided as food. Further

details of care are described in Chapter 3. Reagent grade chemi

cals were used for all fixation procedures. Ilford emulsion was

from Ilford, Ltd., Ilford, Essex, England, and photographic

developing materials from Eastman Kodak, Rochester, New York.

III. METHODS

A. STAGING OF TADPOLES

Tadpoles were classified as to developmental stage accord

260 as summarized ining to the criteria of Taylor and Kollros,

Figure l-3. The length ratios were minimally reliable, so that

morphological criteria were used as primary determinants of

classification. Other characteristics, such as size and pig

mentation were also noted; a list of all characteristics noted

in each tadpole is included in Table 2–I.

B. LIGHT MICROSCOPY

Skins for light microscopy only were placed in 1% formalin

immediately after removal. The tissue was prevented from rolling

by placing it on a small piece of paper towel and then dropping

both into the fixative. Tissues were dehydrated and embedded

in paraffin, cut, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin, Mal
++lory's trichrome stain, or von Kossa's or Carr's stain for Ca

by the Department of Pathology, University of California, San
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TABLE 2-l

CHARACTERISTICS OF TADPOLES USED IN STAG ING

Characteristic

General size (if unusual)

Pigmentation

Shade of pigmentation

Morphological Characteristics

Quantitative measurements

Examples

Large , Small

Grey, Green, Brown

Light, Dark

Anal canal place

(present, absent)

Clear Skin Window

(present, absent)

Mouth size in relation to eye

Hind limb development (toes)

Total body length

Tail length

Hind leg length
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Francisco.

C. ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

All electron microscopy studies were carried out in col

laboration with Dr. Judy Strum and the technical assistance

of Ms. Bobby Taggart. Tissues were placed in l. 5% glutaralde

hyde in 0.1M Na" cacodylate buffer, pH 7. H. , at room temperature

for one hour, cut into small pieces, and fixed for an additional

hour. They were then placed in 0.2M Na" cacodylate buffer and

stored at 4°C for l8–24 hours. The tissues were subsequently

post-fixed in 2% osmium tetroxide in O. lN■ Na" cacodylate, at

H9C for one hour, then progressively dehydrated in 50%, 70%,

90%, and l O0% ethanol for lò minutes in each solution. They were

then placed in propylene oxide for 30 minutes and embedded in

Epon. The Epon was polymerized in a 60°C oven for H8 hours.

Thin sections, 600Å thick were then cut from the blocks of em

bedded tissue with a diamond knife. Sections were studied in

a Philips EM 300 electron microscope.

D. PROTOCOL

Studies of adult frog skin morphology were carried out in

five separate frogs, utilizing unpigmented skin from the lower

central abdomen. In the studies of tadpole skins, the mid

ventral skin of two or three tadpoles of each stage (XVI, XVIII,

XIX, XX, XXI, XXII, XXIII, XXIV) was used. Samples of both ven
+

- - +
tral and dorsal skin of these tadpoles were examined for Ca

staining.
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IV. RESULTS

A. APPEARANCE OF ADULT FROG SKIN

Figure 2-1 is a representative view of the various layers

of the adult frog epidermis described in the legend, as well as

part of a serous, or poison gland (representative of those regu

larly observed in all ventral skin sections examined). Of par

ticular interest are the epithelial cells having a light cyto

plasm, which are evenly distributed just below the outer layer

171 Details of the epithelialand are known as clear cells (cc).

layers are shown in the electron micrographs in Figures 2-2 to

2-ll.

Features of particular note include the "fuzz" layer (f)

on the outer surface of the stratum corneum, (sco) which Van

72 believe to be an ion-trapping layer ofLannep and Konnick”
functional significance, the tight intercellular junctions (j)

between the dense outer cornified cells, and the numerous micro

filaments (fi) associated with the desmosomes (de). These micro

filaments are believed to function as structural components con

tributing to the elasticity of the epithelium” (Figure 2–2).

Data of several investigators using diverse techniques such as

Lal" 0 189or ruthinium red permeability or microelectrode impale

ment of the skin,” suggest that the outer two layers are

critical in determining ion permeability and skin resistance.

The differences in morphology of the outer keratinized cells,

inner stratum spinosum and light cytoplasm cells are shown in

Figure 2-3. Of particular interest is the apparent partial
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Figure 2-l. General structure of frog skin epithelium.

Light microscopy of hematoxylin and eosin

stained section of adult frog skin with emphasis on the

epithelial layer. The skin is divided into epidermis (E)

and dermis (D), part of which is illustrated. The epider

mis consists of several epithelial layers. The innermost

layer, is the stratum germinatium (sge ). The stratum

spinosum (ssp.) and stratum granulosum (sgr) lie above it,

and the outermost layer is the stratum corneum (sco). The

clear cells (cc) are scattered at intervals just below the

outer layer. The stratum spongiosium (sp) is the outer

most of the two dermal layers and contains the mucous (not

shown) and poison glands (pg), blood vessels (bv), and a

layer of pigment (pig). A collagen-layer (c) containing

calcium deposits (Ca”) lies below. This section was

removed from the frog and placed directly in formalin fixa

tive. X520
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Fig. 2–2. Detail of outer layer of frog skin epithelium.

This electron micrograph demonstrates details

of the stratum corneum (sco) and stratum granulosum (sgr)

cells, including the "fuzz" (f) on the outer surface of the

stratum corneum, the tight junction (j) and the extensive

investigations between the cells of this layer and the dense

microfilament filled cytoplasm of the outer layer. The

varied orientation of the keratin fibrils (fi) attached to

desmosomes (de) in the stratum granulosum layer is demon

strated. Note the relatively wide intercellular space (is)

with numerous cytoplasmic projections (cp) extending into

this area. Xll; , 500
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Figure 2–3. Detail of frog skin epithelial cells showing

a clear cell (cc) contracted with stratum

corneum (sco) and stratum granulosum (sgr)

cells.

This illustrates the numerous mitochondria (m)

in the clear cell and the relatively sparse numbers of

fibrils (fi) and desmosomal connection (de) in this cell type

as compared with adjacent cells. There is apparent partial

extension of the upper border of the clear cell over the top

of the other cells (l), but considerable amorphous material

(a) also appears to be present between the stratum corneum

and stratum granulosum cells. xl.2, 500
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extension of the clear cell (cc) into the intercellular space

(is) below the outer cell layer.

The contrast in cellular shape and orientations between

the outer cells and the cells of the basal layer is shown in

Figure 2-4, which illustrates the basal stratum germinatrum

(sge) cells attached to the basal lamina (bl) which separates

them from the underlying dermis. Of possible significance is

the large number of intercellular cytoplasmic projections (cp),

amid the long intercellular spaces. The possible functional

significance of similar spaces in gall bladder epithelium has

been discussed by Diamond.” When the epithelium is detached

from the dermis by use of lN■ KI (not shown) or by hydrostatic

pressure plus collagenase, the cells of this layer detach from

the basal lamina leaving it attached to the dermal layer. **
B. THE Ca” LAYER IN ADULT FROG SKIN

A dense layer of Catt stained material located in the up

per corium in adult frog skin was found in several, but not

all, sections, It is shown strikingly as the intense black

areas in the von Kossa stained section in Figure 2–5, which also

shows all layers of the frog skin. Electron microscopic study

of the ca” layer reveals the ca” distributed in small amorphous

deposits interspersed among collagen fibers (Figure 2-6) and

lying in between the stratum spongiosum (SP) and stratum compac

tum (sco) layers of the skin. Of special interest were the de

pleted deposits that appeared as "empty holes" in Figure 2–7 in
- +another frog skin that had only small amounts of Ca + present.
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Figure 2-4. Detail of basal layer of frog skin

epithelium.

This shows the attachment of the stratum

germinativum (sge) cells to the basal lamina (bl) on
the stratum spongiosum (sp) layer of the dermis. Note

the numerous cytoplasmic projections (cp) into inter

cellular spaces (is), the greater abundances of ribo

somal particles (r) and the more consistent vertical

orientation of the fibrils. Xll; , 500
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Figure 2–5. The calcium layer in adult frog skin.

This covers section of skin stained by the

von Kossa reaction for ca” illustrates the orientation

of this layer (Ca”) with respect to the other layers:

epidermis (E), dermis (D), stratum corneum (sco), stratum

granulosium (sgr), stratum spongiosium (sP); stratum com

pactrum (sc■ m). Pigment granules (pg) are found in two

layers, one underlying the epithelium, the other in the

innermost dermal layer. (Mu ), mucous glands. X365
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+ +Figure 2–6. The Ca layer in adult frog skin.

a. Electron micrograph showing electron

dense Ca" deposits (Ca") just below the stratum

Spongiosum (sp) of the dermis. White areas (w) are

artifacts due to loss of the Ca" in fixing or section

ing. Note the sparse number of collagen fibers (co)

present in the granular layer. Xll, 900

b. Higher magnification showing details

Of catt deposits. Note homogeneous appearance of Cat +

granules (Ca"), and relative similarity in size of
granules. XH l, 300
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Figure 2–7. Ca”-containing layer in adult frog skin.

This electron micrograph, taken from another

frog showed only a sparse Catt layer by light microscopy

and here shows the outlines of granules (g) similar to

those seen in Figure 2–5, except that there is little Cat”

within. The cell above is the lower layer of the stratum

spongiosum (sP). Xºl, 300
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It is possible these spaces represent specific storage sites

for Ca”.

C. CHANGES IN THE MORPHOLOGY OF TADPOLE SKIN DURING

DEVELOPMENT

The tadpole skin was seen to undergo several striking mor

phological changes from stage XVI to completion of metamorphosis,

as illustrated in Figure 2–8a–f and 2-9a—e. A progressive in

crease in the number of cell layers is seen during these stages

of development, with several marked changes in cell morphology,

particularly at the outer cell layer.

At stage XVI the epidermal layer consists of one or two

cell layers. In some areas one cell extends from the basal

lamina to the outer surface (Figure 2-8a), while in other regions

there are two layers of cells. In those cells attached to the

basal lamina the basal portion of the cell is filled almost com

pletely with large bundles of dense microfilaments (fi), while

the nucleus and ribosomes are located more apically (Figure 2-9a).

This feature appears to be characteristic until approximately

stage XX when the microfilament bundles become less well organi

zed. Also at stage XVI the outer layer of cells contains numerous

vacuoles (v), some with openings to the surface (Figure 2-9b).

At stage XVIII, the epidermis is consistently composed of

a two cell layer (Figure 2-8b) and the cells of the outer layer

are cuboidal and show prominent surface microvilli (mv) and

vacuoles (v) just below the surface. Considerable amounts of

rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER) are evident in cells of both

layers.
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At stage XIX, three and occasionally four cell layers are

evident (Figure 2-8c), but the outer cell layer remains cuboidal

and contains not only the vacuoles but also granules (g) of vary

ing electron density near the surface, also with evidence of ex

trusion (Figure 2–9C ). The basal layer now consists of elongated

triangular cells alternating with either the "apex" or "base" of

the triangle opposed to the basal lamina (Figure 2-9d). Those

cells with the "apex" attached to the basal lamina characteristic

ally have their nucleus in the upper protion of the cell. The

possibility that these cells are in the process of migrating

toward the outer surface is suggested by the observation of cells

which appeared to have just detached from the basal lamina

(Figure 2–93).

At stage XX, four epidermal cell layers are present, and

in some areas the outer cells contain dense fibrillar material

in the cytoplasm and more pyknotic nuclei, resembling adult kera

tinized cells. By stage XXI-XXII (Figure 2-8d), the epidermal

cell organization begins to resemble that of the adult , although

organized rough endoplasmic reticulum appears in greater abun

dance and no clear (mitochondrial-rich) cells are found. There

are now only rare vacuoles or granules in the outer cell layer,

fewer surface microvilli, and the microfilaments in the basal

cells are less dense.

At stage XXIII, there is still some heterogeneity of the

outer cell layer, but the basal triangular cells have been

replaced by a relatively regular stratum germinatuum layer , and
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Figure 2–8a–f . Light micrographs of tadpole ventral skin

at six developmental stages.

a. Skin at stage XVI showing epithelial

(E) and dermal (D) layers showing areas of one and two

layers of cells. xl, 785

b. Skin at stage XVIII demonstrating two

cell layers and irregular apical border with prominent

apical microvilli (mv) and vacuoles (v).

C. Skin at stage XIX showing three layers

of cells in some areas, cuboidal apical cells and triangle

shaped (tr. ) basilar cells alternating with inverted triangu

lar or club-shaped cells in the middle layer. Apical membrane

exhibits numerous granules (g). xl, 500
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Figure 2-8a–f (continued)

d. Skin at stage XXI + showing four to

six epithelial cell layers which begins to resemble adult

skin morphology. Apical border is now more regular and

exhibits few granules. Pigment crystals (pig) are prominent

in the stratum spongiosum layer (sp). xl, 550

e. Skin at stage XXIII which shows hetero

geneous apical cell layer frequently noted in stage XXI

XXIV specimens. xl, l 30

-
f. Skin at stage XXIV which is similar in a

appearance to adult skin, with dense stratum corneum (sco )

cells with pyknotic nuclei (n), and a regular apical border

with "fuzz" (f) [inset, xl 5, 1400 l. A probable early clear

cell (cc) is noted by its lighter cytoplasm, location, and

relative paucity of intercellular connections as compared with

adjacent cells. xl, 360
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Figure 2–9a—e. High magnification of developing tadpole

skin cells.

a. Stage XVI skin basal epithelial layer

showing dense microfibrils (fi) and relatively few ribo

somes (r) which are located more apically. Basal lamina

(bl) and collagen (co). xl 7, 200

b. Stage XVI skin apical border showing

numerous vacuoles (v) which may be contributing to forma

tion of the microvillous border (arrow ). Note numerous

ribosomes (r) and relatively few fibrils (fi) as compared

with adult skin (see Figure 2–2). x21, 700
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Figure 2–9a-e (continued)

c—d. Stage XIX skin apical surface show

ing inclusion granules (g) of two densities apparently

being extruded at the surface, again suggesting these may

be contributing to formation of micro villi (mv) as indicated

by arrow. x 34,000

e. Stage XIX skin epithelium showing area

where triangular cells may be detaching from basal lamina

(arrows). xl, 840
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less and less rough endoplasmic reticulum is evident (Figure

2-8e).

The epithelium of the stage XXIV tadpoles generally re

sembled adult epithelium, but this was the first stage in

which the mitochrondrial-rich clear cells (cc) were evident

(Figure 2–8 f). The clear cells studied in one specimen were

particularly striking in their apical borders , where they ex

hibited very elongated cytoplasmic projections (cp) containing

microtubules (Figure 2–l■ )).

There is also development of the skin mucous and serous

glands during the developmental stages studied, as described

in studies by Bovberg,"7 Heady and Kollros, 128 and Verma,273

but this aspect of skin development was felt to be out of the

scope of the present study. Studies of developmental changes

in tadpole skin morphology prior to stage XVI have been carried

out by Leeson and Thresfold. 177
D. DEVELOPMENT OF THE ca” LAYER IN TADPOLE SKIN

A survey of tadpole skin sections using von Kossa and Carr

stains for Ca” revealed the absence of Ca” staining material

in all stages through XXIV. Further, a preliminary of 8 post

climax (<Stage XX) tadpoles maintained in 5m.M Ca” water for
7-14 days also revealed no Ca” staining in the skin.

W. DISCUSSION

The histological and ultrastructural data presented here

emphasize certain morphological aspects of frog skin which should

be taken into consideration in any study of mechanisms of trans–

port across epithelial membranes with or without the presence of
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Figure 2–10. Mitochondrial rich clear cell in stage XXV

tadpole skin.

Detail of characteristic morphological fea

tures of clear cell (cc) showing numerous mitochondria (m),

vacuoles (v) and striking microvilli (mv) at apical border,

which are detailed in the inset (x + 3, 7000) where microtuboles

(mt) can be seen within the villi. Note absence in the clear

cell of dense granules (g) and microfibrils (ti) present in

adjacent cells. x8, 170
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hormones.

Certain features were noted in this study which have not

been emphasized in previous studies. The marked number of cyto

plasmic projections into the intercellular spaces of all but the

Outer keratinized layers present in most sections studied may

well be of considerable importance in providing increased sur

face area for transporting events which may occur along the la

teral borders of some of these cells. 56 - 149

The clear cells which are distributed at relatively regular

intervals along the epithelium have recently been described by

l 71 He attributes a secretory function to this cell,Lauker.

but in the current study, few secretory granules were seen in

clear cells; however, a rather striking difference between inter

cellular connections of this and adjacent cells was noted and is

171 in that desmosomal connectionsalso seen in Lauker's study,

with these cells are relatively sparse. It is interesting to

contrast these cells with the somewhat analogous "mitochondrial

rich" cells of toad bladder, another transporting epithelium.

Both have far more mitochondria than surrounding cells, and both

tend to be relatively regularly distributed in the transporting

surface (D. Danon, J. Strum, personal communication). The possi

bility of their role as a supplier of energy (or other metabolic

products) merits consideration. Rosen,*** using a histochemical

method, has recently localized carbonic anhydrase activity ex

clusively to the micochondrial-rich cells in the toad bladder.
25 ||Spearman has made a detailed histochemical study of keratini

zation in frog skin and has concluded that apparent density of
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the cells, and the very tight junctions which exist between

cells in the outer layers affect the permeability of the skin

to water, at least in some species, as also suggested by Far

100 This would also be consistent with the

189

quhar and Palade.

data of Martinez-Palamo and associates who found the junc

tion between this cell layer and the underlying one to be

1 L 0 markershighly impermeable when the ruthinium red and La

were placed either inside or outside the skin. Whether the

copious amorphous substance in the intercellular spaces between

the stratum corneum and stratum granulosum (Figure 2–3) also

affects skin permeability or unrelated functions is not known.

The histological studies are presented to also emphasize

the striking heterogeneity of the multicellular membranes through

which ions and water must pass, and second, the heterogeneity of

any homogenate made of the whole skin, or even the epithelial

cells alone. Since the cellular heterogeneity still exists to

a major extent in the tadpole skin during development from stage

XIX on, the matter is not simplified even in these earlier

Stages.

In regard to mechanisms of hormone response, the investiga

tors in the laboratories of Jard have considered this pattern of

$6,216 Theirheterogeneity in both frog skin and frog bladder.

experiences with toad bladder, from which the supporting serosa

had been microdissected away, revealed that although the isolated

epithelium responded in the same manner as the whole bladder to

AVP, the epithelium responded atypically to theophylline and not

p.217at all to cyclic AM This work was confirmed by studies of
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microstructural changes (cell swelling) * and suggests that

care be taken in interpreting effects of responses of whole

epithelium. However, this group also studied frog skin epithe

lium, separated from the dermis by collagenase and hydrostatic

pressure , which did show natriuretic and hydroosmotic responses

to AVP, cyclic AMP and theophylline.”9% Since some mucous

glands and even intraepithelial capillaries (J. Strum, personal

communication) are still present in frog skin epithelium alone,

even this layer alone is still quite heterogeneous.

The probable contents of homogenized frog skin include

several components relevant to study of AC activity including:

(l) MSH-sensitive AC, as described by Abe et al.; *** (2) Indoles

and pigments known to be present in amphibian skin; *a (3) Serous

glands sections, which might possibly affect AC in certain sys

tems; (4) Catecholamines, probably nor-epinephrine, present in

nerve endings, and (5) Catecholamine-sensitive AC, which in

light of recent studies of frog skin cyclic AMP levels, l, ****
is most definitely present and may be the same as the enzyme

that is responsive to the NHH 's.

Since the entire skin in tadpoles is so thin , however, no

attempt was made to separate the epithelial layer in the phy

siological and biochemical studies presented in subsequent

chapters; thus , a cellular and biochemical heterogeneity will

have to be taken into consideration in interpretation of data.

Ions and water must pass regularly through the dermal

layer which contains large numbers of collagen fibers and the
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catt deposits. The form in which Cat" is deposited in skin

is not known , although the von Kossa stain has been found to be

specific for Ca” molecularly integrated with organic acids, such
d. 91 + +as citric aci Extensive study of these Ca deposits in frog

26 ||skin was carried out by Taylor, Taylor and Barker, who postu

lated a causal relationship of this layer to differences in Catt

sensitivity of skin versus amphibian bladder in the presence of

the NHH 's. From the current preliminary study of this phenomena

it would appear that this layer is probably not related to the

ability to respond to NHH 's , since all stage XXIII-XXV tadpole

skins examined exhibited Na’ transport responses to the hor

mones, cyclic AMP, and theophylline (as detailed in Chapter III)

but did not contain histochemically detectable amounts of Catt.

However, since water permeability responses were not studied, a

role in regard to this function cannot be excluded, nor can a

role in seasonal variability of basal electrical characteristics

(Chapter III) be eliminated. Since Ca” is currently believed

to play an important role in membrane transport phenomena, and

is either an inhibitor of , or required for , function of Ac23"
further consideration of its function in this site may be worth

while.

The various morphological changes occurring in the tadpole

skin probably relate in part to the skin's developing role as a

transporting epithelium, although the functional significance

of each change is not known. The considerable amounts of rough

endoplasmic reticulum and numerous vacuoles and microvilli in
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the surface cells as stages XVI-XIX suggest that at these

stages the outer layer may have other functions in addition to

that of a permeability layer, it would appear that the cells

which make up the intermediate stratum spongiosum and stratum

spinosum layers in the adult skin may originate at the basal

layer and migrate toward the surface. The appearance of clear

cells only at a later stage of metamorphosis (stage XXIV) is

of interest in regard to the development of Na" transporting

capacity of the skin and will be discussed more fully in Chap

ter. V.

t



CHAPTER 3

PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF ADULT FROG AND TADPOLE SKIN

I. INTRODUCTION

The studies detailed in this chapter concern various

transport functions of the frog skin, i.e. , PD, SCC, and

transepithelial electrical R. The studies on adult frog

skin were carried out primarily to serve as a basis for com—

parison with results in tadpole skin under the same experi

mental conditions. The tadpole skin experiments were car

ried out to define the sequence of development of hormone

receptor, enzyme, and cyclic AMP-mediated events. Several

ancillary studies, including factors contributing to variabil

ity of physiological responses such as season or color, are

also detailed since they contribute to consideration of the

problem as a whole.

Because of the diversity and the number of studies pre

sented in this chapter, the results of each group of experi

ments will be discussed individually and a brief discussion

of the findings in the perspective of the overall problem

will be presented at the end of the chapter.

II. MATERIALS AND SOLUTIONS

In the majority of experiments, frog Ringer's buffer

containing 5mm glucose (day FR) was used. No antibiotics

were added since experiments were relatively short (6-8

hours). The buffer composition is summarized in Appendix 3-A
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along with similar data for other buffers used in a few select

experiments.

Oxytocin (OXY) was obtained from Sandoz and Parke-Davis,

and arginine vasotocin (AVT) was a generous gift from Professor

J. Rudinger, Institute für Molecular Biologie and Biophysik,

Zurich, Switzerland. Theophylline was obtained from Baker

Laboratories, cyclic 3'-5' adenosine monophosphate (cyclic AMP)

from Sigma, and prostaglandin E (PGE, ) was a generous giftl

from Dr. J. R. Weeks, Upjohn Laboratories, Kalamazoo, Michigan.

III. METHODS

A. ANIMALS AND PREPARATION OF SKINS .

l. Adult frogs. Adult Rana pipiens, northern variety,

obtained from R. Schettle Company, Stillwater, Minnesota, were

used in all experiments. The frogs weighed 50-150 grams and

were of both sexes and of various colors, ranging from light

green through greenish brown to dark brown. Skin color was re

corded in most experiments, but sex was not since it was in

determinate in tadpoles. Frogs were stored without food in

plastic cages in a small amount of water at 25+ 2°C. Lighting

cycle was approximately twelve hours light, twelve hours dark,

although this could not be maintained rigorously. Whenever

possible, frogs were allowed to remain in this environment

for at least three, and usually more than seven days before

use in experiments.

The frogs were doubly pithed prior to removal of ventral

skin for experimentation. Although pre-perfusion of tissues

i
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to be studied for transport has been suggested to prevent

interference of sequestered plasma products from interfering

with physiological studies this practice was not carried out,

primarily because a similar procedure is relatively impracti.

cal, if not impossible, in tadpole. The adult skin used was

divided in several ways, depending upon the study, and chambers

to be used, as illustrated in Figure 3-l. In the majority of

cases lower ventral skin (sections A and B, Figure 3-l) was

used, since this generally was most responsive, as detailed in

Results.

2. Tadpoles. Rana pipiens tadpoles for all experiments

were obtained from the Amphibian Facility, Department of

Zoology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. These

tadpoles were progeny of northern variety Rana pipiens which

had been artificially fertilized. Tadpoles were shipped at an

early prometamorphic stage (Figure l-H) and were allowed to

mature in our facility. The animals were maintained at 25+2°C
in a tilted enameled container in distilled water which was

drained daily. Several rabbit pellets were placed in the con

tainer for several hours each day to provide food for the

animals. No attempt was made to feed the more adult animals.

Tadpoles were staged for level of development as des—

cribed in detail in Methods, Chapter 2, and color and other

unusual characteristics, such as exceptionally large or small

size were noted.

For use of the skins in chamber experiments, the tadpoles

were doubly pithed, and an incision was made dorsally from the

.

f
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Figure 3-l. Sectioning of Adult frog ventral skin for

chamber experiments. Diagram showing sec

tioning: I. Portion of skin used for double

chamber experiments. II. Sectioning of skin

for use of the same skin in five single

barrelled chambers. In some experiments,

the midline was not cut and A-B sections

were compared with C-D sections in double

barrelled chambers.
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base of the head to the tail. As illustrated in Figure 3–2,

four lateral cuts from this incision site were directed

toward corners of the mouth, cephalad , and hind limbs, caudad,

and the skin between these incisions was very gently dissected

away. Care was taken to keep track of the skin side orienta

tion, since in earlier stages (e.g. , «XVII), the inside was

not easily distinguished from the outside. The skin was gen

tly transferred to the chamber and placed on the nylon netting

so that the ventral unpigmented skin was across the chamber

opening. Due to the extremely small size of these animals,

difficulties in obtaining sufficient skin to completely cover

the chamber opening were occasionally encountered, especially

in tadpoles at stages XIX-XX. At this period of development,

the skin windows through which the forelimbs emerge become

extremely thin, and finally are open and the forelimbs emerge.

Somewhat later, the skin of the forearms merges with the

ventral skin, and a continuous area of skin can be obtained.

In this interim period, however, the presence of "arm holes"

(Figure 3-2) made it difficult to obtain enough epithelium to

cover the chamber. In some cases skin with "arm holes" covered

with only a thin membrane were used, but in all cases where the

possibility of a hole developing in the membrane was considered

(usually as indicated by a R < 10 ohms), methylene blue dye

was added to one barrel of the chamber at the end of the ex

periment, and its appearance looked for on the opposite side.

Experiments showing any leakage were discarded.
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Figure 3–2. Diagram illustrating removal of tadpole

skin for use in chamber experiments.

a. Dorsal view of prometamorphic tadpole

showing lines of incision of skin. b. side

view, same as a . c. ventral view of tad

pole with dorsal skin dissected away,

showing ventral lines of incision and in

terfering "armholes" (see text), and (l)

in figure.
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B. CHAMBERS FOR MEASUREMENT OF SCC

l. Double chambers. The segments of adult frog were

mounted on double-barrelled Ussing type chambers with the in

side resting on a supportive nylon net membrane. The poly

carbonate chamber, detained in Figure 3–3, is connected, se–

parately, to a DC vacuum tube voltmeter and ammeter via KCl–

agar (0. lN KCl, 3% agar) bridges. This allowed measurement of

a PD of 0.5+0.1 mV or more. When the Pd across the skin is

brought to "zero" (actually the PD of the chamber, usually 0+.

0.5mV, without skin), the current (SCC) recorded is equivalent

to the transport of Na’ ion across the skin from outside inwards,

as shown in studies of radioactive Na" fluxes carried out under

analogous conditions in adult skins. ** In the experiments des—

cribed, SCC readings were obtained to a level of l. 0 pA and

greater. The chambers had a maximum volume of approximately l2

ml; 5 or lo ml volumes were routinely used in these experiments

with considerable care being taken to maintain equal hydrostatic

pressure on both sides of the skin. A gentle flow of filtered

room air, presaturated with water before entry into the chamber

into the side of each barrel of the chamber served to aerate

the tissue as well as maintain adequate circulation of buffer

and added materials throughout the chamber. A drop of methy

lene blue dye added to the top of a filled chamber was totally

mixed within l8-20 seconds. Under these conditions, no tem

perature controls were used, although room temperature was

relatively stable, in the range of 25°42°. Chambers with

KCl—agar bridges in place were used for four days in sequence
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Figure 3–3. Diagram of double barrelled short circuit

chamber. a. view looking into inside of

chamber. b. view of assembled chamber show

ing orientation of KCl—agar electrodes and

air inlets. l. –PD agar bridge; 2. —current

agar bridge; 3. –air inlet; H. –chamber sup

port ; 5. – silicone-lined surface holding

skin. Volume of chamber is lo ml; area of

one surface is 2.5 H. em”.
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(with careful washing of the chambers between experiments)

before electrodes were discarded and chambers soaked in

5–10% HNO3. Although not specifically studied, no apparent

effects due to possible retention of drugs or inhibitors in

the agar from one experiment to another was noted.

2. Single barrelled chamber. For the study of Na"

transport and hyroosmotic changes in Rana pipiens tadpoles,

whose ventral skins are frequently less than 1 cm wide, a

modified chamber was developed, which had the primary require

ment of a smaller surface area. Because of the need for con

siderable reduction in size, a double barrelled chamber could

not be used. The chamber developed is illustrated in detail

in Figure 3–11. Certain additional modifications were made in

an effort to increase the utility of this chamber for other

types of studies: (1) a short side arm was added just above

the 5 ml mark (Figure 3-4- (2)); (2) an extended drainage arm was

placed at the bottom (3-4- (5)); (3) a removable plug with

attached stopcock (Figure 3–4 – (l) ) was made to fit the top of

each chamber barrel; (+) a swinging side arm attached to the

chamber base (Figure 3–4 (3, 4)) was added to hold a pipette

or manometer attached to the upper side arm in any position

(level, higher or lower) relative to the level of fluid in the

chamber barrel.

The basic design of the chamber relative to agar bridge

placement and air flow was the same as in the double barrelled

chambers. Volume was limited to 5 ml for practical use, al

though if side arms were plugged, volume could be increased to
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Figure 3–l4. Diagram of small area single-barrelled

chamber. a. side view of half chamber,

with diameter of 0.9 cm, area of 0.708cm2.

b. assembled chamber for measurement of

Nat transport and H20 movement simultaneous

ly. l. -stopcock closure; 2. —s idearm and

rubber ring for attachment of pipette; 3. –

pipette for measuring H20 movement; H.-

support for pipette on adjustable base;

5. –outlet for flushing or draining chamber;

6. –PD agar bridges; 7. —SCC agar bridges;

8. –air inlet.
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approximately 7.5 cc. Complete mixing of dye was found to

occur within l 5 seconds in these chambers under experimental

conditions.

The modified chamber allowed (1) measurements of Na”

transport and H20 movement across membranes of small surface

area, as tadpole skin, either separately or simultaneously,

and (2) the possibility of having either a continuous flow

system of "flushing" system for addition and removal of var

ious solutions without exposing a membrane, during the experi

ment, to the marked physical changes (drying, hydrostatic

pressure differences) occurring during removal and replace

ment of buffers. For use in the experiments, nylon netting

was placed across that side of the chamber facing the inside of

the skin, as illustrated.

C. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL

Three types of measurements were made on each tadpole

skin at each time interval of lo-20 minutes: (1) PD (down to

0.1 mV.); (2) SCC (to as low as 0.5 p.A); (3) R (calculated from

PD: SCC = R) which was taken as the mean calculated from three

current readings at three voltage levels. The voltage levels

used were customarily 5, 10 and 20 mV; however, when skin R

was exceptionally high (> 1500 ohms) or low (< 150 ohms), the

voltage levels were halved, or doubled, respectively. This

latter measurement was often the only realistic "measurement"

made in skins with no detectable PD or SCC. Three R measure

ments were not made in adult frog skins, since R could only

be directly calculated from measured PD and SCC.
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Due to the broad range of absolute values in some ex

periments, results were expressed, in addition to absolute

values, as ratios of values at a given time "t" to the basal,

or control value obtained at 90–100 minutes after mounting

the skin but prior to addition of drug (e.g. , SCCr/SCCs = SCC

ratio). Also, absolute differences between time "t" read

ings and control measurements were used (i.e., SCC - SCC2 =
ASCC).

Although overnight incubation in vitro of a hormone

sensitive epithelium theoretically decreases the likelihood

of variable residual effects of endogenous hormones such as

mineralocorticoids or the NHH 's, this maneuver could not be

used. Preliminary experiments with prometamorphic tadpole

skins incubated overnight in "Overnight FR" (Appendix 3A)

showed apparent non-viability (no PD, SCC, or significant R)

of the majority of the skins after lS hours. Accordingly,

the entire experimental protocol was carried out the same day.

Several experiments on adult frog skin, however, were done

in which skins were incubated in "Overnight FR" for lb hours,

and the buffer was then replaced with day FR and tested after

60-l.00 minutes.

The customary procedure for the majority of experiments

was to allow the skin to "stabilize" for 60–100 minutes

after mounting, and the electrical measurements were re

corded at lo–20 minute intervals. After this stabilization

period, various drug additions were made to the inside or

serosal side in all cases and readings were taken at lo minute
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intervals for 60 minutes, then 20 minute intervals for 60–

160 minutes more. In some instances, after observing a drug

effect for ll: 0-200 minutes, solutions were changed and the

effect of another agent was examined.

IV . RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. THE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF FROG AND TADPOLE SKIN

l. Adult frog skin. The "basal" PD, SCC, and calculated

R of the skin, as measured lo 0 minutes after mounting, varied

rather widely, presenting, potentially, a highly variable set

of parameters for study; however, this situation is consistent

82, l09 A summary of thewith the experience of other authors.

basal electrical characteristics are presented in Table 3–I

both as cumulative statistics, and classified according to skin

color and anatomical origin, factors which were found to corre

late with differences in physiological response. Although basal

differences in upper and lower skins were found , they were not

statistically significant. Skin pigmentation, however, seemed

to correlate with basal differences in skin electrical proper

ties in that skins tested on the same day as mounting showed a

higher mean R when they were from green frogs, but there were

no differences in PD and SCC. Conversely, mean PD and SCC of

skins incubated overnight were significantly higher (p < 0.0l )

in the specimens from green-pigmented animals. Dorsal or leg

ll. 3, 180 was notskin, which has been used by some investigators,

tested.

The time of the year during which the experimentation was



TABLE
3—I

ELECTRICALCHARACTERISTICS
OFFROGVENTRALSKIN ExperimentalSkinSkinPotentialShort-CircuitResistance ConditionsColorLocation

In

DifferenceCurrent

mWuAlem?(ohms)

IGA6L;l9.2+l.
5
31}.8+3.5lC24+89

BA50l9.2+2.037.3+3.
7

814+82
AL22
21.8+2.9H9.6+6.H
603+6l

AU1718.Hit2.636.lt6.8735+100

IIAA2025.lt9.H56.3+3.0186+ll IIIAA2039.H3-3.0
H

3.7+H.
3H
H2++l IIAU1027.7+l.

8

56.943.7206+9

ALl0
22.5+3.756.0+4.9166+19

IIIAU1036.Hit3.836.lit5.2H75+48

AL10H2.5+H.
H36.H3-6.
2

409+68

IVGA30
39.6+2.930.Hit3.2603+38

BA2||
23.5+3.118.3+2.5580+28

Effectofvariousfactorson
electricalmeasurements
ofadultfrogventralskin.

frogskinmountedthesamedayas
experiment,readingtaken

at100minutes.II.Frogstoredin
distilledH20foratleastthreedayspriortoex periment,othervariablessameasIII.III.Frogsstoredin30mMNaClsolutionfor48 hourspriorto

experiment,andskinmountedonthesamedayastheexperiment.
IV.Skin mounted

in
chamberovernight(seetextforconditions)andcontrolreadingtakenfollow ingmorning

lo0
minutesafterreplacingovernight
FR
solutionwithfreshdayFRbuffer.
o

Experimentalconditions:
A=allsamplesingroup.
G=
greenpigmentedfrogs.
B

lowerskin.
U
upperskin.Valuesexpressed
asmean
*.S.E.M.

brown-pigmentedfrogs.
L=

~J
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carried out appeared to correlate with marked differences in

basal values of SCC and R, when the results from two years'

experiments are pooled, as summarized in Figure 3-5. Mean R

values were over eight times higher in skins tested in March

than in August, when they were lowest, while mean SCC in

August and October was 2–3 times greater than in March, but

these fluctuations do not relate to temperature variations in

the San Francisco area.

2. Tadpole skin. Considerable variability in the charac

teristics of tadpole skins were noted in regard to the stage of

development of detectable PD or SCC. Table 3-II summarizes the

PD, SCC, and R as measured 90-100 minutes after mounting the

skin and prior to addition of any hormone or drugs. The same

data classified according to developmental stage is presented

in Figure 3–6a. Both show development of significant PD and

SCC at about stage XVIII-XIX. However, even at stages IX-XIV

(Group I), 60% of the skins had a PD of 0.1 mV or more, but

none were higher than 0. H mV. By stages XV-XVI (Group II-III),

77% of skins tested had measurable PD's but few in these earlier

stages had a definitely detectable SCC. In general, PD and SCC

levels seen in adult frogs were present by stages XIII-XXIV.

Although basal R was relatively variable, it was consis

tently low in the premetamorphic tadpole skins (stage XIV-XV)

and increased with development until the time of forelimb

emergence (stage XX), as which time values were on the average

lower, as shown in Figure 3–6b.
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Figure 3–5. Variations in basal measurements of adult

frog ventral skin SCC and R with the season

of the year. Measurements were taken at

90-100 minutes after mounting skins in

chambers. Frogs were treated as discussed

in the text.
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TABLE 3–II

CHARACTERISTICS OF TADPOLE SKIN AT WARIOUS DEVELOPMENTAL
STAGES

Develop- Taylor In P. o Scoo Ro
mental Kollros mW uA/0.7a” ohmsGroup Stage

I IX- XIV 20 0.11 + 0.03 || 0.11 + 0.06 || 507 4 lol

II-III XV-XVI 36 0.17 ± 0.03 || 0.06 + 0.03 | 731 + 92

IV KWII-XVIII 36 0.29 + 0.04 || 0.195 + 0.06 || 976 + 90

V XIX-XX 37 0.87 ± 0.17 | 1.66 + 0.51 716 + llo

WI-VII XXI-XXII 39 H. 5.5 + 0.93| 6.9l + 1.6 788 + 109

VIII XXIII* 23 ll. 9 + 3. l Illi. 6 + 2.0 898 + 98

Summary of basal characteristics of in vitro tadpole
ventral skin 90–100 minutes after mounting skin and before

Values for basal PD (PDo), SCC (SCCo)
and R (Ra) are expressed as the mean + SEM according to develop
addition of agonists.

mental gº oup and Taylor Kollros stage.
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Figure 3-6 a. Development of measurable PD and SCC

in tadpole ventral skin. Development

expressed as Taylor-Kollros stage (top

abcissa) and days from emergence of fore

limbs (bottom abcissa). Solid dots are

PD+SEM (mW) measurements and hollow dots

represent SCC+SEM (uPA) measurements.

( ) = N.

b. Developmental changes in R of tadpole

skin. Each point represents a single

measurement at 90–100 minutes after mount

ing skin. The mean ± S. E. M. of R at

premetamorphic , prometamorphic and post

climax stages is presented at the top of

the graph.
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3. Discussion. The results of the study of adult frog

skin demonstrates a rather marked variability in basal elec

trical characteristics. Although the problem of variability

is appreciated by most investigators utilizing amphibians,

82, 109, 136 few studies have been directed toward describing

this phenomenon. Since such variations may affect interpreta

tion of results, a few sources of variation and their possible

significance are considered.

Seasonal variations in both amphibian skin and urinary

bladder have attracted study, and Hong and his associates”

found that ADH caused a prolonged rise in SCC during cold

seasons and a small transient rise during warm seasons in

Korean Rana temporaria frog skin. The sustained effect corre

lated with the presence of increased stores of liver and muscle

glycogen and utilization of various substrate precursors. They

concluded that some of the seasonal changes could be attributed

to corresponding changes in the substrate content of the skin.

They also found that the magnitude of the response (A SCC) to

ADH correlated with the average seasonal temperature. No such

correlation with temperature was evident in my studies. Herrera
l3 - - - -3 also found seasonal variations of a similar natureand Curran

in the Na" transport response of frog skin to ADH, in that win

ter frogs had a more sustained response. They also noted, how

ever, that addition of Catt to the outside medium of transient

ly responding spring frogs prolonged the response, and suggested

that this might be due to a relative deficiency of ca” in the

skin. As noted by Hong, et al., 136 other authors have also
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noted seasonal changes in toad skin with regard to NHH-induced

water movement, and recently marked seasonal changes in gill
- + - -and skin Na fluxes have been noted in Rana catesbeiana (T.

Dietz, personal communication). Hornby and Thomas” cate

gorized their studies in spring frogs on a monthly basis and

found significant variations of basal PD and SCC, but not R.

Since the present study did not include measurements made in

April or May, no comparison can be made with the latter authors'

data.

Little is known as to whether factors affecting seasonal

variations in biological response are present in the develop

ing tadpole. In its natural habitat , the Rana pipiens tadpole

goes through its developmental cycle during the spring and

summer, but the tadpoles utilized in this study were obtained

by artificial fertilization at various times of the year and

they were maintained in fairly consistent environments during

development. The question arises as to whether tadpoles de

veloping during the winter vary from those developing in the

summer. No answer to this can be derived from this data,

since experiments in each group were done at various times of

the year, but this assumption of seasonal homogeneity should

be recognized. Although some investigators have used dorsal
ll! 3, 180skin or hind leg skin sacs, the majority of investiga

tors have used abdominal skin and few have considered the po

tential heterogeneity of electrical and permeability charac

teristics of the skin from various anatomical locations.

28Bentley, in his review of various environmental adaptations
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193 which showedpoints to the study of McClanahan and Baldwin

H20 permeability to be much higher in ventral skin than dor

sal skin. Dean and Gatty in 1937.82 postulated the possibility

of local action currents in the skin since they found differ

ences in action potentials on two halves of belly skin of over

50%. Porter??0 also found differences between upper and lower

toad ventral skin in control (upper skin higher) and aldo

sterone-treated (lower skin higher) sections but these differ

ences were not statistically significant. The brief examina

tion of this source of variation here confirms its existence

(Table 3–I), and this conclusion is useful in regard to tad

pole skin, where the entire ventral skin was utilized. How

ever, since differences were demonstrated in the adult skin,

it can be postulated that they may also exist in the tadpole,

so that any electrical measurement may represent an average of

differing electrical characteristics.

Although the color of the frog seemed to bear on basal

electrical characteristics, this impression was difficult to

substantiate because of the lack of well-defined color criteria.

However, green-pigmented frogs did appear to have somewhat

different electrical characteristics in their ventral skins

than brown frogs, and it is of interest that tadpole skin

AC activity was also found to vary with pigmentation, as

described in the subsequent chapter. One study attempted to

correlate frog skin color with the measurable biological para
219meter of serum electrophores is and found no relationship ,

segregation of pre-stage XX tadpoles according to pigmentation
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could not be done. Therefore tadpole skin pigmentation was

noted but disregarded, although this variable may be signi

ficant. A similar assumption was made for sex of the animal,

also an indeterminate factor in the early stages of develop

ment.

The conditions of storage of the animals prior to study

is known to have a definite effect on physiological properties

*** Their findof the skin, as reviewed by Hornby and Thomas.

ings of an increased R and decreased SCC after maintenance of

the frog in saline was confirmed by a brief study in this

thesis, but in all of my studies used for comparison, similar

conditions of storage of the animals in distilled water was

used.

Although other unknown factors may also contribute to

the variability of this preparation, the potential effect of

152 should be mentioned forthe rather variable moulting cycle

completeness. If, for example, the primary site of skin R

is actually located at the junction of the stratum corneum

and underlying cells, as suggested by Martinez-Palamo and

189 then the frequent moulting of this layer mayassociates,

have a very marked effect on measured R, if not PD and SCC,

as does the in vitro moulting of frog skin produced by aldo

sterone.”" (Jones, unpublished data ).

B. SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO HORMONES AND SIMILAR AGENTS.

l. Adult frog skin. Table 3-III summarizes the data on

all chamber experiments on adult frog skin carried out during

this project. These data are expressed with regard to season
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of testing and previous handling of frogs or skin, and tabu

late the maximal response to the hormones or other agents at

any time in the two to three hour period following their ad

dition. Although differences in responses relative to skin

color , season, and portion of skin studied were noted, there

were insufficient numbers in any particular group to allow

adequate statistical analysis. Although Table 3-I indicates

little variation between upper and lower skin in regard to

control values, one experiment which tested the response to

OXY of five different portions of skin, sectioned as in Figure

3–l, is presented in Figure 3–7. This demonstrates the di

vergence in characteristics for a contiguous area of skin in

regard to all measurements. An identical experiment in another

frog revealed similar variations.

All five agonists tested caused an immediate (within 5-10

minutes) rise in SCC in the adult skins. The prolonged time

course of response to any of the agents was not studied methodi

cally, but in most cases the SCC was still greater than the

basal SCC after 200 minutes of exposure to the agents. An

exception was that responses to PGE2 were frequently abbreviatedl

and SCC returned to basal levels within 60 minutes after addi

tion of the agent, consistent with the findings of others.”
The pattern of response to all agents was found to consist of

three components: a rapid increase occurring in the first 20–

30 minutes, a plateau or rarely, a fall and finally a further

rise which would last 60 minutes or more. The relative duration,
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AB

Figure 3- 7

Skin Section

E PD. 27. 3
SCC 27

O

R 100.3
O

PD 56 PD 20 PD
O O I■ la X

D SCC 5 l SCC L; 5 - SCC 50 (0. 98)
O O I■ lax

Fo ll 0 || R || || 0 *min 7 || 7 ( 0.67)

PD l L;
O

SCC 29
O

R L. 88
O

Oxytocin

Control

Variations in electrical characteristics and hormone res—
ponse in a single frog skin. Figure is a diagrammatic repre
sentation of Figure 3–l in which five sections of ventral un
pigmented skin from a single frog were mounted in small Ussing
chambers and either allowed to remain or were treated with OXY
2.2xl.0-7M. Section of skin is indicated by alphabetical letters
corresponding to Figure 3-l. Diagram l shows values at lo 0
minutes after mounting of potential differences (PDA), short
circuit current (SCC ) and resistance (R, , ), taken just prior
to addition of oxyto3.in or diluent. Diagram 2 represents maxi
mum (Pd or SCC) or minimum (r) values in the l?0 minutes after
addition of the drug and values in parentheses are the ratios
of this response value to the control value.
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in the case of the second component, and the magnitude of the

first and third, absolutely and relative to each other varied

considerably so that responses appeared to be either clearly

biphasic, or monophasic, with a short second phase and an in

significant first or third phase. Thus the *max in Table

3–III most frequently refers to a value occurring l O-30 minutes

(first phase) or lo 0-120 minutes (third phase) after adding

the agonist.

2. Tadpole skin. Table 3–IV presents a summary of basal

and maximal response levels to OXY and AVT, cyclic AMP and PGE,
as a function of developmental stage. For the most part, the

groups are comparable in regard to basal measurements, except

for R, which was highly variable in most groups. In general,

the PD and SCC increased slightly over time during the experi

ment, as shown in the control ("no added drug") group in the

Table 3–II. Table 3-W, which is a rearrangement of some data

from the previous table, shows the development of the responses

to the various agents on a relative scale and represents the
absolute maximum increase in SCC (ASCC) of the skin at various

stages. Although the presence of a response to all agents is

clearly present according to all criteria (e.g., rise in PD,

SCC, and fall in R) at stage XIX-XX, the presence of responses

in early stage (<xVIII) tadpole skins is less well-defined.

AVT elicited a significant absolute increase of SCC, and SCC

and PD ratios in the earliest stage tadpoles (Table 3–IV,

Figure 3-14 a-c), while this hormone, as well as theophylline
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and PGE elicit significant increases by all three criterial?

by stage XVII-XVIII. By the time forelimb emergence occurs

(stage XX) the skin is responsive to all agents, and on a

percentage basis, maximally so relative to basal PD and SCC.

When the basal PD or SCC is plotted against the *max Orn

*max obtained in the presence of any of the agonists, as

illustrated in Figure 3–8, it can be seen that there is

a high correlation (r. # 0.9) in all cases, except for PGE1
where r = 0. 64, suggesting a predictive value of the basal

levels, at least in the developing skins.

An exception in this regard was that although the

existence of measureable PD and SCC usually indicated the

potential for hormone response in tadpole skins at stage XVIII

or older at least ten tadpoles exhibited easily measureable

PD and/or SCC but showed no response to the hormones or cyclic

AMP. Conversely, a similar number of skins with no measure

able PD or SCC exhibited definite PD and occasionally SCC

increases after addition of the agent. Although some of these

changes were small and possibly could be explained on the

basis of small shifts in agar bridges, the occurrence was

sufficiently frequent to suggest the validity of the observa

tion.

The changes in skin R of the tadpole skin were variable

in the presence and absence of the agents tested. Of note



TABLE3–V
DEVELOPMENT
OFSCCRESPONSES
TOWARIOUSAGONISTSIN
TADPOLESKINASA

FUNCTION
OF

ABSOLUTEINCREASE
INSCC(ASCC).

ASCC+SEM(LA)CyclicTheophyl
Agonist
:

ControlOXYAWTAMPlinePGE1 Developmental Group
IOOO.874.O.L.,&#*ONTNT

(6)
(3)
(3)(6)

II–IIIO

0.340.2
0.5+0.1%
O3.3+2.9NT

(6)(13)(3)(6)(L,)

IV0.lt0.l0.H
10.H0.H
+0.1%O.lt0.10.8+0.3%0.6**0.2

(9)(7)(7)(l)(5)
(L)

V0.6+0.32.l;+0.7&#l.7+0.
3&

0.7+0.
l7.6+5.
H
1.9+0.7

(§)(5)(§)(6)(5)(5)

VI-VII0.HitO.2
50.9†295.6+3.
3l.94-3.
3llì.2+2.5H.0+l.
2

(7)(13)(5)(6)(5)(3)

XIII5.lt2.5lb.8+4.518.3+2.98.2+0.230.2+3.8l8.
H+5

(3)(3)(5)
(2)(5)(5)

SCCincreasesoverbasalcontrolvaluesinthepresence
ofOXY(l.lxl0-7M),AVT(10-7M),

cyclicAMP(10-2M),theophylline(10-2M),andPGE1(iO-7M)asa
function
of
developmental group(forrelationship

toTaylorKollrosstage,seeTable3-II).Valuesareexpressed
as themean

+S.E.M.foreachgroupwith
n=().p
valuesindicating
a

significantincrease
inSCCincontrolskins,usingstudentst-testaredesignatedby:*-p0.05;**-p0.25,and ***—p0.00l.

º

----
"------.,-º----******-º-ºfa
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Figure 3–8.

Relationship between tadpole skin PD at 90–100

minutes after mounting in chamber (PDO ) and maximum

PD after addition of OXY (10-7M), AVT (10-7M), cyclic

AMP (cAMP, 107*M), theophylline (10-?M) and PGE,
(10-7M). Slope of regression, correlation coefficient

(r) and n are indicated in inset.
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was the relatively consistent tendency of cyclic AMP to

increase the R and of theophylline to markedly lower it

(Table 3–IV).

Similar to the finding in adult skin, all of the agents

tested on tadpole skin frequently produced three components

of PD and SCC response over time, i.e. , an initial rise, a

fall or plateau, and a secondary rise. Frequently, this

phasic character of the response was more pronounced in tad

pole skin, so that an initial brief rise might be followed

by a fall to zero (PD or SCC), followed by a second rise.

Often only the initial brief rise would be seen , and less

frequently only the late response was evident. In a few

cases, apparent oscillations in measured current were ob

served.

C. RESPONSES TO NEUROHYPOPHYSIAL HORMONES.

a. Adult frog skin. (1) Skin incubated over night.

A series of studies to determine a dose-response relationship

for OXY was carried out in skins which had been incubated over

night as described in Methods. A summary of the SCC responses

is presented in Figure 3–9a along with a log dose-response

curve (Figure 3-9b). Although some relationship in magni

tude of response to dose certainly exists, it is quite highly
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Figure 3–9 a—b. Effect of various doses of OXY on

adult frog skin. a. Plot of relative

changes in SCC and R, expressed as a

ratio of individual values at "0 time",

l O0 minutes after beginning of experi

ment, before and after the addition of

OXY. Frog skins had been mounted in

chamber overnight as detailed in Methods.

b. Plot of log-dose response relationships

for OXY in frog skins described above.

Responses are expressed as maximum ratios

Of PDt/PD, and SCC+/SCCo (0-time indicates
time just prior to addition of OXY =

lCO minutes), and PDmax after addition
of OXY, and maximum absolute increase in

SCC (ASCC) after OXY.
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variable. The PD also rises roughly proportionately to dose

and the R falls, although differences between dose levels

are less striking.

(2) Skin mounted the same day as testing. No qualita

tive difference in the electrical response to OXY was seen in

skins mounted the same day of testing and the previous group,

although the increase in SCC was almost 50% less than in those

skins mounted overnight. Because of variations in response

apparently related to factors other than dose, no specific

dose-response study was carried out. A typical response of

lC test and lo control winter frogs to OXY (2.2×107"M) is

presented in Figure 3–10a-C. It is of note that in these skins
7there was no fall in R. A concentration of l. l–2.2xl.0T 'M

OXY was used in all subsequent experiments except where noted

otherwise.

The response of adult frog skins to several concentrations

of AWT, the native hormone of the frog, is summarized in Figure

3–lla-c. No qualitative differences between the responses to

this hormone and OXY were found. In a series of experiments

designed to test the dose-response relationships of AVT, the

lower two-thirds of the ventral skin was cut into 3-4 pieces

(Figure 3–l), and each piece was placed in a single-barrelled
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Figure 3-l9 a-c. Effect of OXY on PD, SCC, and R of

adult frog skins mounted the day of the

experiment. Results are expressed as a

mean + S. E. M. ratio of values at a given
time to that at "0 time" (100 minutes

after mounting) just prior to addition

of OXY (arrows). n = 5.
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Figure 3–ll a-c. Responses of adult frog skin mounted

the same day as the experiment to three con

centrations of AWT. Values are expressed

as ratios of PD, SCC and R compared to values

at time of addition (SCCo., PDO and Ro at 100
minutes). Each point represents the mean

response of four skins at a given AWT con

centration.
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chamber (Figure 3-4). One piece served as a control, and the

other pieces from the same frog were treated, after lo 0 min

utes in the chambers, with various doses of AVT. In this way,

the variability that occurs between animals was minimized, al

though differences in response related to the section of the

skin used would still be present. Dose-response curves in

regard to Na" transport responses are presented in Figure 3–l 2,

and a summary of all electrical responses in terms of absolute

changes between baseline and maximum values is presented in

Table 3–VI, and of all measured responses in Table 3-III. In

all cases, the standard errors of deviation were relatively

large, but at a concentration of 107"M, AVT produced a lower

response in SCC and PD than at 10-8 M although this was not

statistically significant. Since AVT was dissolved in Ringers

buffer without added preservative, this finding could not be

attributed to solvent inhibition of transport. Although the

relative magnitude of PD and SCC changes with concentration

are consistent, it is of note that the R fall is greatest at

the highest concentration. In subsequent studies with AVT, a

8 10-7concentration of lo'" M was used.

b. Tadpole skin. Figure 3-l3 a shows the development of

SCC responses to OXY of tadpole skin at four stages. This

presentation, giving a mean value at several given time periods

in a series of identical experiments reveals a tendency at

stage XXII for a biphasic response characterized by an initial

rise in SCC, a fall, followed by a further rise. This res

ponse was commonly, but not consistently seen in tadpole skins
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Figure 3–12. Log dose-response curves for SCC ratios

and SCC responses in adult frog skin to

AVT, expressed as mean * SEM. n = 6, ll

ll for values at 10-10M, 10-8M, and

10-7M respectively.
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TABLE 3 – VI

COMPARISON OF WARIOUS PARAMETERS OF RESPONSE OF ADULT FROG
SKIN TO SEVERAL CONCENTRATIONS OF ARGININE WASOTOCIN

Measurement Arginine Vasotocin Concentration

1x10−4°M 1x107*M 1x107M

PD – PD 3. L; 0 + 5. 50 19. 90 + 1 .. 50 ll; . 60 + 1} . 50
I■ lax Control

- - -

(mW)

*max/*Pcontrol l. 24 +. 0.03 2. l 8 +. 0. 22 1. 89 f 0. l!!
(PD ratio)

SCC –SCC 6. 70 + 2. L. O 33. 80 + 6. 00 20. 30 + 1} . 00
I■ ld X control

- - -

(uA)

SCC /SCC l. L 0 + 0 . 12 2. 6 L; + 0 . 20 2. l. 9 + 0.15
I■ lax control

- - -

(SCC ratio)

R — R 108 + 1 || 0 23.5 + 1 || 0 389 + 23 O
Control max

- - -

N = 6 ll ll

Comparison of various measurements in adult frog skin for
assessment of dose response relationships in the presence of
three concentrations of AWT. Values are expressed as mean + SEM.
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Figure 3–l 3 a-c. Changes in electrical parameters of

tadpole skin over time, before and after

addition of oxy (1.1×10"M) inside, charac

teristics at four stages of development.

a. Sco in ua/0.7 cm”. b. PD (mW). c. R

/R -. Arrow indicatesas ratio of R . .
IIll. In Il-I■ lu■■ l O

time of addition of hormone. N = 6 for

Taylor Kollros stages XVIII, XX, and XXIII+

and N = 7 for stage XXI.
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where a measureable response to OXY was elicited, and either

the first or second phase of the response might be greatest.

Some tadpoles exhibited very small first phase responses,

followed by marked rises in PD and SCC 60–90 minutes after

the hormone was added. A marked increase in SCC was seen in

a few tadpoles, particularly in the stages just following fore

limb emergence (stage XX) and is apparent in Figure 3–13 a.

Figure 3-13b, c demonstrates changes of PD and R with develop

ment. Although the PD increases progressively, the changes

in R are less consistent, at least in the oldest group.

7M was also tested and theAVT, at a concentration of 10T

results are presented in Figure 3–l4a–c. A definite increase

in SCC and PD at stages XVII-XVIII with a time-course similar

to that in the adult skin is apparent. The tendency for the

SCC response to be proportional in magnitude to the basal SCC

is evident. There was no fall in R accompanying the responses

prior to approximately stage XXI, but in older groups, the fall

in R was recorded and more marked with progressive development.

A summary of all studies of AWT and OXY on tadpole skin is pre

sented in Table 3–IV.

c. Discussion. The two NHH 's tested in this system, i.e.,

OXY and AVT, elicited a striking rise in PD and SCC and usually

a fall in R.

The relative potencies and dose-response of the hormones

were not rigorously studied due to problems of variability in

response but AWT did produce measureable responses at concen—
—l 0

trations as low as lo M. Although maximal responses to AWT
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Figure 3–ll; a-c. Changes in electrical parameters of

tadpole skin over time, before and after

addition of AVT, lx107" M. Format is the

same as Fig. 3-13. N = 7 for stage XVIII,

8 for stage XX, and 5 for stages XXI and

XXIII+.
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in frog skin and toad bladder have been reported at this lower

concentration (10-10M), 28 my failure to demonstrate this may

have related to the variability of response or the purity of

the peptide preparation, or even deterioration of the peptide

with time.

A comparison of development of response to AWT and OXY

shows an earlier development of response to the hormone native

to the frog (AVT) than to the other hormone (Figures 3-13a,

3–l Ha, and Table 3–IV. It is of interest, however, that the

latter hormone induced a very marked late rise (Figure 3–l 3a)

in SCC which achieved levels (11 2511A and 350mA/cm3 in two separ

ate skins) which were much higher than observed in any adult

skin studied. The marked rise was not accompanied by a com—

parable rise in PD, however, and the significance of this

finding is obscure.

The development of a fall in R in response to the hormones

generally followed the development of other responses although

the data were less consistent. The R recorded for tadpole skin

was a mean recorded from three readings, and the current-voltage

relationship was not always linear . This finding may relate to

the finding of civan" of a non-linear current-voltage relation

ship in toad bladder. This was noted at higher voltage levels,

was independent of chamber geometry, pulse frequency, and dura

tion of current or voltage and was postulated to relate to the

driving force against which Na" can be transported."
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D. RESPONSES TO CYCLIC AMP.

l. Adult frog skin. The responses of the frog skin Nat

transport system to cyclic AMP were defined on the assumption

that cyclic AMP mediates the response to the NHH s. 120, 136 As

shown in Figure 3–l 5a, b, the SCC responses are qualitatively

similar to those seen with the NHH 's, but lesser in magnitude ,

even at a concentration of the nucleotide of 107*M. Responses

in all parameters are summarized in Table 3-III. Although the

level of maximum response was not definitely established, con

centrations greater than 10-?M were not tested, since greater

doses were felt to be unphysiological. Further, though cyclic

AMP acts optimally at a lower pH than the hormones under study, 99
the other possible changes occurring with pH were felt to be a

sufficient indication for not further complicating the protocol

by changing the pH.

Cyclic AMP did not cause a fall in R in these experiments;

(see Figure 3–15b) however, studies during the same month also

showed the failure of OXY to produce a fall in R in frog skins

as well (see Table 3-III).

2. Tadpole skin. Despite the high concentration of

cyclic AMP used, the SCC and PD responses of the tadpole skins

at all developmental stages were quantitatively less than res—

ponses to the NHH 's, as shown in Figure 3-lôa, b. Nonetheless,

a slight increase in PD was noted in some TK stage XVII-XVIII

tadpole skins and even in two of eleven studied stage XII-XVI

skins, although this increase was never greater than 0. lmV.

In contrast to the responses to the NHH 's, the increase in PD
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Figure 3–15 a—b. Responses of adult frog skin to

various doses of cyclic AMP. Frog skin

was mounted the same day in the double

barrelled chambers. Other conditions are

as described in the text. Values repre

sent mean of observations at each dose

level. a. SCC, expressed as ratio of

value to "0 time" value. b. R, expressed

as similar ratio, as in Figure 3–l 3c.
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Figure 3–16 a-c. Changes in electrical parameters of

tadpole skin over time, before and after

addition of cyclic AMP, 10-?M. Format is

the same as in Figure 3–l 3. N = 4, 6, 6 and

2 for stages XVIII, XX, XXI, and XXIII+ ,

respectively.
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was greater than the increase in SCC. Cyclic AMP produced a

definite rise in R in all skins except at stage XXI (Figure

3–16c).

3. Discussion. Cyclic AMP produced elevations of PD

and SCC, but no fall in R in the adult skin (Table 3-III). The

responses, analogous to those to the NHH 's, occurred only in

the presence of very high concentrations of the nucleotide,

and the responses were quantitatively less than typical res

ponses to NHH 's. Much lower concentrations (< 10^*M) Werne In O

more effective. The necessity for such large concentrations

of the nucleotide has been the experience of other investiga
9, 15 lC , H 14, 90, l 23, 209tors using frog skin, amphibian bladder,

and other tissues, *** although a somewhat increased sensitivity

has been reported when the pH of the medium was decreased.”
Several reasons are frequently given to explain the neces—

sity for using pharmacologic concentrations to elicit a bio
235logical response to cyclic AMP. These include poor penetra

tion of the nucleotide into the cell, and its rapid metabolism

by phosphodiesterase. Nonetheless, a concentration of 10-2 is t

6-7 orders of magnitude higher than levels found in frog cells*

and at least three orders of magnitude higher than the Km for

266 Thus if these two reasons aremost tissue PDE enzymes.

tenable, a marked impermeability of cell membranes to the nu

cleotide and/or considerable metabolizing enzyme activity would

have to be postulated. That marked impermeability is not the

predominant factor is suggested by the study of cyclic AMP meta
117bolism in toad bladder by Gulyassay. His study showed rapid
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entry into the cell, with some unmetabolized cyclic AMP re

maining at one hour. Robison, Butcher, and Sutherland **
have suggested the possibility that exogenously added cyclic

AMP may produce its effect by stimulation of AC without neces

sarily entering the cell as is the case for slime mold. ***

Another explanation relates to the presence of multiple pools

of cyclic AMP, based on the finding of differences in nucleo

tide distribution when labelled adenine versus adenosine

** Thus if the cyclic AMPwere incubated with brain slices.

were further compartmentalized, in a structural or functional

sense, exogenous cyclic AMP might have less access to some

pools.

Finally, a further possibility suggested by the data of

Parisi et al. 215 who found toad bladder epithelial cells iso

lated from their serosal layer to be responsive to AWP but not

cyclic AMP, is that the response to the NHH's is primarily

mediated by mechanisms other than activation of AC.

In the studies on adult skin presented here, cyclic AMP

produced little effect on R, although a mean fall was seen

during the course of the experiment. This result is at vari

72 who foundance with the experience of Cuthbert and Painter

a definite rise in R after addition of cyclic AMP in similar

concentrations, which was one basis for concluding that it

was "not necessary to involve cyclic AMP" in explaining the

actions of NHH 's. The other basis for their argument related

to the finding of theophylline-stimulated Cl" transport which

will be discussed in a subsequent section.
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Cyclic AMP in tadpole skin consistently caused an in

crease in R, particularly at the earlier stages (e.g. , XVIII).

In view of the absence of very large increases in SCC and PD

in response to the nucleotide at any stage, this increase in

R may be unrelated to active Na" transport, but related to

the overall electrical conductance of the skin. If this ef

fect were also variable, the resulting R would be a sum of

decreased R due to NHH-like action and possibly increased R

due to a possible direct effect on the cell. Since the R

lowering effect would be less prominent at earlier stages

due to presumed lack of development of mechanisms to mediate

the NHH-like response, the result might be a more pronounced

rise in R.

As in the adult skin, cyclic AMP did not produce as

marked a natriuretic response as the NHH 's at any stage of

tadpole skin, but development of a response followed a similar

pattern.

E. RESPONSES TO THEOPHYLLINE

l. Adult frog skin. Since the intracellular level of

cyclic AMP is a function not only of its production, but also

its metabolism by PDE, the effect of theophylline, an inhibitor

of PDE was examined. A concentration of 107*M was used since

this concentration inhibits the enzyme maximally in most systems.

23 l; However, physiological response to theophylline differed qual

itatively in some preparations of frog skin from the response to

NHH 's and cyclic AMP, in that in some preparations the PD fell

while the SCC rose, whereas in others, both PD and SCC rose. Two
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experiments were done to demonstrate this difference. Figure

3–17a-c shows an experiment in which the effect of theophyl

line was compared with that of OXY. In this experiment, the

PD decreased when theophylline was added but increased in

paired skins from the same frogs when OXY was added at a

later time period to the control skins. The theophylline

depressed PD, however, is not significantly changed by addi

tion of OXY. The SCC is increased by theophylline and the

attainment of a greater final SCC in the theophylline plus

OXY versus the OXY treated group might suggest an additive

effect. Further, the degree to which R was lowered by theo

phylline (Figure 3–17 c ) was much greater than by OXY.

A second series of experiments, illustrated in Figure

3–18 a-c were similar except the sequential effects of theo

phylline and OXY were compared with the effects of the two

agents added simultaneously. In these experiments, theo

phylline caused a transient fall, then a rise in PD, but sub

sequent addition of OXY caused a gradual fall of PD and SCC.

There was a greater fall in R when the two agents were added

simultaneously than when they were added sequentially.

When data from these experiments is arranged according

to level of PD it is found that above a basal PD ofcontrol. 2

20mV, theophylline produces a fall in PD, whereas at lower

values, it produces a rise.

2. Tadpole skin. Theophylline, at a concentration of
– 2l0 “M had a marked effect on PD, SCC, and R even in the
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Figure 3–l 7 a-c. Responses of adult frog skin to theo

phylline (10-2M) and OXY (10-7M) expressed

as ratios of SCC, PD, and R. Skins were

mounted the same day as experiment in small

chambers. Closed circles represent group

where theophylline was added at time (l) and

OXY added at time (2). Open circles repre

sent group where nothing was added at time

(l) and only OXY added at time (2). n = 3 for

each group.
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Figure 3–18. Comparison between effects of theophylline

plux OXY added subsequently versus effects

of simultaneous addition of these agents to

the inside of adult frog skin, mounted the

same day as the experiment in small chambers.

Other conditions are as previously noted.

Closed circles represent group where theo

phylline (107*M) was added at time (l) and

0xY (1077M) at time (2). Open circles repre

sent group where nothing is added at time (l)

and OXY and theophylline are added at time (2).

n = 3 for each group.
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earliest stages tested. Figure 3-l9 a-c summarizes the develop

ment of these responses. Both PD (not shown) and SCC in stage

XII-XVI tadpole skins increased after the addition of this

drug. Of note is the late rise in SCC occurring over one hour

after addition of theophylline. Such a delayed response was

sporadically seen in other early stage tadpoles. The increases

in PD and SCC were generally comparable in magnitude to those

seen in response to AVT, except for the PD increase at TK stage

XXIII+. These skins, like those from some groups of adult

frogs (vide supra) exhibit a fall in PD rather than a rise.

That this is related to the relative magnitude of PD is illus

trated by Figure 3–20, which illustrates a rearrangement of

data in order of the PD at the time of addition of theophylline.

Despite the absence of significant differences between PD:/
ratios of those skins with a PD of 2-5mW and*control control

<0.2mV, there are significant differences between the responses

of these latter tissues and those with a PD > 5mW which
Control

exhibit a fall in PD when theophylline is added.

:The changes in R in the presence of theophylline (Figure

3–17 c ) may be more complex. In the earlier stages of develop

ment, e.g. , stage XVIII, there appears to be a rather rapid

and marked fall of R (Figure 3–17c) in the presence of the

drug, although the degree of fall appears to lessen with de

velopment.

c. Discussion. The differences between the effects of

theophylline on PD and R and those of the other agents suggest

that although this agent may act to increase intracellular
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Figure 3–l 9 a-c. Changes in electrical parameters of

tadpole skin before and after addition of

theophylline, 107*M inside. a and b.

projections are similar to those in Figure

3–ll, except that an earlier stage group

is included. c. in a one dimensional pre

sentation showing changes in R over time

in the five developmental groups. U-17,

stage XII-XVI; o-...-O, stage XVII-SVIII;

X---. , stage XX; e-e , stage XXI, Ar-a

stage XXIII+. N = 5 for each develop

mental group.
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Figure 3– 20 Effect of theophylline, 107°M on different
groups of tadpole skin categorized accord

ing to absolute PDo. PD presented as PD/
PD2. Group A: PD., & 0.2mV , 4---a ; Group B:

PD. O. 2–2. OmW o'"-o; Group C: PD., = 2.0-

5. Omv e-e; Group D: PD. 5. OmW x-----. N = H,

5, 5 , 5, for the groups A–D, respectively.
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levels of cyclic AMP by inhibiting PDE, other effects on the

electrical properties of frog skin may have occurred. In

our preparations this agent had more marked effects on SCC,

PD and R than the hormones given in supramaximal doses, and

responses to this agent developed in the tadpole skin before

those to the other agents. Some of these differences have

been noted by other investigators. 71, 72 - 16" , 231
Cuthbert and Painter” found no effect of theophylline

on frog skin in Cl free Ringer's solution and concluded that

the drug stimulated Cl" movement only. Kristensen” studied

the same problem and found this drug increased Na" permeability

(Ktrans increased by a factor of 3. H) but also increased Nat

influx and outflux. Since the latter increased to a greater

degree, he concluded that this, coupled with the ClT per

meability, could explain the fall in PD which he and the

former investigators observed. The complexity of the theo

phylline-induced permeability changes to Na" are apparent

when Kristensen's data on Na" flux changes are plotted against

initial Na" fluxes (Figure 3-20). These suggest a complex u

shaped relationship between the pre-existing state of the

skin Na’ outflux and its change in the presence of the drug.

The finding that theophylline tended to produce an increase

in PD at lower basal PD and a fall at PD levels greater than

20mV/0.7cm” and 5mv/0.7cm” in adult and tadpole skins res—

pectively, may also be a result of diverse effects on Cl" move—

ment at varying magnitudes of basal PD. Fischbarg et al. 106
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Figure 3-21. Plots of changes in Na" fluxes in adult

frog skin before and after the addition of

theophylline, from the data of Kristensen.”
a. absolute changes in flux ratios (uBa/7 cm”/
hr) after addition of theophylline. b. Na"

influx before theophylline plotted against

flux after addition of the drug. c. Na" Out

flux before addition p lotted against outflux

after the drug. The u-shaped curve drawn

connecting the points is also determined by

post-theophylline outflux value of 3.89 with con

trol outflux of l.06 not shown in graph.
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also showed a relationship between Cl" concentration and ClT

and Na’ transport in frog skin. The latter increased linear

ly at Cl" concentrations of 20mM/l to 120mM/L, while the

former increased only at Cl" concentrations greater than

60mM/L. If Cl" concentration affects sodium transport, then

the theophylline-induced changes in Cl" permeability may

affect the resultant PD not only directly, but indirectly

as well, by affecting Na" movement.

Thus, although the SCC data relative to theophylline

effects on frog skin are similar to those for the other agents,

it is apparent that the drug has additional effects which in

terfere with interpretation of physiological responses, in

that all effects studied were assumed to be related to Na”

transport only, and no attempt was made to identify other

sources of PD and SCC. Since the contribution of chloride or

other ion movements to the observed changes is unknown, it

is concluded that interpretations must be made with caution.

The appearance of PD and R responses to the drug at an earlier

stage of development than to other agents may reflect an

earlier developmental process relative to ion permeability but

not active Na" transport.
As demonstrated in Chapter 2, the frog skin has abundant

mucous and serious glands and the possibility arises that these

may contribute to any transport changes in the skin in the pre

sence of hormones or drugs. This possibility was not tested
16 Lin the studies presented here, but Kristensen noted this

possibility and found that in skin mounted with the outside
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dry that epinephrine produced droplet formation but theo

phylline did not. NHH 's were not tested in this regard, but

it is of note that AVP has been found not to affect cl trans

port in frog skin. 19°

F. RESPONSES TO PROSTAGLANDIN El
l. Adult frog skin. The prostaglandins may modulate

hormone-mediated AC activation as discussed in Chapter l. PGE1
has been shown to increase Na" transport across frog skin 227

in a manner similar to NHH 's. Further, prostaglandins are

known to be present in frog skin. 227 Accordingly, since our

developmental system would allow a study of the possible phy

siological role of this epithelial constituent, its effect on

physiological responses was examined.

PGE, elicited a rise in PD and SCC and a fall in R in a

manner similar to the NHH 's , although the magnitude of res

ponse is less than for the hormone, as shown in a typical

experiment in Figure 3–22, which compares maximal doses of

AWT and PGE1. In my hands, PGE1 lost potency after a period
of greater than one month, even when it was stored at -20°C

in ethanol in relatively concentrated form (10-2M). According

ly, the actual concentrations may be less than those calculated

from the quantity present in the original solution.

2. Tadpole skin. When PGE1 (1077M) was added to the
inside of the tadpole skins, a rise in SCC was seen at stage

XVII-SVIII (Figure 3–2 3a–c) and there was increased response

with development in a similar manner to the hormones under

study. In all four developmental stages studied (XVIII, XX,
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Figure 3–22. Comparison of responses of adult frog skin

to AVT (10-7M) and PGE1 (10-5M) expressed

a S I■ le an SCC+/SCCo ratio. SCCo = 100 minutes.
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Figure 3–23 a-b. Changes in SCC and R in tadpole ventral

skin at four developmental stages on addition

of PGE1 (107"M). Format is the same as Fig.

3–13. n = 4, 5, 3 and 5 for stages l8, 20, 21+

and 25, respectively.
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XXII, and XXIII+ ), addition of PGE1 resulted in an initial

small rise in skin R. This rise is prolonged in the stage

XVIII tadpole skins but was followed by a consistent fall in

the fully metamorphosed tadpole skins.

3. Discussion. The natriuretic responses produced by

PGE, when placed inside the frog skin were similar to those
l

seen by other investigators. 101 - ??? The development of this

response to this agent closely paralleled the development of

response to the NHH 's. Although the time course of the SCC,

PD, and R responses were frequently brief (30–60 minutes),

no other differences as compared to the NHH 's were noted,

although responses of earlier stage tadpole skins (< stage

XVII) were not tested. Since PGE-like substances have been

227
found in frog skin on the basis of bioassay and PGE1 was
reported to increase the outer membrane permeability to Na"

and promote displacement of Ca” ions from the frog skin, 227

the similarity in response to PGE1 and the NHH's presented

here may be of physiological significance, as will be discussed

further in subsequent chapters. The biphasic changes in Nat

permeability in frog skin treated with PGE1 described by Ram

well and Shaw” may relate to the biphasic changes in R seen

here , but flux studies would be required to establish this

relationship.

G. EFFECT OF CYCLOHEXIMIDE ON DEVELOPMENT OF PD IN WITRO

IN EARLY STAGE TADPOLES

It was occasionally noted that a skin with no detectable PD

or SCC, after 2–4 hours in the chamber either with or without

NHH 's or other stimulatory agents in the medium, would develop
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Figure 3–24. Effect of cycloheximide on PD and R in

premetamorphic tadpoles. Tadpole skins

with PD measured at time of mounting

<0.15mV were treated with cycloheximide,

51 g/ml added to inside of skin (open

arrow). Thirty minutes later, AWT (10-7M,
closed circles) or nothing (open circles)

was added to inside. Values represent

mean + SEM for 6 tadpoles in each group.
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a measure able SCC and PD. The question arose as to whether

some portion of this phenomenon might be related to stimula

tion of protein synthesis due to either the hormone or the

change in environment. Accordingly, stage XVI-XVIII tadpoles

which had a measureable PD less than 0.15mW were mounted,

stabilized for 60 minutes, and, cycloheximide, 0.5ug/ml was

added to the inside surface of the ten skins tested. After

30 minutes, OXY, 1.1x10−"M, was added to the inside medium

of 5 skins. As shown in Figure 3–24, cycloheximide alone at

this dose did not significantly alter PD or R. Small rises

in PD were seen in response to AVT in three of the five tad

poles tested, consistent with previous findings of AWT res—

ponses at this stage (see Section 3–B–l) and late (> 270 min

utes after mounting) appearances of SCC (no SCC was measure

able in any skin at the outset of the experiment) were seen in

one tadpole in each group. Of interest was the finding of a

fall in R after AVT addition, a response not observed until

stage XXI in tadpole skins without cycloheximide treatment.

These findings suggest that protein synthesis blocked by

cycloheximide is not involved in either the development of SCC

and PD after prolonged incubation or the response to AVT at

this developmental stage. Additional studies with older tad

pole and frog skins (not presented) have also shown no effect

of cycloheximide on the Na" transport response to OXY.

V. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The physiological studies presented in this chapter show

(l) the presence, as shown by many other investigators? - ?" 71°
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72, l01, l 33, 1614, 202, 227 of Na" transport responses of adult

frog skin to two NHH 's, cyclic AMP, theophylline, and PGE1,
(2) the development of Na" transport responses to these

agents in the tadpole skin, and (3) the variability in res—

ponse in these preparations. Although broad in scope, the

experimental results throw further light on the general na–

ture of this preparation as well as some insight into the

mechanism of action of the hormones.

The data presented in this chapter, particularly that show

ing development of cyclic AMP responses at approximately the

same time as development of responses to the other agents, is

consistent with the generally held contention that the hormones”
and PGE 16 7

l

These studies do not eliminate the possibility that other

act by increasing cyclic AMP levels in some cells.

mechanisms exist, and the difference between the abbreviated

time course of SCC increase due to PGE as opposed to that inl?

response to the hormones suggests such a possibility. Also,

the finding of Kristensen” that theophylline causes changes

in cl as well as Na" fluxes and the findings in this study

that changes in R reflecting transepithelial permeability to

all ions does not correlate with changes in SCC (vide infra)

is a reminder that changes in premeabilities to other ions,

such as ca", Cl-, Hco," and H" may be taking place and affect

ing the observed SCC response.

The frequently observed biphasic time course of SCC res—

ponse to all agents in both adult and tadpole skin may suggest

further studies of the mechanisms of actions of these agents.
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The biphasic response may relate to the mechanism underlying

the difference between the brief, monophasic increase of SCC

in toad bladder* and the more prolonged response in frog

skin. Since cyclic AMP also produced this biphasic response,

it is likely that the effect may relate to events at the

site of cyclic AMP binding or beyond. Although Tables 3-III

and 3–IV express the maximum SCC after addition of each agent,

the *max most commonly reflects responses occurring at

either lo–20 minutes, or 80–120 minutes after addition of the

agents. Whether maximum responses at these two time periods

are truly comparable is not clear at present. The finding

of these two phases would suggest, however, that there maybe

two mechanisms which contribute to increased Na" transport in

this tissue which would correspond to the early and late peaks

of response. Several studies of frog skin are of interest in

this regard. First, Hong et al. did not describe biphasic

responses in frog skins, but did note abbreviated SCC responses

in summer frogs with lower glycogen stores. ** Secondly,

Herrera and Curran found that abbreviated Na" transport res—

ponses at certain seasons could be prolonged by addition of

at 133 Third, Bernard and Jard?" found that elevationsC

in frog skin cyclic AMP levels after OXY preceded the SCC res

ponse, were brief in duration (15–20 minutes) and related in

magnitude to the magnitude of the SCC response but not to the

time course. No biphasic responses were mentioned in their

study, although it was found that prolonged SCC responses
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depended on prolonged low level elevations of cyclic AMP and

maintenance of hydroosmotic responses depended on continued

exposure of the tissue to the hormone. Thus, prolongation of

the Na" transport response, which may relate to the second

peak in the biphasic responses described here, might be re

lated to these factors. The finding in the tadpole studies of

either isolated early, late, or clearly biphasic increases in

SCC would seem to emphasize the dual nature of the response

and the tadpole skin may be a model for study of this phenomenon.

It is possible however that these phasic responses sim

ply represent a type of biological oscillation of one of the

factors mediating sodium transport, which are set off by eleva

tions of cyclic AMP. Oscillations of PD, SCC and R have been

observed in toad bladder (Peter Spooner, Diane Robbie, personal

communication) and frog skin.” (and Jones, unpublished data)

and are known to be a common biological phenomenon.”
Whatever the mechanism of these phasic responses, it

should be emphasized that there are differences in the data

presented in Tables 3-III and 3–IV where the *max may occur at

any time, and the various figures , i.e., Figure 3–19, where a

response at any given time is averaged with other responses at

that time. Since the time of peak response in the two phases

varies somewhat between frog skins, the mean response occa

Sionally results in a misleading plateau response curve.

Although measurements of R were made in all adult and

tadpole skins, no attempt was made to determine the relative

contribution of its components: (1) R in series with the
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Na" transporting system (*ser? and (2) due to any transcellu
lar or intercellular passive ion flux (R ), as described

137
shunt

by Hornby and Thomas. Since the fall in R after addition

of the agonists studied here varied from 0 to 50% of control

(see Tables 3–IV and 3-W) and the relative fall in R after

addition of agonist in no way correlated with relative rise

in SCC (SCC/SCC2), (rk O. 5) it is probably that changes in

*shunt: reflecting passive ion permeability varied from one
preparation to another. Thus, measurements of R alone, with

out simultaneous assessment of changes in its components *ser
and *shunt” or of ion fluxes, appears not to be a useful ad

junctive measurement for assessing hormone or drug effect on

Na" transport to this tissue. Changes in R in the absence of

measurable SCC (as in the stage XVIII tadpoles), did serve as

an indication of changing permeability to some ion. Since

the changes in R in tadpole skins were quite variable, how

ever, no specific conclusions can be drawn without further

studies.

One of the primary queries in this thesis related to the

question of whether the appearance of a measurable SCC or PD

occurred before, coincident with , or after development of hor

mone receptors and intermediate components, such as hormone

sensitive AC. Although further insight into this question is

gained in enzyme studies, the physiological data suggest that

existence of measureable SCC or PD does not necessarily imply

the capacity for response to the hormones, cyclic AMP, or PGE.
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The converse finding, that increases in SCC in response

to the hormones were occasionally seen in the absence of exist

ing measureable active Na" transport could be due to several

factors: (1) that the hormones induced a protein required for

response; (2) that Na" transport was present but too small to

measure or was occurring in both directions; (3) that in the

presence of a low transepithelial electromotive force, a

decrease in R might cause a change in SCC due to a decreased

electromotive force. The cycloheximide experiments and the

absence of other data relating NHH effects to protein synthe

sis would tend to eliminate the first possibility, but the

other two possibilities cannot be eliminated without studies

of ion fluxes.

It is evident from these studies that the changes in skin

electrical properties after theophylline reflect the sum of

changes in net fluxes of both Na" and C1 if not of other ions,

and that the changes in outflux and influx of both ions are

not necessarily related to one another. Further, it appears

that the initial Na’ outflux and possibly Cl fluxes may re

late to changes seen after addition of the drug, the relative

role of those components of ion flux in the control state which

relate to determination of both the PD and the PD aftercontrol

the drug are not known.

If the PD and SCC can be primarily attributed to Na"

transport, then it can probably be concluded that the develop
+ - - - - -ment of Na transporting capacity is not necessarily associated
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with development of other components mediating hormone res

ponse on the basis that some tadpoles exhibiting a PD and

SCC exhibited no responses to the agents. On the other hand,

most tadpoles with a basal PDX 0.1–0. 2mV showed an increase

in PD in relative proportion to the basal value, as shown in

Figure 3–8. This demonstrates a strong correlation between

this property and response to agonists. In general, it ap

pears that once capacity for response to the hormone is develop

ed, the degree of response is directly proportional to the

basal PD. Therefore, the hormones are able to cause approxi

mate doubling of the PD as in adult skin, regardless of the

absolute level. If the PD is roughly proportional to the

number of Na" pump sites, then it might be postulated that the

main end effect of the hormone is simply to either uncover one

more site for each "unisite" NaK-ATPase molecule, or to in

crease the activity of this "pump" by a factor of two. How

ever, through the capacity for response clearly appears to be

related to the PD at rest, there is actually no evidence in the

physiological data to suggest the site of the rate limiting

step as the NAK-ATPase, although such a role is consistent with

the finding of lower NAK-ATPase activity in tadpole skin. **

In summary, several aspects of the physiology of trans

port of sodium in frog skin and tadpole skin have been pre

sented in this chapter. Characterization of hormone responses

and some of the sources of variability has been carried out in

adult skin. The time of development of transporting capacity
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and ability to respond to NHH 's and similar agonists has been

established for tadpole skin.

The complexity of this preparation and its changes in

regard to both known and unknown intrinsic factors as well

as extrinsic agents has been emphasized, but despite this pit

fall, the data becomes more useful when compared with studies

presented in the subsequent chapter, as will be discussed in

Chapter 5.



I. DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW METHOD FOR ASSAY OF ADENYL
CYCLASE (AC) ACTIVITY

A. INTRODUCTION

Several methods for the assay of AC have been developed

previously, but these were considered to be unsuitable for

various reasons to be considered below. Accordingly, a

modification of a previously existing method” was made

and will be described in detail here.

A brief summary of the enzyme reaction and requirements

for any assay will be germane to this discussion, although

details have been considered elsewhere (see Chapter I). The

enzyme can be assayed in either whole- or broken-cell pre

parations. A schematic view of the reaction, including poten

tial substrates (or substrate precursors), necessary co

factors, and products are presented in Figure l-H. Although

Butcherº" used the indirect method of phosphate activation by

cyclic AMP, the basic consideration in assay of activity in

more recent methods has been to separate newly synthesized

cyclic AMP from all other components of the reaction mixture

which might interfere with radioactive quantitation. Other

considerations include prevention of significant product

breakdown and avoidance of substrate depletion. Specific

considerations of these factors as they relate to this study

are considered elsewhere. In use of broken-cell preparations,

assay of AC can be considered in two parts; (l) enzyme incu

bation, and (2) isolation and measurement of cyclic AMP pro

duced. The incubation conditions are basically similar in
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all published methods; specific modification for the tissue

under study will be considered in "Results", this chapter.

The remainder of this discussion will deal with the second

part, i.e. , the isolation of the cyclic AMP from the incuba

tion mixture after it is formed and specifically identifying

it as such.

The majority of investigators examining AC activity

utilize the method developed by Krishna*** which separates

cyclic AMP produced by the enzyme by ion exchange chroma

tography on the acid form of a sulfonic acid resin (Dowez

50) combined with precipitation of their nucleotides with a

zinc sulfate-barium hydroxide solution which gives a 28-70%

recovery.

A new rapid simple separation of cyclic AMP from ATP

and other nucleotides was recently developed?” This

separation, giving greater than 90% recovery, was based on

the preferential adsorbtion of polyvalent anions on hydrous

aluminum oxide and the condition that cyclic AMP is a mono

valent anion, whereas the other nucleotides and Pi are multi

valent at pH 7. H. In his search for appropriate adsorbants

for use in this method, Ramachandran” noted that other

quadrivalent metal oxides, such as ZrO2 and TiO2, as well as

basic lead sulfate, also possess affinity for multivalent

anions but usually under more acidic conditions. Since an

initial attempt to use Ramachandran's method resulted in

higher blank values, specific studies were carried out to
find a consistently effective single separation method for

cyclic AMP based on the same principle. Tests for separation
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5' adenosine monophosphate (5' AMP) from cyclic AMP for

possible use in PDE as says were also carried out .

B. MATERIALS

Marck aluminum oxide (neutral, activity lifor column

chromatography) was obtained from Brinkman Instruments Inc.;

lead acetate, lead nitrate, barium hydroxide, and zinc sul

fate from Mallinkrodt ; lead sulfate from Matheson ; ATP (di

sodium salt) and cyclic AMP from Sigma, H*- and clº labelled

**-ATP, and Hº- and cº"- labelled 5’AMP werecyclic AMP, alpha-P

purchased from New England Nuclear Corporation. Tris (hydroxy

methyl) aminomethane came from Schwartz-Mann. Disposable glass

pipettes (9 cm Pasteur pipettes) plugged with #3 dental cotton

pledgets were used as columns in all prodecures, and 3 ml Dispo

beakers (Scientific Products) were used for collecting eluates.

Columns were held in a plexiglass two-layer holder as illustrated

in Figure H-l.

C. METHODS

1. Preparation of lead or barium sulfate: Equimolar

quantities of either lead nitrate, lead acetate, or barium

hydroxide, and zinc sulfate, each component previously dis–

solved in H20 (100 ml/mole salt) were mixed with stirring.

The precipitate formed was washed with H20 four times in the

beaker and at least twice after filtering on a Buchner funnel

and the precipitate was allowed to dry completely in a 95°C
oven. The resulting sulfate salt was ground with a mortar and

pestle for use in the columns.
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Figure H-l. Alumina-lead sulfate chromatography column

in plexiglass holder as used in experiments

described in the text.
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2. Treatment of commercial lead sulfate. Commercial

lead sulfate was used as supplied, or was subjected to

numerous washings with either water, ethanol, or ethyl ether,

and dried at 95 °C.

3. Preparations of columns. Columns were packed to

various heights. Frequent tapping was required to assure

rapid uniform flow. Columns were prepared on the same day

they were used, since lead sulfate-containing columns per

pared more than l8 hours before use were consistently noted

to have slower flow rates.

H. Chromatography. Varying amounts of radioactive

nucleotides were dissolved in 50mM Tris buffer, pH 7. H. , and

were applied to the columns in 50–250 ul portions. Columns

were washed with lo mM Tris, pH 7. H. , sometimes followed by

0.2M Na2HPO, , pH 7. H. Eluates were collected in 0.5 ml por
tions, placed in plastic scintillation vials, mixed with l 5

ml modified Brays solution consisting of 3011g 2,5-diphenyl

oxazole (PPO), l. 5 g l. H-bis-2-(11-methyl-5 phenloxazole) ben

zene, 240 ug naphthalene in H29 ml xylene, l 284 ml p-dioxane

and l 28.4 ml ethylene glycol monomethyl ether. Samples were

counted on a Nuclear Chicago Mark I scintillation counter.

Estimates of total radioactivity placed on columns were made

on diluted samples not chromatographed on the columns. Samples

were customarily run in triplicate except as specifically noted.
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D. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

l. Separation of nucleotides on various types of

columns. Several preliminary experiments were carried out

to determine the most suitable type of columns for separa

tion of cyclic AMP from ATP in regard to two characteristics:

(l) highest recovery of cyclic AMP within the 2.0–2. 2 ml

aqueous volume allowed in the scintillation vial, and (2) the

most effective exclusion of ATP and other P*-labelled COI■ le

pounds causing a high blank.

In the experiment summarized in Table H-I, a mixture of
3 32cyclic AMP Hº and ATP-P in the presence of excess nonradio

active cyclic AMP was placed on each of six types of columns

in duplicate, including alumina in two amounts, alumina layer

ed over lead or barium sulfate, and mixtures of either of

these two salts with alumina, as detailed in the legend. The

addition of either the lead or barium salt to the column re

sulted in greater exclusion of p32 counts, whether it was

layered below, or mixed with the alumina, although the former
32

procedure appeared to be best. Whether the P counts coming

through the columns with the cyclic AMP-Hº were in fact cyclic
32 32

AMP-P “ , or other P labelled compounds was not determined.

When cyclic AMP-Hº and ATP-P’’ were placed on columns of

lead sulfate and either two or four cm of alumina layered

above, the tritiated nucleotide was found in 75% and 65% yields

in the first l. 5 ml elution volume (Figure H-2a, b). Although

slightly more (1.8x10" versus 5.1x10") of the P’’ counts
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TABLE LA — I

COMPARISON OF WARIUS TYPES OF COLUMNS FOR SEPARATION OF
CYCLIC AMP-H3 FROM ATP-P32.

Column Type Height Percent Recovery
(cm) H3 p32 p3?/H3

(x10-?) (x10-4)

l Alumina 3 57. 5 ll; .. 3 2 L. 8

2 Alumina 6 38 . 5 H. 0 l0. 3

3 Alumina H cm top,
PbSo, below 6 L; 7.1 0. 12 0.25

H Alumina H cm top,
Bason below 6 70. O 0.6 0.85

5 Alumina + PbSo, mixed 6 60. 3 2.8 H. 6

6 Alumina + Bason mixed 6 l; 9.8 5. 6 l. 1

Experiment showing differences in recovery of cyclic AMP
H3 and ATP-32-P from various types of columns, when 250 ul of
a 50mM Tris buffer containing 0.0l C cyclic AMP-H3 and 0.5 C
ATP-P 32 in O. lm cyclic AMP and 0.002M ATP, pH 7. H were placed
on the top of the day columns and eluted with lomM Tris buffer
pH 7. H. Recoveries represent means of two separate columns of
each type, the volume of counted eluate being 2 ml. Values
are expressed as percent recovery of each type of isotope, as
well as a ratio of those values which should reflect degree of
separation of the nucleotides. Columns types 3 and H are layer
ed., with 2cm of either, PbSO or BaSO, on the bottom, while
column types 5 and 6 represent mixtures of equal weights of
either salt with alumina.
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Figure H-2. Chromatography of radioactive cyclic AMP

and ATP on alumina-lead sulfate columns.

a , b : Elution patterns of cyclic AMP-Hº

and ATP-P’ from columns containing two

quantities of alumina layered above lead

sulfate (2CIn high, approximately l g).

Percent recovery at each elution volume

is represented by hatched bars. c. Elu

tion of cyclic AMP cl” in the presence

* , D and absence ( .. , G ) of 0.1M cyclic

AMP, showing consistency of elution pat

terns and lack of effect of the excess

nucleotide.
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were eluted in the shorter column, there was also a greater

recovery of cyclic AMP, so the two cm lead sulfate-two cm

alumina column was used in subsequent experiments. The elu

tion patterns for a given type of column were extremely con

sistent, and were not affected by the presence of 0.1M cyclic

AMP in the sample to be chromatographed, as shown in the ex

periment in Figure H-2c. The ATP-P32 was eluted from the

column by washing with 0.2M Na2HPO as was the case for the2 | ?

plain alumina columns. ***

Since 5' AMP is the postulated primary metabolite of
23 L.

cyclic AMP, it was important to verify its exclusion from

the initial eluate in these columns, which is the case with

222 As illustrated in Figure H-3, 5 'AMPdry alumina columns.

was not in the volume of collected eluate, but was eluted by

use of 0.2M Na2HPO,. Since this finding was also consistent

with the general behaviour of the alumina columns, it was con

cluded that the major characteristics of these columns were

similar to the plain alumina columns and more extensive studies

of chromatography of nucleotides were not carried out.

The source of the lead sulfate in the columns was found

to be critical. The initial studies were done with lead sul

fate made from combining equimolar quantities of lead nitrate

and zinc sulfate, but subsequent attempts to use commercial

lead sulfate (as supplied, or washed with water, ethanol, or

ether) or lead sulfate made from lead acetate and zinc sulfate

revealed that these latter two sources were not satisfactory.
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Figure H-3. Chromatography of 5' adenosine monophosphate

H3 on a lead sulfate (2CIm)-alumina (2CIm)

column. Column was eluted with l Omlº■ Tris

HCl, pH 7. H., H. ml, followed by Na HP0,2

buffer, pH 7. H. (see arrow). Symbols: •-- *

5 AMP Hº, O. luc in 50mM Tris buffer (250ml);
*-* 5' AMP Hº, 1. Ouc in 250 ul Tris buffer;
o-o 5’AMP-Hº, 0.luc in 0.1mM cyclic AMP;

3*-* 5' AMP-H” in l. Omm cyclic AMP. All deter

minations were done in duplicate.
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Use of the commercial lead sulfate gave columns with ex

ceedingly low flow rates (< 3 ml/hour) and widely variable

cyclic AMP recoveries. The use of lead sulfate prepared

from lead acetate also yielded columns with very slow flow

rates often requiring positive pressure, although cyclic

AMP recoveries were more consistent.

I also found that columns prepared more than 12–18 hours

prior to use tended to have slower flow rates and more vari

able recoveries of cyclic AMP-H*. This observation is consis

tent with the findings of White and Zinser.” that there were

changes in alumina column properties after prolonged exposure

to room air, which they proposed were due to hydration of the

alumina.

The adsorbtion of nucleotides on alumina was found by

myself and others” (J. Ramachandran, personal communication)

to vary with the acidity of the alumina. The addition of a

lead sulfate layer resulted in a more consistent exclusion of

P*-labelled compounds thus reducing the blank. More extensive

studies of nucleotide behaviour on alumina columns in the dry

and hydrated states have been carried out by Ramachandran” and

White and Zenser, *** respectively.

II. ASSAY OF ADENYL CYCLASE IN FROG AND TADPOLE SKIN

A. MATERIALS

Materials for column chromatography and radioactive

nucleotides were obtained as described in the previous
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section. Creatine kinase and creatine phosphate were ob

tained from Boehringer-Mannheim, Tris (hydroxy-methyl)

amino-methane from Schwarz–Mann and bovine serum albumin

from Armour. Reagent grade chemicals were used for buffers

and spectral grade chemicals for scintillation counting

solution.

Animals: Rana pipiens adult frogs were supplied by R.

Schettle Company, Stillwater, Minn. , and Rana pipiens tad

poles by the Amphibian Center, University of Michigan, Ann

Arbor, Michigan and maintained as described in Chapter 3.

Sprague Dawley rats were obtained from Simonson Company.

B. METHODS

l. Preparation of tissue specimens for assay . a. In

adult frog skin. Ventral skin from doubly pithed adult frogs

resisted homogenization due to the presence of large amounts

of collagen and Ca” (Chapter 2) and was therefore treated in

one of two ways: (1) the skin was subjected to disruption using

a Polytron ultraturax at setting 3 for lò seconds in 50mM Tris,

20mM EGTA, pH 7. H.; (2) the epithelial layer was separated from

the subepithelial layers by incubating skin at 25°C in lN KI

for 5 minutes as suggested by Kawada et al. 158 The separated

epithelium was then washed 3 times in 50mM Tris buffer con

taining l—20 mM EGTA and homogenized using a Teflon pestle (5

strokes at medium speed) in the same buffer. The suspensions

were either used as such or were centrifuged at lo 00 x g in a

Sorvall RC-2 B centrifuge for lo minutes and the pellet resus

pended in 50mM Tris, l mM EGTA, and lmM B-mercaptoethanol,
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b. Tadpole skin. The ventral skin of doubly pithed

pH 7. H for assay.

tadpoles of various stages was removed, placed in 50mM

Tris buffer, 20mM EGTA at pH 7. H., homogenized for 5–8 strokes

with a Teflon pestle, centrifuged at lo 00 x g for lo minutes

and the resulting pellet resuspended in 50mM Tris, lmM EGTA,

lmM B-mercaptoethanol, for assay.

c. Rat tissues. These were obtained from decapitated

rats and homogenized with a Teflon pestle, H-5 strokes at

medium speed in 50mM Tris lmM EGTA, lmM B-mercaptoethanol,

pH 7. H. The homogenates were not centrifuged but in some

cases were diluted to give an approximate protein concentra

tion of less than l. 5 mg/ml homogenate.

2. Lead sulfate. The lead sulfate used in these ex

periments was made from lead nitrate and zinc sulfate as des—

cribed in the previous section.

3. Enzyme assay. The components utilized in the enzyme

assay are similar to those described by Ramachandran and Lee???

191, 238 A study utilizing this particular modified
l 5 la

and others.

assay for AC in rat liver has recently been published.

The majority of studies were carried out under the following

conditions: the enzyme preparation (25.111) was added to 30 pil

of incubation solution with or without OXY., AWT, PGE1,
5–glutamyl-O-MSH, or theophylline in concentrations des—

cribed in Results. The tubes were preincubated for ten

minutes at 25°C (rat tissues were incubated at 30°C or 36°C

after a five minute pre-incubation) and the reaction was
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started by the addition of ATP-P32, ATP, and cyclic AMP in

20 pil of 50mM Tris buffer. The final incubations mixtures

contained : 5–l O0 pig of homogenate protein, 2 LC of ATP-P32,

lmM ATP, 3. HmM MgCl, 0.25 mM KHCO3, 0.08% bovine serum albu

min, 0.33mm B-mercaptoethanol, 0.33mM EGTA, 2mm cyclic AMP,

l7 ug creatine kinase, 30 pig creatine phosphate, 50mM Tris

buffer, pH 7. H. , in a final volume of 75 pil. The reaction was

terminated at lo minutes by the addition of 200 pil of 50mM Tris

buffer pH 7. H. , containing lù mM cyclic AMP and 0.15 uC H%
cyclic AMP, and boiling for three minutes. After the tubes had

cooled the entire contents were pipetted onto a 9" Pasteur pi

pette column (0.5 x 4 cm) composed of lead sulfate, 2 cm below,

and neutral alumina, 2 cm above . . The columns were washed with

2.8 ml of 10 mM Tris buffer, pH 7. H. and the effluent, containing

70-90% of the cyclic AMP was collected in plastic counting vials.

Fifteen ml of a modified Bray's solution was added and samples

were assayed for H3 and P3° and content in a Mark I Nuclear

Chicago liquid scintillation counter. Counter settings allowed

less than 1 x 107.9% overlap from the tritium channel. The sam—

ples were counted for a minimum of lo minutes and results were

corrected for quenching with an external standard. Blank values

were determined by adding ATP-P3% to incubation mixture devoid of

the labelled nucleotide at the end of the incubation period just

prior to boiling. Calculations for recovery of cyclic AMP from

the columns were determined from samples of cyclic AMP-H% in the

same amounts as used in the assay. These were processed in
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parallel with assay tubes, taken after boiling, diluted l: 5,

and a 2501, l aliquot was placed directly into the counting

vials, into which flowed the effluent of a column washed with

2.8ml Tris buffer as in the assay. Similar samples were

assayed for total p32 content in the absence of cyclic AMP-Hº.
Protein content of aliquots of the homogenates were deter

mined by the method of Lowry et al. 182
C. RESULTS

l. AC in Frog Skin. a. Conditions for assay in frog

skin. In initial experiments using skin disrupted with the

Polytron, no significant enzyme activity was consistently

detected. The failure to detect significant activity might

be due to the presence of inhibitors in the skin, particu

larly Ca”, a known inhibitor of AC in some systems,” which

26 || (Chapter 2).is present in frog skin in large quantities

Further experiments were carried out to examine two methodo

logical modifications of skin treatment: (1) separation of the

epithelium from the remainder of the skin using the KI proce—

dure, and (2) addition of excess (20mM.) EGTA to the homogeni

zing medium, as described in Methods. As shown in Table H-II,

addition of the 20mM EGTA during homogenization resulted in

increases in enzyme specific activity in the Polytron-sheared

preparations. Further, separation of the epithelium with KI

resulted in higher activity, although this difference may be

misleading since the ratio of AC-containing activity to total

protein is probably greater in the epithelial preparation as
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TABLEH-II EFFECTOFKIANDEGTAONAC
ACTIVITY
INADULTFROGSKIN ExperimentTreatment

:|
KIEGTAEnzymeActivity

mMpM/mg/l
5
min HomogenizingFinalBasalOXYNaF

medium

30Ol.00.33l61ll2801

O20.06.336296721308
+l.00.3315601500
l■l36

31O20.0
0.33ll.015||
||32

+20.0
0.335365162812 O20.06.338808081736

+20.06.33780732L}050

AC
activity
infrogskinventralepitheliumseparatedfromdermiswithlmMKI and/orhomogenizedwith20mMorlmMEGTA.Experimentalprotocol

is
described
in

Methods.Valuesaremeansof
duplicatevaluesandonefrogskinwasusedforeach experiment.

0intheKIcolumnindicatesskinwashomogenized
inthePolytron
in thepresence

ofthe
concentration
ofEGTAindicatedunderEGTA-homogenizingmedium and50mMTris,pH7.H+intheKIcolumnindicatesskinwasincubatedwithll■KI
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TABLELi-II(continued) for
5

minutesandtheremovedepithelium,afterwashingthreetimesin50mMTris
+
either
lor20mMEGTA,washomogenizedwith
a
Teflonpestleas
describedabove. Allparticulatesampleswerecentrifugedtwiceatlo00xgx5

minutesandresus pendedineitherlmM(togivefinalconcentratin
of0.33mM)or20mM(togive finalconcentration

of6.33m/■ )EGTAforenzymeassay.
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opposed to that containing large amounts of collagen. None

of these maneuvers affected OXY stimulated enzyme levels,

which were not different from control values.

I subsequently discovered that the KI procedure was only

effective in separating the epithelium in approximately 50–70%

of frogs, and since the KI method was not applicable to tad

pole skin, this procedure was abandoned, and the effects of

several concentrations of EGTA in the homogenizing medium were

examined (Table H-III). Although in this series, there was

variability, the mean activities were higher in the 20mM EGTA

group, so this concentration was used in all subsequent studies

of adult and tadpole skin. As in the previous experiments,

changing the EGTA concentration did not effect the hormone sen

sitivity of the enzyme, but a slight stimulation was seen in

all cases.

b. Relationship of Enzyme Activity to Protein Concentra

tion. A study of enzyme activity at various protein concen—

trations is illustrated in Figure H-14. Basal enzyme activity

is relatively unchanged when protein concentration is less

than 2011g / 75 pul (0. Hmg/ml), but activity appears to decrease

at higher protein concentrations. NaF-stimulated activity

appears linear only to approximately lSpg/vol in this experi

ment. When results from several studies were pooled (Figure

14-5), then at concentrations greater than 301 g/vol, specific

activity appeared to decrease with increased average protein

content, although there was considerably greater variability.

The slopes of the basal and NaF-stimulated lines, when acti.

vity is plotted against protein concentration (Figure H-6)
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TABLE
L–
III EFFECTOF

HOMOGENIZINGADULTFROGSKININVARIOUSCONCENTRATIONS
OFEGTAON AC

ACTIVITY EGTAConcentrationMeanAC
activity(pM/mgprot/l
5
min) in

HomogenizingMedium
n

BasalOXY–7NaFT

(l.lx10"
'

mM)(10mM)

A.

lmM
2
386
l;0||
1580 5mM2325388772 10mM

3320L}||2l30l 20mM
3
772
||8||17||2

B.
Absoluteincreases
in
hormoneand
NaF-stimulatedactivity

(AAC
activity pMcyclicAMP/mg/l

5

minutes)

[EGTA]OXYNaF lmM
2
+18ll.9|| 5mM2+62|L:7 10mM

3+l21979 20mM
l+80971 Effectof

variousconcentrations
ofEGTAin
homogenizingmediumofAC
activity.

Skinsampleswereshearedin
PolytronwithEGTAand50mMTrispH7.3andhomogenate centrifuged

at1000xgandpelletresuspended
inlmM50mMTris,andassayedfor enzymeactivity

as
described
in
Methods,with2mmATPas
substrateforl5minutes.

N=numberoffrog'sskinsassayed
in
duplicate.
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Figure H-H . AC activity in adult frog skin as a function

of protein concentration. (a) Basal ( ~ - e )

and NaF (l()mM o-o) stimulated activity

expressed as pN■ cyclic AMP/mg/15 min in sam—

ples of skin at five different protein con

centrations (made by serial dilutions of the

most concentrated sample ). Substrate con

centration = 2mm ATP; assay carried out as

described in text. (b) Total activity of

basal (e-e) and NaF-stimulated (o. . . o ) frac

tions plotted against protein concentration.

N= 1 for each value.
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Figure 4–5. Relationship between AC activity in adult

frog skin and mean protein concentration

in incubation volume : pooled results from

several experiments. Assay carried out in

l 5 minute incubation as described in text

with substrate concentration = 2mm ATP.

( → ), basal activity + SEM; (o--o) NaF

stimulated activity; ( ) = n for each value

in designated protein concentration range.
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Figure H-6. Relationship between measured activity of

adult frog skin AC and protein concentration:

differences between basal and NaF-stimulated

fractions. Total activity (pM cyclic AMP/

hour) plotted against protein concentration

(ug Lowry protein/volume) from some experi

ments described in Figure H-5. Basal ( " ),

( G) ) NaF-stimulated values representing

the mean of sample tested in duplicate.

(l) = slope of all NaF-stimulated values ex

cept low value at 60 pug protein (slope =l. 62,

r= 0.76); (2) = slope of all NaF-stimulated

values (slope=l. 04, r=0. 57); (3) = slope of

basal values (slope=0.84, r=0.82), which is

significantly different (p<0.01) from line

(l).
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are significantly different (p<0.01) if the value at 60 pg/vol

is deleted.

c. Enzyme Activity in Relation to Incubation Time. As

shown in Figure H-7, basal enzyme activity is no longer linear

after two minutes incubation, although NaF-stimulated activity

appears to be relatively linear for up to eight minutes, fall

ing off only slightly at fifteen minutes. Despite the non

linearity of the basal activity, the absolute difference bet

ween NaF-stimulated activity and basal activity increased in

parallel with total (NaF-stimulated) activity. Values of

enzyme activity/hr (Table H-IV), calculated from samples at

each time period, are smaller at H. , 8 and l 5 minutes than 2

minutes for basal activity, but, though somewhat lower, are

not significantly different for NaF-stimulated activity at

any incubation time (p-0. 5).

d. Effect of OXY on Enzyme Activity. (l) Aldosterone

Pretreatment: effect on enzyme activity and OXY-stimulation.

Since several studies have suggested that pretreatment of a

tissue with various steroids will enhance hormone-sensitive

256 the effect of pretreatment with aldosterone,AC activity,

a mineralocorticoid hormone which also stimulates Na’ trans

port in amphibian epithelia, on OXY stimulated AC and overall

enzyme activity was examined. The results of this study are

presented in Table H-V. Although absolute basal activity and

the percentage basal activity of total (NaF-stimulated ) acti.

vity are increased, in the aldosterone treated group these
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TABLE L – IV

ADULT FROG SKIN AC ACTIVITY: EFFECT OF INCUBATION TIME

Incubation
Time (minutes): 2 l; 8 15

Enzyme activity,
as picomoles cyclic
AMP/mg/hour

Basal ll&lt 638 1020+H 68 648+165 H 78+149
n = (l; ) (6) (6) (6)

Na F 29.13+378 3353+553 30H H+609 2234+389
(10mM/L) (l; ) (6) (6) (6)

N =

Adenyl Cyclase activity in identical samples of adult
frog skin homogenates with or without (=basal) added NaF
incubated at 25°C for 2, 4, 8, or l 5 minutes, determined as
described in the text. Activity is expressed as mean + SEM.
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Figure H-7. Relationship between adult frog skin AC

activity and incubation time. Plot of

total activity (pM cyclic AMP/mg) versus

incubation time for basal (*—e ), NaF

stimulated (@* O ) and mean difference

between basal and NaF-stimulated activi

ties (*-*) + S. E. M. Number of samples

tested in duplicate at each time period

= 6, except for 2 minute sample where

n = 3. As say was as described in text

with substrate concentration = 2mm ATP.
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TABLE L – W.

EFFECT OF ALDOSTERONE (7x107*M) PRETREATMENT ON AC
ACTIVITY IN ADULT FROG SKIN

Control Aldosterone P
Preatreated

Enzyme Activity,
as picomoles cyclic
AMP/mg/l 5 minutes

Basal 84. 3+ H2 236+ll0 < 0.2

OXY 362+76 350+ lll: > 0. 5
(50mu/ml )

NaF lll3+ll2 ll.97+230 > 0. 5
(10mM/l)

B. Percent of Total
(NaF) Activity

Basal 7+3 20+6 < 0. 2

OXY 32+5 27+5 > 0. 5

C. Stimulated/Basal
OXY H.8+3.8 ll. 0945.9 < 0. 5

Na F 30.7+12.8 14.6+0.6 < 0. It

D. Absolute Increase
in Activity

OXY 277+83 ll 5+129 < 0. H

NaF 1021+80 96l3.204 > 0. 5

AC activity in adult frog skins preincubated overnight
at 25°C in F Ringers buffer lomM glucose, lg/L Penicillin,
lgm/L Streptomycin with (Aldosterone—pretreated ) or without
(control) 7x10-8M aldosterone added l3 hours prior to enzyme
assay. Assay was carried out as described in text. Activity
is expressed as picomoles cyclic AMP/mg/hour, total (A) or
difference between stimulated and basal levels (D), and as
ratios between basal (C) or total (B) levels of activity.
N= four frog skins, tested in duplicate. There were no sig
nificant differences, by Student's t-test, between treated
and control groups by any parameter.
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were not significantly different from controls. However, OXY

stimulation of the enzyme did occur in both groups, possibly

related to the overnight incubation.

(2) Effect of other conditions on OXY-stimulated enzyme

activity. As summarized in Tables H-II and H-III, OXY did not

stimulate the enzyme activity significantly with varying

tissue preparations or EGTA concentrations. Further, no con

sistent relationship between protein concentration and stimu

lating activity was noted, although only a small number were

examined in this regard. Skins incubated overnight in FR, as

described in the previous section (Table H-V) did show signi

ficant stimulation in all four skins tested (p<0.025).

(3) Effect of various doses of OXY on enzyme responses. In

the majority of experiments, a concentration of l. l x 10-7mm of

OXY was used, since this corresponded to levels used in elicit

ing physiological responses (see Chapter 3). To test whether

this concentration was appropriate, several concentrations

were examined in various experiments. Since two attempts to

establish a dose-response curve were unsuccessful, due to

variability of stimulation, the results of several experiments

where several concentrations were used, are summarized in

Figure H-8. Although the number of samples tested at higher

concentrations is small and results were variable, the slope

and correlation coefficient for absolute increases suggest

much higher concentrations (>4x10-7M) might be necessary to

demonstrate consistent stimulation.

(H) Effect of frog skin homogenate on rat liver AC. If

an inhibitor of the OXY-stimulated enzyme were released on
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Figure H-8. Dose-response relationship for OXY stimu

lation of AC in adult frog skin. OXY-stimu

lated activity expressed as (l) absolute

increase in OXY over basal (AOXY-basal),

(•); (2) OXY/basal activity (94). Slope

of AOXY-basal group = 1. 27, r = 0.77;

slope of OXY/basal = 0. l8 , r = 0.56;

n = 15 for each group.
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shearing of the skin, then it is possible that this inhibi—

tion might affect other AC enzymes. Accordingly, the acti.

vity of combined crude enzyme preparations from adult frog

skin and rat liver was compared with pure preparations of

each to see if the frog skin homogenate would inhibit the

liver enzyme. The results, presented in Table li-VI, suggest

that if there is any effect of the frog skin enzyme on the

liver homogenate enzyme, it appears to be stimulatory.

2. AC in Tadpole Skin. a. Conditions for assay of AC

activity in tadpole skin. In contrast to adult skin, tadpole

skin, even in fully metamorphosed animals (stage XXV) is fully

amenable to homogenization with a teflon or glass pestle; con

versely, little success was had in obtaining epithelial speci

mens of skin utilizing KI. Accordingly, skins were routinely

homogenized at medium speed for 6–10 strokes.

b. Characterization of AC enzyme in ventral skin of fully

metamorphosed (stage XXV) tadpoles. Since there are morpho

logical differences between tadpole and adult frog skin (see

Chapter 2), it was decided to fully characterize the enzyme in

fully metamorphosed tadpole ventral skins for use as a primary

standard in evaluating developmental changes in the enzyme

characteristics. Accordingly, various studies were done on

ventral skins of stage XXV tadpoles, either pooled or indi

vidual.

(l) Concentration of substrate. Four groups of two pooled

ventral skins each were incubated with four concentrations of
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Table H –VI

AC ACTIVITY IN CRUDE HOMOGENATES OF ADULT FROG VENTRAL
SKIN, RAT LIVER, AND EQUAL MIXTURES OF BOTH

Protein Basal OXY NaF
FS RL

Homogenate

Frog Skin l O 259 312 ll,050

Frog skin
+ Rat liver ~ 0.5 ll.0 280 (216) 256 (122) l, 686 (l, Hl 3)

Rat liver O 2 L; 2ll; ll H. l,006

AC activity, in picomoles cyclic AMP/mg/hour, or as
ratios of stimulated/basal activity in the three types of
homogenates. Enzyme was assayed as described in the text,
except that incubation was carried out at 30°C, with lo
minutes pre-incubation followed by lS minutes incubation
with substrate. Protein content is expressed as ug / 75 LL incu
bation volume. Values are the mean of duplicate observations
in a single experiment. Numbers in parentheses in second
column indicate expected values if activities were simply
additive.
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ATP. All other constituents of the incubation medium were

held constant. As shown in Figure H-9, the specific activity

was highest at lmM ATP for basal OXY-stimulated and NaF

stimulated fractions, and also, for all fractions was lower

at 2m M than at lmM, quite significantly so (p<0.00 l) for the

NaF-stimulated samples. When basal and stimulated activities

are compared with one another within a given group, as seen

in Figure H-10, then the percentage increase of activity

induced by NaF is significantly greater at the lowest sub

strate level tested (p<0.001). The substrate concentration

appeared to have no significant effect on percent increase in

activity by OXY, although this fraction made up a signifi

cantly (p<0.025) greater proportion of NaF. ("total") enzyme

activity at the highest substrate concentration (2mm ATP).

Still another interpretation includes quantitative absolute

stimulation by NaF over basal activity as included in Figure

H-10. This generally parallels the absolute rise in total

enzyme activity, except for a fall at the highest substrate

concentration. A Lineweaver Burke plot (Figure H-100) of the

activities against substrate concentration of lmM or less

gives a Km of 6. 2 x 107"M for the basal enzyme and H. 5 x 10-"M
for OXY at a concentration of l. l x 10−7M. Km for NaF can

not be determined from the data obtained.

(2) Relationship of Enzyme Activity to Protein Concentra

tions. Enzyme specific activity in basal and stimulated frac

tions appears to fall off significantly at protein concen—

trations greater than 2011g / 75 pil incubation volume (0.27mg/ml).
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Figure H-9. Effect of substrate concentration of stage

XXV tadpole ventral skin AC. Assay was

carried out as described in text, varying

ATP concentration and maintaining all other

components of assay mixture constant, including

Mg” ( 3. Lim'■ in final incubation). (*-* ), basal

activity, (***) OXY (1.1×10"M) stimulated ;

(o-o), NaF (10mM) — stimulated activity as nM

cyclic AMP/mg/l.0 minutes. N= H skins tested in

duplicate at each concentration expressed as

mean + S. E. M.
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Figure H-10. Percent increase in stage XXV tadpole skin

AC activity of OXY (l. lxlo-7M) (e-e) and
NaF (10 mM) (?-?) stimulated fractions over

basal activity at different substrate con

centrations, and absolute increase of NaF

stimulated activity (pM cyclic AMP/mg/l.0

minutes) over basal activity (A.'''''A) as a

function of ATP concentration. Assay con

ditions are as described in Figure H-9.

Values expressed as mean + S. E. M., and n=4.
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Figure 4-10a. Lineweaver—Burke plot of stage XXV tadpole

skin AC activities (Basal and OXY-stimu

lated). Values plotted as reciprocal of ATP

concentration (l/s) vs. reciprocal of basal

and 0xY (1.1×107"M)-stimulated enzyme acti.

vities as pN/mg/10 min (l/Axl O-3). Wmax for
both values = 1.67x107° pM/l.0 min.
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Activity at lower protein concentrations was found to be

highly variable (Figure H-ll). At protein concentrations

greater than 101g/vol, there was a fall in both basal and

NaF-stimulated activity with increasing protein concentra

tion as shown in Figure H-ll. Concentrations of enzyme pro

tein less than 511 g/vol were not tested due to limitations

in the protein assay.

(3) The Effect of pH on Enzyme Activity. In a series of

three experiments on pooled ventral skins of three tadpoles

each, the mean pH optimum was found to be 7.0; however, in

pooled results, this was not significantly different from

values at pH 6.5 through 7.8 (Figure H-12). Examination of

individual experiments revealed different pH optima for each

set of pooled skins in the range from pH 7.0–7. 8. No differ

ential pH sensitivities were noted for OXY and NaF stimulated

fractions. The NaF/basal activity at pH 7.8 was higher but

not significantly so.

(H ) Linearity of Enzyme Reaction with Time. Time courses

of the enzyme in pooled skins of two tadpoles were carried

out in two experiments each at two different substrate concen—

trations both in the presence of the ATP-generating system.

For both, the time course appeared to be relatively linear up

to l 5 minutes for basal and stimulated fractions (Figure H-13 ).

(5) The Effect of Various Concentrations of OXY., AWT, and

NaF on Enzyme Activity. Although AWT and mesotocin are the

native NHH 's in the frog, these hormones were not available
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Figure H-ll. Relationship between stage XXV tadpole skin

AC specific activity (pM cyclic AMP/mg/hour)

and protein concentration for basal (* ) and

NaF-stimulated (@) enzyme. Assay was carried

out for lo or l 5 minutes as described in text,

using lmM ATP as substrate. Each point repre

sents a mean value for one skin assayed in dup

licate. Plot demonstrates the lack of rela

tionship between protein concentration and

specific activity when protein concentration

is less than 10pg / 75ll incubation volume, es

pecially for Na-F stimulated values. Slopes

for basal and NaF-stimulated activity were

determined for values at > 1011g/vol protein con

centration only.
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Figure H-12. Effect of pH on stage XXV tadpole ventral

skin AC activity. As says carried out with

lC minutes incubation and substrate con

centration of lmM ATP as described in Methods.

Activities (pM/mg/l.0 min): (*---"), basal; (o-o),

oxy (1.1×10"M); (*—”) NaF (10mM)-stimu
lated. Each point represents mean of three

skins tested in duplicate.
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Figure H-13. Linearity of stage XXV tadpole AC activity

with incubation time. Plot of basal (s----n )

and NaF-stimulated $4%) enzyme activities

(pM/mg/time period) versus time of incubation.

Assay as described in text, with substrate

concentration = lmM ATP. Each point repre

sents mean of two sets of pooled skins assayed

in duplicate.
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in my initial experiments, so OXY, the analogue with the

greatest relative potency in the frog next to AWT, accord

ing to Bentley, 3% was used in the initial studies. Al

though OXY-stimulated samples were included in almost every

experiment done under a wide variety of conditions, the

degree of stimulation was variable and in some cases inhibi—

tion of activity was observed, as in adult skins. The presence

or absence of stimulation effect could not be easily linked

with any specific experimental conditions. In an experiment

presented in Figure 4–l4, which was an attempt to carry out

dose response curves in both frog and tadpole skin, this

problem is illustrated. The issue is somewhat clarified when

all data from 23 experiments in which OXY was tested on stage

XXV tadpole skin is pooled. These results are summarized in

Table H –VII.

Several factors are of note: (l) as evidenced by the

wide standard errors in columns b and c, there was inhibition

of activity by OXY in some cases (i.e. , 25% of samples contain

ing less than 20 ug/ml protein incubation volume). (2) The in

crease in specific activity of the enzyme by OXY is lower at

higher protein concentrations although percentage increase is

not significantly different. (3) Substrate concentration appears

to be a determinant of the degree of OXY stimulation, since

the percent and absolute stimulation at 2.0 mM ATP are greater,

though not significantly than at l.0 mM ATP. This
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Figure H-14. Responses of adult and stage XXV tadpole

ventral skin AC to various concentrations

of OXY. Assay was carried out on polytron

sheared adult skin and homogenized tadpole

skin as described in text with substrate

concentration = 2mm ATP with a lo minute

incubation. Activities are expressed as

absolute activity (pM/mg/l.0 min) and per

cent stimulation by OXY and NaF over basal

activity (inset). Results are the mean of

two samples assayed in duplicate.
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TABLE
L-
VII EFFECTSOFOXYONSTAGE25

TADPOLEWENTRALSKINAC
ACTIVITY

I.

Dose-ResponseRelationships
OXYnEnzyme

activity? pM/mg/10minbCd

A.2mmATP

0.0.375
L}

605+172135+169
l.30+0.H00.27+0.

all19
906+104133+88l.22+0.0.45+0.06 allL!ll

25+296196+290
l.37+0.0.
51+0.04 all

2

1509+3583H8+608
l.H3+0.0.48+0.06

l.Omn■ATP
all
9
8.294lul35+43l.0.6+0.0.30+0.03 all

2
ll&lt54
382+126
l.H940.0.25+0.03



TABLELA-VII(continued
)

II.EffectofProteinConcentration
onEnzymeActivity Protein:

InbCd

<

2011g/vol
9
8.294lul35+43l.
0.6+0.050.3940.03

>
2011g/volll!3644-1937.5+9l.
15+0.04
0.
52+0.05

III.Effectof
SubstrateConcentration
on
Activity
inLowProtein
(<
2011g/vol.)Samples Substrate

nbCd

lmM
9

820+14135+431.00+0.050.3940.03 2m.M19906+104ll3+88l.
22+0.100.45+0.06

AC
activity
inthepresence
ofOXYin
homogenates
ofstage25
tadpoleventral

skin.I.

Dose-responserelationships
atfourdoselevelsofOXYinenzymesamples containinglessthan2011g
/
751,L
volumeof
protein.Activity(*)is
expressed
aspi comolescyclicAMP

produced/mg/10minutes+lSEM;b-absoluteincrease
in
activityover basalactivity;

c=theratioof
OXY/basalactivity;d-ratio
of

OXY/NaF-stimulated enzymeactivity.II.
Relationship
ofproteinconcentration
to
activity
insamplescon tainingl.0mMATPandl.25

x10~/MOXY.III.Relationship
of
substrateconcentration

toOXYeffectinsampleswith
<

2011g/75u
L
proteinconcentration.Headings
inIIandIIINo arethesameasI.E
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is in contrast to the case for NaF-stimulated enzyme, where

stimulation is greater at the lmM ATP concentration (see

Figure H-9).

AVT, the specific Na" transport hormone for frogs, **, 3%
was subsequently obtained and tested for its ability to stimu

late AC in stage XXV tadpole skin. Figure H-15 illustrates

experiments testing for a dose response relationship in the

skin of four tadpoles utilizing three parameters. Although

stimulation of the enzyme by the peptide occurs, a dose-res—

ponse relationship was only demonstrated with respect to the

absolute increase in specific activity.

NaF, which is believed to stimulate most AC prepara

tions maximally, *** and is thought to represent the "total"

potential enzyme activity, also stimulates this enzyme with an

optimum concentration between 5 and lomM as illustrated in the

dose-response curve in Figure H-l6.

(6) The Effect of Theophylline on Enzyme Activity. A

majority of investigators use theophylline in the incubation

mixture for assay of AC in order to inhibit PDE which other

wise would metabolize formed cyclic AMP. A few investigators

have alternatively used nonradioactive cyclic AMP to saturate

the enzyme. 191, 238 Since a few preliminary observations in

adult frog skin suggested no advantage in using theophylline,

use of the excess cyclic AMP was routinely adopted, although

a test of the effect of theophylline was made in six tadpole

skins as illustrated in Figure H-17. Although theophylline in

the presence of excess cyclic AMP slightly increased the mean

basal and NaF-stimulated activity, it significantly (p<0.025)

inhibited the OXY stimulated activity.
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Figure H-15. Effect of AWT on stage XXV tadpole skin

AC dose response curve. Enzyme activity

expressed as total activity (pM/mg/l.0 min

utes) (*-*), absolute increase in activity

over basal activity (*—m ), and ratio of

stimulated to basal activity (o-o). Assay

carried out as described in text with l O

minute incubation and substrate concentra

tion = lmM ATP. Each value = four tadpole

skins assayed in duplicate.
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Figure H-16. Dose-response curve for NaF stimulation of

stage XXV tadpole skin AC. Assay carried

out as described, with lo minute incubation

and lmM ATP. Values expressed as (1) total

activity (pM/mg/l.0 minute), with mean basal

values plotted for reference, and (2) ratio

of NaF-stimulated activity to basal activity.

N=mean of three skins tested in duplicate.
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Figure H-17. Effect of theophylline (10 mM) on stage XXV

AC activity. Assay of basal, OXY (l. lxlO-7M)

—stimulated, and NaF (10 mM)—stimulated enzyme

activity in the presence (hatched bars) and

absence (open bars) of lomM theophylline and

2m M cyclic AMP, expressed as total activity

(pM/mg/10 min) + S. E. M. and ratio of OXY and

NaF stimulation over basal activity + S. E. M.

Incubation time = lo minutes, ATP concentra

tion = lim!■ . N = 6 tadpole skins.
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7. Effects of Prostaglandin El on AC activity. PGE1
(1077M) stimulates the enzyme activity in stage XXIII-XXV

tadpoles by 26+2% (n=l 3) over basal activity. An attempt

was made to study a dose response relationship in four sets

of pooled tadpole skins, using a concentration range from

-7 to 10-5M (Figure H-18). Although values in the presence10

of PGE1 were consistently higher than basal activity, there

was a consistent relationship to dose only when response is

expressed as the ratio of PGE1 basal activity.

(8) The Effect of Two Concentrations of EGTA in Homo

genization. Previous experiments with adult frog skin had

suggested that homogenization with 20mM EGTA allowed expres–

sion of somewhat greater enzyme activity, possibly due to

chelation of the large amounts of Ca” salts which may be

present in the skin (see Chapter 2). Although tadpoles used

in these experiments did not have histologically demonstrable

Ca” deposits (Chapter 2), the use of 20mM EGTA was continued,

although an experiment testing a lower concentration (10 mM)

in the homogenizing medium was carried out and was shown to

have no effect on any variable of enzyme activity (Table

L - VIII).

(9) Localization of Enzyme Activity. Since in most AC

preparations there is reported loss of activity with time after

homogenization, and attempts at purification??" no attempt was

made to examine this question of subcellular localization ex

cept to examine differences in activity between l900 x g x 15
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Figure H-18. Dose-response curve for effect of PGE O Inl?

stage XXV tadpole skin AC. Incubation was

carried out as described in text for lo

minutes at substrate concentration = lmM

ATP. (~~~~) = total activity at four concen—

trations of PGE, and (o-o) = ratio of PGE1/l

basal activity. Cross hatched bar at left

represents mean basal activity. Values repre

sent mean of three skin preparations tested

in duplicate at each concentration of PGE1.
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TABLE
L-
VIII EFFECTOFTWO

CONCENTRATIONS
AC
ACTIVITY

Basal Activity
%ofNaF pM/mg/activity

l0min

EGTA (mM) 1017632.7 2919827.L.

OFEGTAIN
HOMOGENIZINGMEDIUMONTADPOLESKIN

oxy(1.1×107"M)NaF(107*M) ActivityOXY-BasalOXY/BasalActivityNaF-BasalNaF/Basal pM/mg/pM/mg/ 10minl0min 188ll.5l.l956.638.93.56 19||-L|l.0073253l;3.6||

AC
activitywasdetermined
inpairedhalf-skins
offourstageXXVtadpoles
as described

intext,wheretwopooledhalf-skinswerehomogenized
inlomMEGTA,50mMTris bufferandtheremaininghalveswerehomogenized

in20mMEGTA,50mMTrisbuffer,after whichbothhomogenateswerecentrifuged
at1000xg
x10
minutesand
resuspended
inincu bationbuffercontaininglmMEGTA(seetext).Valuesrepresentmeanoftwoassaysat eachEGTAconcentration.

º
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minute and l O0,000 x g x 60 minute pellets in samples from

two tadpoles. Although there was slightly less basal and

OXY-stimulated activity in the lC0,000 x g fraction the NaF

stimulated fraction was higher (Table H-IX). The low speci

fic activity probably relates to the high protein content of

the samples (vide supra).

(10) Effect of Pre-incubation of Intact Skin with OXY.

Since very minimal stimulation of AC activity by OXY was a

consistent finding, the possibility existed that an essential

component of the OXY receptor-AC "complex" was lost in hand

ling of the tissue prior to enzyme assay. Since OXY adequate

ly stimulates Na" transport in the intact skin (Chapter 3),

an attempt was made to simulate these conditions and as say

the tissue for enzyme activity shortly after adding the hor

mone. Accordingly, halves of pooled stage XXV tadpole ventral

skins were pre-incubated in day FR buffer, and either OXY (to

give a concentration of l. l x 10-7M) or nothing was added to

matched paired halves. After l 5 minutes incubation at 25°C,

the skins were homogenized and assayed for enzyme activity

alone and in the presence of OXY and NaF., as previously dis

cribed. Although measured specific activities of the enzyme

suggested that the OXY pretreatment caused a decrease in basal

and OXY stimulated enzyme activity, it was noted that the

protein concentration in the OXY pretreated tissues was con

sistently higher than in controls (x = H 8+81 g/vol for controls,

94.8+8 ug/vol for OXY-pretreated, n=6, p<0.01). As was shown
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TABLE L – IX

AC IN 100xg AND lo O,000xg PELLETS OF STAGE XXV
TADPOLE SKIN

AC activity: -pM CAMP/mg/10 min

Fraction l000xg x 10 min l00,000xg x 60 min

Basal l L; 7 133

oxy (1.1×10−7M) 20 2 ll■ 3

NaF (10-2M) L! 52 526

Assays of AC activity were carried out in two groups of
pooled, stage XXV tadpole skin. After homogenization of both
groups, one aliquot of each group was centrifuged at lo 00:xg
for lò minutes, then resuspended in lmM EGTA, lmM B-mercapto
manol, 50mM Tris, pH 7. H. , and stored at H 9C for 50 minutes.
Simultaneously, another aliquot from each group was spun at
l00,000xg for 60 minutes, after which the pellet was resus
pended in the incubation medium as described above. Assay
for enzyme activity was then carried out as described in
Methods, with ATP concentration of lmM and incubation time
of lo minutes.
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in section II-C-2b (2), this chapter, the specific activity

of the basal enzyme falls with increasing protein concentra

tion in a relatively predictable fashion (Figure H-ll). There

was also a good correlation between protein concentration and

log specific activity of both basal (r: 0.72) enzyme in both

control and OXY pretreated groups. In this experiment the

specific activity of the NaF-stimulated enzyme did not cor

relate with protein concentration in the OXY-pretreated group,

however. When the basal and OXY-stimulated activities were

corrected for protein concentration, as detailed in Appendix

H-A, there was no significant difference in specific activi

ties between OXY-pretreated and control groups, as shown in

Table H-X. Further, there was no significant difference in

the percent stimulation by either OXY or NaF, suggesting that

the pretreatment did not affect the enzyme activity at the

time it was measured.

(ll) Effect of Skin Pigmentation on Enzyme Activity.

The possibility of effects on basal and stimulated AC acti

vity of the various skin pigments was considered as a possi

ble source of variation, since this is probably a factor in

physiological measurements (see Chapter 3). Accordingly, in

the majority of experiments skin color was noted by designa

ting the basic color (green, brown, grey) and shade (light,

dark). Prior to stage XX, there was relatively little varia

tion in color, the primary variant being shade. After the

emergence of the forelimbs, the variations in color and shade

increased markedly, so by stage XXV, any number of pigment
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TABLE L-X

EFFECT OF OXY - PRETREATMENT ON AC ACTIVITY IN STAGE XXV
TADPOLE SKIN.

Enzyme Activity (pM/mg/l.0 minutes) + SEM
Control OXY-Pretreated

Specific Corrected? Specific Corrected?
activity specific activity specific

activity activity

Basal H3++6l. 357+19 252+25 3803-15

OXY-stimulated H H2+ 63 3.684.21, 264+28 3994 l8
(l. lxlo'T7M)

OXY/Basal x 100 102+5 10++ 2

NaF-stimulated 1806+526 * †: 1064+199 *::::
(10–2M)

NaF/Basal x 100 385+54 H16+H 6

AC activity in Stage XXV tadpole ventral skins preincu
bated intact for 15 minutes in day FR buffer at 25°C in the
presence (OXY-pretreated) and absence (control) of OXY
(l. lxlO-7M). After preincubation, skins were homogenized
and assayed for enzyme activity, alone, and in the presence
of OXY (i. lxlO-7M) and NaF (10–2M) as previously described.
Because of significant differences in mean protein concen—
trations of control and OXY-pretreated groups, specific
activities were corrected for this variable (*), as described
in the text and Appendix H-A. Because no specific relation
ship existed between protein concentration and NaF-stimulated
activity, no corrections were made (**). No significant
differences between corrected values for control and treated
groups were found. n= 6 paired half-skins in each group.
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variations could be found in tadpoles developing under iden

tical conditions. Although color is difficult to assess

quantitatively, the tadpoles could easily be grouped into

green or brown groups. An analysis of differences in skin AC

activity in these two groups presented in Table H-XI demon

strates significant differences (p<0.005) in basal activity

in the presence of almost identical levels of NaF (total)

enzyme activity. It is also of interest that both groups

showed OXY stimulation, brown more than green, but neither

group showed statistically significant stimulation (p20. 1).

c. Changes in AC Activity during Development. Basal , NaF,
and NHH-stimulated enzyme activity was examined in tadpole

skins from animals at various stages of development. As shown

in Figure H-18, absolute basal, and NaF-stimulated activities

were higher at stages XIV, XVI, the onset of metamorphic cli

max (stage XX), and stage XXV than at previous or subsequent

stages but not significantly so (p.20. l), except for NaF-stimu

lated activity at stage XXV (p<0.01). The proportional in

crease in activity with OXY (OXY/Basal) was highest at stages

XX (Figure lº ), but the NaF-stimulated fraction (NaF/Basal)

became progressively greater commencing with this stage. As

previously noted, in some tadpole skin homogenates, OXY ap

pears to inhibit enzyme activity, and this was seen in the

developmental study in 30% of samples tested with no relation

ship to developmental stage. When the absolute increases in

enzyme specific activity in the presence of OXY and NaF were

plotted (Figure H-20), it is evident that there are greater
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TABLEL-XI RELATIONSHIPBETWEENTADPOLESKINPIGMENTATION
ANDSKINAC

VariableGreenTadpoles
n

BrownTadpoles
InP

Basalactivity5047+685
1925.394
HHH18<0.0.05

OXY-stimulated5334+ll
599
Hll,H+826
8<0.5

OXY-stim—Basal
(A)816+598
9

1473+773
8<0.5

NaF-stimulated
ll
506+1262
l8llu83+1051
18<0.5

NaF-stim—Basal(A)660ltll.9l18
8103+912
18<0.l5

NaF-stim/Basal2.85+0.
HH18
3.52+0.29
18<0.15

ResultsofstageXXVtadpoleventralskinAC
activities,carriedoutasdes–

cribedin
Methods,using2mMATPas
substrate,werecategorized
astowhether skinwasobtainedfromtadpolewhosedorsalskinwasgreenorbrown.Valuesex pressed

as
pN/mg/hour
+
SEM.Testsof
significancewerecarriedoututilizing students
t
testforunpaireddata.
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Figure H-18. Tadpole skin AC activity at different stages

of development. Plot of basal and NaF

stimulated enzyme activity (pM/mg/l.0 min)

as a function of developmental stage, ex

pressed as days from forelimb emergence (be

low) and Taylor Kollros stage (above). Assays

were carried out as previously described with

lmM ATP and a lo minute incubation. Values

are expressed as mean + SEM. N = ( ) for

each developmental stage.
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Figure H-19. OXY- and NaF-stimulated AC activity in tadpole

skin at various developmental stages, expressed

as percentage of basal activity. As say as des

cribed in Figure H-19. ( ) = n for each de

velopmental stage.
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Figure H-2 0. Absolute stimulation of AC specific activity

(pM/mg/l.0 minute) in tadpole skins at various

developmental stages by OXY (1.1×10"M) and
NaF (10mM). Values are mean ± SEM, ( ) = n

for each developmental stage tested.
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increases at stages XIV, XIX, and XXV than at other stages,

although the absolute increase produced by OXY was only

significant at stage XXV (p<0.001).

When AVT was obtained, a series of experiments was

carried out to find (a) whether the more specific peptide

would be a better activator of the enzyme and (b) whether

development of this activation could be detected. According

ly, the AC activity of five tadpole skins from each of four

developmental stages were studied for their response to AWT

(10^*M), oxy (1.1×10"M), NaF (10mM) as well as PGE, (107"M).
l

The results are consistent with those in the more exten

sive study, although the higher absolute activities may re

flect the lower mean protein content of the samples which con

tributes to higher measured specific activity (vide supra).

Since the mean protein concentration of samples of each de

velopmental group were not significantly different and since

protein concentration of the incubation medium did not always

correlate with basal enzyme activity in a consistent manner,

no correction for protein concentration was made. The results

of this study are presented in Table H-XII in terms of total

enzyme activity, relative and absolute increases in enzyme

activity. At all four stages examined, AWT was a more effec

tive stimulator of the enzyme than OXY. There is a significant

stimulation by PGE1 appearing at stage XX, (p<0.05), followedl

by the appearance of significant stimulation by AWT at

stage XXI + , at which time and in the subsequent stage PGE, and



TABLE
LI–
XII EFFECTOF

AGONISTS
ONTADPOLESkINAC
ACTIVITY
AT II.

Absoluteactivity picomolecyclicAMP /mg/l.0min Basal 0xY(1.1×10−7M) PGE1(10-7M) AVT(10-7M) NaF(10-2M) ProportionalIncrease withHormoneStimula tionasratio: Agonist/Basal
OXY PGE1 AVT NaF

Stage

XVIII 65Hillil 61.9460 7714136 633+39 llo3+190 l.20+0.13 1.72+0.
27 l.HltO.28

2.04+0.23

DIFFERENTSTAGESOF
DEVELOPMENT XX 7.62+15.2 774+129 912+166 8394.99 14214234 l.04+0.05

l.
22+0.07%

l.lºt0.08 l.
95+0.18

XXI+
XXIII+ 903+100738+116 957+128788+97 1078+150908+157 1075+919014.87 2055+3.901899+226

l.
05+0.03
l.ll:0.08 l.

1940.091.23+0.05%
#4

1.1810.06%.1.2410.06%
s

2.22+0.232.65+0.35
°
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TABLEH-XII(continued

StageXVIIIXXXXI
+
XXIII+

III.Absoluteincrease in
activitypico molescyclicAMP /mg/10minvalues (+or–) OXY26+69l3+H

H.
97+H
H
51+28 PGE11784-178150+H3%218+H6+++170+52** AWTH0+l2176+37215+H

H###163+22#### NaF5103-153662+ll3918+121ll28+102
AC
activity
intadpoleskinsatfourdevelopmentalstages,alone,andinthe presence

ofOXY,AVT,PGE1,andNaF.Studieswerecarriedoutonfiveventralskins of
tadpoles
ateachofthefourdevelopmentalstagesas
describedpreviously,using lmMATPandalominuteincubation.Resultsareexpressed

intermsof(I)specific activity(pM/mg/10minutes);(II)ratioof

agonist-stimulatedactivity
tobasalacti vity;(III)absoluteincrease

in
activity(agonist-stimulated—basal
=A)inpl{/mg/l
0

minutes.Allvaluesareexpressed
asthemean
+S.E.M.Testsof
significancewere doneusingstudents
t
test,withp30.05=
*,*
0.075-
#*,*
0.01-##
*,*
0.005=****.
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AVT stimulation are equivalent. NaF-stimulated enzyme

levels were significantly increased (pº 0.01) at all four

developmental stages. When total enzyme activities are

compared at the four stages, as illustrated in Figure H-21,

a similar sequence of development of enzyme sensitivity to

PGE, and AVT is suggested, with development of PGE, sensitil l

vity at an earlier stage, although the values are not statis

tically significant. Again, the greater levels of enzyme

activity at the intermediate stage (stage XXI+) seen in the

previous study are reflected here.

III. DISCUSSION

The studies detailed in this chapter comprise a further

attempt to relate the AC activity in a transporting epithe

lium to its physiological function in hormone mediated Na”

transport , hydroosmotic effects and other functions. This

thesis represents the first report of a study of AC activity

in a broken cell preparation of frog skin, although studies

of the enzyme in intact frog skin utilizing the method of

following incorporation of radioactive adenine into cyclic

l, 2 These author'sAMP have been carried out by Abe, et al.

studied enzyme activity as it related to mediation of the

effects of MSH, but did not examine the effects of the NHH 's.

A number of studies in other transporting epithelia which

relate AC activity to NHH effects have been carried out ,

including studies in toad bladder,10, 213, 1* 159,277
3 ||

and frog

bladder.
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Figure H-21. Tadpole skin AC activity as a function of

development: responses to OXY., AWT, PGE,
and NaF at four developmental stages. Assay

as described in text , with lmM ATP and 10

minute incubation. N = 5 for each data point.
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Although it was possible to demonstrate basal and NaF

stimulated AC in two types of frog skin epithelial prepara

tions, several problems with the assay were encountered.

The large amount of collagen, and probably Catt salts

(see Chapter 2) in the tissue made it necessary to use either

KI-separated epithelium or sheared preparations to obtain

satisfactory homogenates. Although the KI separation techni

que was not applicable to tadpole skin and was therefore not

useful in this thesis project, the preliminary results with

this technique suggest its usefulness in studies of the adult

frog skin enzyme. Since the concentrated KI may affect the

enzyme, the use of the analogous technique of obtaining iso

lated epithelium by hydrostatic pressure plus collagenase

incubation as recently described by Rawlins et al. 230 may be

better, although both techniques have the advantage of yield

ing less heterogeneous broken cell preparations.

The alternative technique, which utilized a much less gen

tle disruption of cells had several theoretical disadvantages,

including the inclusion of cells, collagen, and the calcium

salt in the dermal layer (see Chapter 2) and the possible in

activation of some or part of the enzyme by the traumatic

shearing. This procedure may have contributed to the vari

ability of the levels of enzyme activity measured and may

account for the usefulness of the 20mM EGTA during homogeni

zation in demonstrating higher enzyme levels. This may have

also partially accounted for the great variability of enzyme
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activity at low protein concentrations, since it is possible

that the enzyme to protein ratio was relatively low.

Analogous difficulties with frog skin protein cell pre

parations have been noted by Kawada et al. 198 who developed

the alternative KI technique for studies of ATPase in frog

*"-labelled adenine into cyclic
l, 2

skin. Incorporation of C

AMP-cº" by intact frog skin has been used by Abe et al.

as an indirect measure of enzyme activity in the presence of

melanocyte stimulating hormone and norepinephrine, but the

effect of other hormones were not examined in their prepara

tion.

Because of these attendant difficulties with the adult

skin, more detailed characterization of the enzyme was not

pursued and the stage XXV tadpole skin was used as the assumed

endpoint reference for the developmental studies. This pre

paration, containing much less collagen and no histologically

demonstrable ca” (Chapter 2) was amenable to homogenization

and allowed characterization of its AC enzyme. Although one

study of NaK-ATPase enzyme activity in tadpole skin has been
158

carried out , no studies of AC or cyclic AMP levels to the

frog skin or tadpole preparation have been reported, although

a preliminary report of the current study has recently appeared.
15 lb

The characteristics of the tadpole skin enzyme appear to

be similar to those in other transporting tissues in regard
ll!

to Km for basal enzyme and NaF stimulation." The failure of
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NaF to stimulate the enzyme to a very great extent when a

2mM ATP substrate concentration was used may relate to in

adequate Mg.” present in the incubation medium. For example,

Birnbaumer et al.” using isolated fat cells, found a fall

in NaF-stimulated activity at a 2mm or greater concentration

of ATP in the presence of less than 5m.M Mg”, but when higher

Mg” concentrations were used, no inhibition of activity was

See n .

One of the problems that arose in this study was the

variation of enzyme specific activity with protein concentra

tion in the medium. In the adult skin preparations, there

appeared to be a relatively linear increase in total and

specific activity with increase in protein concentration to

approximately 30p g/vol with a fall at higher concentrations.

In the stage XXV tadpole skin preparations, however, the

basal and NaF activity was quite variable and high at low

concentrations and fell off markedly at concentrations greater

than 2011 g/vol. This finding could relate to dilution of an

enzyme inhibitor, exposure of additional enzyme sites by dilu

tion, or even to interference in the Lowry protein assay by

pigments in the skin, although no data was obtained which

might suggest or eliminate these possibilities. This effect

on apparent enzyme specific activity may contribute to certain

problems, as demonstrated in the OXY-preincubation study,

where correction of specific activity for differences in pro

tein concentration altered interpretation of the results. In
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the studies where the mean protein concentration of groups

being compared were not significantly different, no correction

for protein concentration was made, however. Hynie and Sharp"
found a similar inhibition of toad bladder AC activity at high

concentrations of protein which increased with longer incuba

tion. In contrast to the studies in other transporting epithe

lia, however, considerable problems were encountered in attempt—

ing to demonstrate hormone stimulation of the enzyme in adult

skin. The results presented in this thesis showed a variability

in response of the adult skin enzyme to added OXY, such that

some preparations exhibited up to H 0% stimulation while others

showed apparent inhibition of activity when compared with basal

activity. This variability could not be correlated with any

specific conditions of assay, with the exception that stimula

tion of the enzyme by OXY was seen in all samples incubated over

night in the overnight FR. The stage XXV tadpole skin enzyme

also exhibited a variable response to OXY but was, in the ma—

jority of cases, stimulated by AVT, the native frog NHH and a

close structural analogue (see Figure l-l) of OXY.

The presence of AVT stimulation in the absence of OXY

stimulation of the enzyme might suggest two possibilities.

First, the OXY preparation used was dissolved in chlorobutanol

while the AVT was in a distilled H., 0 solution, without added2

preservative. Although it is conceivable that this preserva

tive inhibited the enzyme, this possibility seems unlikely

since (l) the same degree of stimulation by the hormone was

seen with a ten-fold difference in concentration of OXY (and
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chlorobutanol) and (2) stimulation was seen in some cases,

which would necessitate implicating a variable inhibition

by the chlorobutanol.

Further, the potency of AWT as an agonist for stimula

tion of Na’ transport has previously been described as being

one to two orders of magnitude greater in amphibian trans

porting tissues than either OXY or AVT. 28, 3% If it is assumed

that the NHH 's act primarily via activation of AC, then dif

ferences in receptor affinity or mediation of hormone-receptor

interaction to activate the enzyme are probably responsible

for this potency difference. It is possible, then, that cell

disruption potentiates this difference, which is not so marked

in the physiological preparation.

Yet another possibility exists for explaining these

differences. It has been previously demonstrated that OXY

does not elevate AC activity or cyclic AMP levels in rat

** a tissue markedly responsive to the hormone. Reuterus ,

cently, Goldberg et al. have demonstrated a rise in cyclic

AMP levels, and these authors propose an effect of the hor

mone on both AC and guanyl cyclase to explain their findings. 167
The importance of guanyl cyclase in relation to AC activity

is further substantiated by the reports of Krishna and Har

wood+** who found that small concentrations of GTP poten

tiated AC activity in fat cells.

Thus, OXY is capable of activating guanyl cyclase but

not adenyl cyclase in one tissue. It might be proposed that
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this capability of activating guanyl cyclase extends to other

types of tissue, such as transporting epithelia, and that

production of cyclic GMP might contribute to the increase in

Na" transport, as has been suggested by the studies of

** which showed stimulation of Na’ transBourgoignie et al.

port by this nucleotide. Confirmatory reports of this latter

finding have not appeared, however. The possibility exists

that both NHH 's studied might act via both AC and guanyl cyc

lase but to different extents, to produce the Nat transport

effects. Studies of guanyl cyclase or cyclic GMP levels

in transporting epithelium may be worthwhile.

The studies of the enzyme at different stages of develop

ment demonstrated several findings of interest: (1) the lack

of significant change in basal enzyme activity throughout de

velopment, except for increases at stage XX and XXV; (2) the

lack of significant change in absolute NaF-stimulated enzyme

activity with development, except at stages XX-XXI and XXV,

in the face of a proportional increase in this activity as

compared with basal activity after metamorphic climax; (3)

the demonstration of development of sensitivity of the enzyme

to PGE1 and AVT.

The finding of no increase in basal AC activity in the

skin during development differs from findings in developing

rat tissues, where increases in brain, liver, skeletal muscle,

2 || 9 It isand kidney cortex AC occur during development. 1992
possible that studies of skins from earlier stages might demon

strate the actual development of this enzyme. The higher
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levels of both basal and NaF-stimulated enzyme at metamor

phic climax (stage XX) are of interest, and similar find

ings of a peak in enzyme activity during development has

also been described in rat brain.” and skeletal muscle. **

Since metamorphic climax in tadpoles represents a stage

where many marked biochemical (as the development of the

66), physiological (loss of gill function")urea cycle enzymes

and morphological (emergence of forelimbs**) changes are oc

curring simultaneously, this transient rise may in some way

reflect similar dramatic changes in skin functions, such as

development of hormone-responsive Nat transport demonstrated

in Chapter 3.

At approximately stage XX, there is a gradual increase

in the ratio of NaF-stimulated basal enzyme activity which

continues through stage XXV, a finding also seen in develop

ing rat brain AC.?"9 This finding in rat brain was proposed

by Schmidt et al. ** to be due to loss of a NaF-sensitive

site inhibitor during development. However, in their study,

enzyme sensitivity to 2.5 and 5m M NaF actually fell after an

intermediate stage of development (9 days post partum), so

this explanation may not be appropriate. Although NaF-sensi

tive enzyme activity has been postulated to represent total

298 its functional significance isavailable enzyme activity,

not known. It is of interest that the rise in NaF/basal enzyme

ratio roughly parallels the rise in hormone-stimulated Na"

transport during development, but the relationship between

these two observations, if any, is not known.
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Studies of the development of NHH-responsive enzyme

activity were hindered by the variable response to the hor

mones, especially OXY. When percentage increase in OXY-stimu

lated activity over basal activity was used as a measure , the

highest mean increase is at stage XX, but only at stage XXV

was the increase significantly different from zero.

In the separate series of experiments studying simul—

taneously the development of responses to the NHH 's and PGE1,
significant increases in PGE1-stimulated activity occurred
from stage XX, on and in AWT-stimulated activity from stage

XXI + on through stage XXV, and no significant increases were

seen in OXY-stimulated enzyme at any stage. Although these

data might suggest development of a PGE1-sensitive site

before an AVT-sensitive site, the percentage and absolute in

creases in PGE1 and AVT-stimulated enzymes at stage XX were

not significantly different from each other so this may not

be the case. Although this might be suggestive of separate

sites for action of the NHH's and PGE1, clarification of this

point can only be made with further studies.

In summary, the presence of adenyl cyclase activity has

been demonstrated in adult and pro-, and post-metamorphic tad

pole ventral skin.

Three relatively clear changes were seen in the enzyme

character during development: (l) the increase in the relative

proportion of NaF-stimulated enzyme during metamorphic climax,

(2) the appearance of PGE1 and AVT-sensitivity of the enzyme

at the beginning of climax, with PGE1 sensitivity possibly
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pearing slightly earlier ; (3) the peak in total enzyme speci

fic activity during an intermediate stage followed by a subse

quent fall. All of these findings are analogous to findings

in other developmental studies of Acl: 5,249 The significance

of the se enzyme studies in regard to their relationship to

developmental changes in skin morphology and physiological

(Na" transport) functions will be discussed further in Chapter
5.



CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND GENERAL COMMENTS

The preceding three chapters have dealt with three

different aspects of adult frog skin and tadpole skin

during development in an attempt to elucidate some of the

mechanisms of Na" transport in the presence and absence

of hormones which stimulate this process. In this chapter,

the findings in the morphological, physiological and bio

chemical studies will be compared in an effort to correlate

some of the changes seen.

This study was predicated on the postulated concept that

some of the components of hormone-mediated transport might

appear at different stages of development. If this were the

case, then some insight into the importance of these compon

ents, such as AC or the postulated prostaglandin modulators,

to the overall process and the genetic mechanisms controlling

their production might be obtained.

In the period of tadpole development studied, spanning

from premetamorphic (stage XV) through prometamorphic (stage

XVII-XIX) climax (stage XX) and completion of metamorphosis

(stage XXV), the ventral skin exhibited marked morphological,

physiological and biochemical changes. Thus, the epithelium

gradually changes from a simple one-cell layer structure to

a complex structure composed of four to six layers of hetero

geneous cells, develops the capacity for active Na" transport

which gradually increases with development and concomitantly
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develops the capacity to respond by increasing Na’ transport

in the presence of NHH 's. AC basal sepcific activity, how

ever is not significantly changed during this time, although

Na F sensitivity of the enzyme increases relative to basal

activity after stage XX. The studies also suggest that sen

sitivity of the enzyme to the NHH 's and PGE1 also appears at

approximately the time of metamorphic climax, although it may

appear at an earlier stage in some skins. A composite graph

of these events is presented in Figure 5–1 which summarizes

these changes during development. The level of measure able

Na" transport, as expressed by PD or SCC, correlates approxi

mately with the number of cell layers up to stage XXI and might

support the concept that each cell layer developing above the

basal layer contributes to the Na" transporting function. How

ever, the development of specific cells active in transport or

the gradual modification of existing cells by additional Nat

"pumps"/unit cell area is an equally tenable explanation.

Two possible correlates exist between morphological

changes and AC activity: (l) the rise in NaF-stimulated AC

roughly coincides with the increase in cell layers (Fig. 5-l);

(2) the marked increase in basal and AC enzyme activity is

seen at the time of appearance of the mitochondrial-rich clear

cells. Further studies will be needed to establish whether

these events are related.

When absolute increases in AWT and PGE1-stimulated AC

specific activity are compared with absolute increases in

SCC in response to these agents (Figure 5-2) it appears that
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Figure 5-l. Composite diagram of developmental changes

in tadpole skin Na" transport, AC, and

morphology.

Upper diagram shows development of Na" trans

port as expressed by measured PD (--) and SCC

( -o- ) in skins 90–100 minutes after mounting

in Ussing chamber (from Chapter 3). Middle

diagram shows increase in the ratio of

NaF/Basal AC activity with development (Chap

ter H ). Lower diagram is a graph summarizing

morphological studies (Chapter 2) showing in

crease in number of cell layers with develop

ment. Development is expressed as a function

of Taylor Kollros stage (upper aboissa) and

days from forelimb emergence (E, lower abcissa).
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Figure 5–2. Comparison of developmental changes in tad

pole skin SCC and AC in response to AWT

(107"M) and PGE, (107"M).
Upper diagram compares AVT -- mediated

absolute increase in SCC over basal SCC

(uá/0.7cmº, open bars, left ordinate) to

increase in AC activity over basal (pM/

mg/l 0 min, hatched bars, right ordinate)

as a function of developmental stage

(abcissa). Lower diagram compares similar

parameters for effects of PGE1. Values

represent mean + S. E. M., n = 5.
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the capacity for response of the enzyme to the hormone and

PGE, develops before the capacity for full physiological

response to the agents. Thus, the limiting step for the Na”

transport response is not AC enzyme sensitivity to hormones,

but a subsequent step in the hormone response sequence. The

high correlation between Na" transport increase in response

to the NHH 's, PGE1 and cyclic AMP and the level of basal Na"l

transport (Chapter 3) suggests that the factor determining

the level of the PD or SCC is the basic determinant of the

magnitude of response, rather than the sensitivity of the AC

enzyme to the agonists or the level of cyclic AMP. Further,

the developmental sequence appears to involve prior construc

tion of the hormone receptor-enzymes coupled system followed

by the assembly of the Na" transport system. These findings

plus those demonstrating the presence of measurable PD and

SCC in the absence of hormone response, also suggests that

the control of synthesis of one or more hormone responsive

elements of the Na" transport response (as the hormone recep

tor or the hormone responsive AC) may be separate from the

components relating to basal Na" transport (as the NaK-ATPase

enzyme).

The use of the developmental and multiple perspective

approaches in this thesis to examine the complex problem of

hormone mediated Na" transport offers several advantages

over the more conventional one-dimensional approach. The first

is the use of developmental model which theoretically offers a
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method for observing phenomena isolated from other poten

tially interfering events without use of artificial separa

tion methods (such as use of metabolic inhibitors in phy

siological studies, or subcellular fractionation in bio

chemical studies) which may alter the character of the

phenomenon being observed. Thus, it is evident from the studies

here and elsewhere??" *** that basal AC activity can be separa

ted from its hormone and , to an extent, NaF-sensitive compon

ents. Since the hormone-sensitive components, whether they

represent the actual hormone receptor or other hormone acti.

vated modulators, appear to be initimately associated with the

enzyme in most systems, ** use of an enzyme source from a de

veloping animal where hormone sensitivity has not yet appeared

would seem to be one approach to characterization of the "core"

enzyme under simpler experimental conditions.

The developmental model has certain limitations, as

discussed in Chapter l. Its use assumes that the character

of components of a particular system are the same as in the

fully developed, more complex system; however, in many cases,

transitional components may appear, then disappear and be re

placed by analogous, but different components. as is the case

for hemoglobin types during development. This in fact may

apply to the transiently elevated levels of basal AC seen at

intermediate stages of development in my studies as well as

2 || 9 This finding could relate to any numberin rat tissues.

of possibilities including increased specific activity of ex

isting AC, transient appearance of another AC, or the overlap
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of decreasing AC activity of one type (specific to a cell

type, or an enzyme function), and of increase in another

type, to suggest a few.

Another limitation of the developmental model was con

siderable variability and poor correlation between separate

morphological criteria for defining the developmental stage,

suggesting a certain degree of asynchrony between gross mor

phological events. There was also poor correlation between

development of Na" transport and any one specific morphologi

cal change (as tail-body ratio, or hind-limb length) implying

asynchrony of development in regard to morphological and

physiological events. Assignment of developmental stage

based on several morphological criteria, however, correlated

relatively well with the developmental physiological events.

This type of problem is much less evident with several other

developmental models where time criteria such as birth or

conception can be used.

The second a spect of experimental approach in this thesis

related to the examination of a phenomenon from morphological,

physiological and biochemical perspectives. This constituted

an attempt to understand the phenomenon of hormone-mediated

transepithelial Na" transport within the confines of the actual

model used. Thus, although measurement of enzyme activity in

the tissue is postulated to correlate with events occurring in

the epithelium, the morphological studies serve as a reminder

that the contents of the homogenate derive from diverse cell
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types, including secretory glands and smooth muscle both of

which may contribute, or even comprise the better part of

measured enzyme activity. The finding of coincident develop

mental events in a tissue does not imply a connection between

these events unless other data are supportive of this connec

tion (as the considerable data relating hormone-sensitive Na"

transport and cyclic AMP), but it may suggest shared control

mechanisms for appearance of the diverse components (as speci

95). The work prefic levels of thyroid hormone or prolactin

sented in this thesis has defined several aspects of tadpole

skin development which could serve as a basis for further

studies to elucidate specific hormone—response mechanisms,

their interrelationship and their control. The combined ap

proaches, as discussed previously, tended to comprise a three

dimensional matrix as a model for examining the overall pro

belm of hormone-mediated Na" transport. An extension of this

matrix, as illustrated in Figure 5–3 represents a summary of

some of the studies which were , and could be carried out to fur

ther understanding of the problem. A fourth "dimension," that

of looking at changes in response to the NHH 's over time, as

was done in the physiological tadpole skin experiments, might

also add information. Although all of the studies suggested

by this model primarily provide phenomenological information,

when examined from a two dimensional approach, the "three

dimensional" comparison of changes in several parameters may

provide insight into functional mechanisms (i.e., probable
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-Z;
–Morphology (basal and in various

functional stages)

-Prostaglandin levels

-Prostaglandin synthetase activity

Phosphodiesterase activity (high and low Km types,
in the presence of hormones, etc. )

—Cyclic AMP levels (basal, hormone, PGE-stimulated)

Adenyl cyclase activity (basal, hormone, PGE-stimulated)

Effect of ions, inhibitors on hormone, cyclic AMP,
PGE1-stimulated transport

—Water permeability (intact skin) Basal, and in the presence
–Sodium transport (intact skin) of hormones, PGE1, cyclic AMP

×1 8, *s Xu X;

Figure 5–3.
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dependence of Na" transport response on the magnitude of Na"

pump activity rather than AC hormone sensitivity. )

As was discussed in Chapter l; NHH 's cause two known

physiological changes in transporting epithelium, i.e., in

creased Na’ transport and increased permeability of the

epithelium to water and low molecular weight solutes. These

two effects are separable by several criteria, as outlined in

Table l-III, Chapter l; although some components of the mechan

isms mediating these effects, such as cyclic AMP, are believed

to be common to the two effects. Several authors 28, 99,219

have proposed some type of separation of the hormone responsive

AC enzyme into either separate cell compartments or into

different cells. Because of technical problems (small surface

area of tadpole skin) and seasonal absence of NHH hydro

osmotic responses (as also previously noted by Anderson and

Ussing”), studies of the H.9 permeability changes were not com—

pleted in this thesis, although these studies could prove to

be valuable.

However, since the possibility exists that there are two

compartmentalized AC enzymes which may not always be coordinated

in their responses to the hormones, it is quite possible that

data on such parameters as AC enzyme activity, cyclic AMP

levels, and PDE activity made in broken cell preparations may

reflect changes in two separate compartments. If inhibitors

play any role in suppression of one type of response in the

presence of the other, then they may affect the overall acti.

vity in a pooled homogenate. Since prostaglandins have been
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shown to inhibit hormone activation of AC in renal medulla,”
but have inhibitory effects on hydro-osmotic effects and

stimulatory effects on Na" transport,” measurements of AC

activity, cyclic AMP levels, or other shared or analogous

components may be misinterpreted.

Thus, it might be recommended that potential pooling of

the two response "systems" be avoided as a primary requisite

to further studies on this problem. Although use of a tissue

at a developmental stage where one type of hormone response

is absent might be feasible, it would necessarily assume

absence of an inhibitory factor. A possibly more desireable

model for broken cell studies might be a tissue where only one

type of response is seen, as in the urodele. However, in

general, it appears that the most meaningful studies in regard

to this problem could be those in intact tissue, where com—

partmentalization remains. The diversity of potential elec

tron microscopic, radioautographic, histochemical techniques

as well as physiological manipulations of the tissue in an Us

sing chamber (as summarized in Table l-III, Chapter l) would

appear to allow considerable understanding of these hormone

responsive processes. For example, radioautographic studies

of ouabain binding sites, histochemical studies of AC or

prostaglandin synthetase, and microscopic studies of the

tissue while responding to hormone all might provide insight

as to which cells are responding to the hormones and how they

are responding.
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Although tadpole skin was chosen as the experimental

model in this study due to its amenability to physiological

studies in the Ussing chamber (as opposed to tadpole bladder)

and its well described developmental processes, it was not

ideal since potentially interfering factors, such as skin

pigment and two types of secretory glands, were also present.

The use of tadpole bladders, if technical methods for assess

ment of Na’ transport and hydroosmotic effects in the small

tissues were developed, might be a more desirable model in

terms of eliminating some interfering factors, although the

suggested interaction between amphibian bladder epithelial

cells and the supporting tissue described in the study by

Parisi, et al. 217 (see Chapter l) suggests that even the am—

phibian bladder may be relatively complex, and search for a

morphologically and functionally simpler model may be desire

able.

In conclusion, the primary contributions of this thesis

have included: (1) the definition and exploration of some of

the experimental potentials of these developmental and multi

dimensional approaches; (2) the description of some of the

basic phenomena, such as development of Na" transport (alone

and hormone-mediated) and AC enzyme activity, the definition

of which are essential for further studies of the mechanisms

of NHH-response in this model; (3) preliminary insight into

some of the mechanisms of the hormone response, such as the

non-rate-limiting role of hormone sensitive AC in regard to
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magnitude of physiological Na" transport response and fur

ther corroboration of the postulate that PGE1 would be al

modulator of NHH effect in that it mimics the hormone in

+ - -both Na transport effects and enzyme activity.
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APPENDIX L1 – A

CORRECTION OF AC ENZYME ACTIVITY IN TADPOLE SKIN FOR
PROTEIN CONCENTRATION IN OXY – PRETREATMENT STUDY

Mean uncorrected enzyme values for the OXY vs FR pre

treated were different by H.0% (Basal, OXY, and NaF-stimulated),

but the mean protein concentration of the two groups were sig

nificantly different (OXY pre-treated group = 9H. 8 + 8. 3; FR

group – H 7.5 + 8.6, p<0.01). Since a previous study had shown

enzyme specific activity to be dependent upon protein concen—

tration of the incubation medium (Figure H – ll) the possibility

that the differences between the two groups was due to protein

concentration rather than treatment was examined, by correct

ing enzyme values for protein concentration. Calculations are

presented below.

Analysis

l. When the log basal enzyme specific activities (y) of the

25 stage XXV tadpoles skins are plotted against protein con

centration ( x ), the values are related by a slope of -0.009 ||

+ 0.0015, with an r = 0.79.

2. When the same parameters in this experiment are plotted,

the results are as follows:

Group Pl Slope: SEM I’ P.

Control l2 0.0065+0.0013 0.8 L1 >0 . l

OXY l2 0.001140.0009 0. 83 (N. S. )

Combined 2 || 0.0053+0.0010



The combined slope for this experiment is significantly

different (p 0.025) than that for the larger group of stage

XXV tadpoles, so corrections for protein concentrations were

made based on the two groups in this experiment. The correc

tion of enzyme specific activity for protein concentration

assumed a linear relationship and is described by

log Acorr = log Aobs slope (Psta - Pobs)

where A is the corrected specific enzyme activity, A isCOrr obs

the observed enzyme specific activity, Fstd is the protein con

centration to which values were corrected, and Pops is the pro
tein concentration of the sample. Since the protein concen—

trations of the two groups overlapped at approximately 60 g/

volume, this was used as the Fstd:
The slope for log specific activity versus protein concen—

tration for both groups incubated with OXY were:

Group Il Slope: SEM I'

Control l2 –0.0056+0.0017 0. 72

OXY Pre- l2 –0.00 H2+0.0042 0.77
treated

These were not significantly different from each other or from

the pooled basal group, so these values were also corrected

for protein concentration as described above.

Analagous data for the samples incubated with NaF produced

divergent slopes as presented below:



Group Il SlopetSEM I’.

Control 12 –0. Olg840.0028 0. 85

OXY Pre- 12 +0.0054+0.007 3 0.23
treated

Therefore it was concluded that correction of these values

would not be valid.

The corrected and uncorrected values for each group

are presented in Table H-X.
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